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This city had its first taste of
sky warfare yesterday when two
large planes gave battle to a third,
■which was towing a target. Tlie
air craft, which were flying at a
high altitude were from the new
United States Cruiser Philadelphia
which was awaiting the arrival of
the Trial Board before going onto
ihe Rockland couwe for its stand
ardization test.

—
While thou llvest, keep a good
♦ tongue In thy head
—
•w
—Shakespeare ♦

The ships were in the air nearly
an hour passing and repassing over
the city. The sound of the ma
chine guns could not be heard on
the ground, but their smoke plain
ly indicated that a practice battle
was in progress.
The Philadelphia is to be put
through the usual speed, endurance
and economy tests and will base at
this port for about 10 days.

THE BIDDING WAS LIVELY

PICK CUKES REGULARLY
When cucumbers begin to bear,
they should be picked two times a
week, even though they cannot be
immediately disposed of. it is
recommended by the Perry-Morse
Seed Breeding Institute. Records i
show that regular picking con
tributes to an increased yield over
the season, the picking of fruits
serving to stimulate additional pro
duction. In this respect cucumbers
are like many of the popular an
nual flowers. They should have
their blossoms cut regularly to pro
mote blooming over a longer sea

And All But Two of the Real Estate Parcels
Were Sold At Tuesday’s Auction

Rockland's Com-1 to Thomas McPhail of Thomaston,
munity Building for $185.
has served many un- ' No. 4—Hugo Lehtinen, Jr., house
usual purposes since at Long Cove, no bids,
its opening two years | No. 5—Mayo house, 22 Florence
ago, and Tuesday street, sold to Louis Marcus, for
forenoon
saw
it $1250.
opened to accommoNo. 6—McConchie property at
date another gather- Ash Point, sold to Caleb A. Lewis
ing which comes un- j of Waterville, for $1025.
der that classifies-1 No. 7—Sanborn property at 10
son.
lion—the receiver's sale of reni1 High street (southern half), sold to
estate which was owned by the Isidor Gordon, for $505.
PRISON POPULATION
Rockland National Bank.
No. 8—Sawyer house at 208 Main
Maine State Prison had 352 in
An auction sale has drawn a street, sold to Leforest A. Thurston.
mates at the end of July. Tlie
crowd from time immemorial, and for *1028population movement was thus dis
so on this occasion there were I No 9-Harlow E. Brown property
tributed: Committed from Courts.
In Warren, no bids.
6; parole violators returned, 1; about 300 present—some drawn from
No. 10—Lot and buildings, 29
idle
curiosity
and
some
with
a
view
paroled. 21; discharged, 1; number
Wharf street. $275.
to
obtaining
desirable
property
at
at Prison Farm, 32; number of lif
The bidding was quite lively in
which they considered desirable
ers, 47
most instances, and the auctioneers'
terms.
task was soon completed.
The sale was under the direction
HOPE GRANGE FAIR of Edward C. Payson in his ca
pacity as receiver for the closed
HOPE CORNER
National Bank, and engaged for
Thursday, Aug. 18
the occasion as auctioneers were Affairs Qf the Ma;ne Coa#t
SUPPER, ENTERTAINMENT
Edward L. Hopkins and Ben Temple.
Fisheries, Inc,, Are To
AND DANCE
The total amount derived from1
2.30 P. M. to 12 M.
Be Gone Over
the sales was $8790. Following was i
96&98
the result of the individual sales:
The investigation of the defunot
No. 1—Havener house at 194 North
Maine Const Fisheries, Inc., halted
Main street, opposite the Knox ,
j County Country Club, sold to Pierre a month
wilh the filing of a
At GLEN COVE
bill in equity by the concern's for
j Havener for $1450.
Every Wednesday Night
No. 2—Havener block. 468 Main mer president. Rufus H. Stone, will
RUSSELL’S e-PIEUE STRING
street, sold to Miss Mabel Spear, for be continued by the Republican
ORCHESTRA
$3200.
Legislative Committee created to
WOODCOCK. Prompter
DOOR PRIZE
No. 3—Johnson property, a two scrutinize the expenditure of Fed
97* It
or three acre lot in Glenmere. sold eral funds in Maine following dis
missal of the bill by Supreme Court
Justice Harry Manser.
Representative Donald Philbrick.
spokesman-member of the commit
tee. announced that court permis
sion has been asked to go over the
books of the farmer private com
We Are Serving Those
pany. accused by the committee in
a preliminary report to the Legis
lature with perpetrating "gross
frauds"
in handling
Federal
monies.
A statement was Issued Wednes
Also Our
day night by Peter A. Lsaacson of
Lewiston, attorney for the corpora
tion. inviting the committee to help
select a “fair and impartial'’ tri
bunal to go over the books
In dismissing Stone's bill in
equity. Justice Manser pointed out
that the former president of the
concern had not shown specifically
how such an investigation would
THE BEST FOR THE LEAST
hurt him. Isaacson had banded the
investigation a “political fishing ex
distributors
pedition.”

Fraud Is Claimed

DANCE

:: YES :::

At MOODY’S DINER Waldoboro
SPECIAL TURKEY DINNERS
75c

SUNDAY

75c

Special 60c Dinner

USE ONLY TEXACO PRODUCTS

A. C. McLOON & CO.

BEANO!

BEANO!

THOMASTON LEGION FAIR
WEDNESDAY NIGHT, AUGUST 17

THURSDAY, DAY AND NIGHT, AUGUST 18
ROCKLAND BAND

Cooked Foods

BOTH NIGHTS

Games

Fir Pillows

Fancy Work Aprons Home Made Candy
MAMMOTH PARADE
THURSDAY, AUGUST 18
5.30 Shaq>

$100.00 IN CASH PRIZES
‘WE SPECT TO SEE YOU ALL

TO THE FAIR”
Signed,
Aunt Hetty and Uncle Si.

96-97

An Interesting Incident In
the Life of “Gram” Watts
Having To Do With the City
—Receives Friends
Of Rockland ThirtyNine Years Ago
Editor of The Courier-Gazette

THREE CENTS A COPY

0N shore

Volume 93.................. Number 97.

()f LAKE MEDOMAK

“The Black Cat”

Rotarians Spend a Delightful Evening As the i
Guests Of Frank E. Poland

“Anything well dreaded ls half
Advertisements under the classi
fication of G and H:
[done;’ That 1s what happened to
The red letter day in tlie annals boys wended their way over the
Groceries and Provisions—Joseph .
Mrs. Emily J.
Abbott & Son, Ayer's Market. A, Gram Aug. 6
of the Rockland Rotary Club, to winding trail back to the camp,
J. Bird & Co., Bird & Hart, Cobb, Watts of South Thomaston has
and as their voices died away in
Wight & Co., A. F. Crockett Si Co., a wonderful asset in life—a pleas which its members look forward so
C. Doherty. O. S Duncan. W. T.
eagerly each year, materialized the distance the men's quartet took
Duncan, Farrand, Spear Si Co, ing personality. She grows old again last night when the club up the refrain. The sun sank be
Farmers' Exchange, H. H. Flint, gracefully, yet she abhors birtha#ul Its guests were entertained on neath the western horizon turning
J. Henry Flint, A. M. Fuller & Co'davs
By Tlte Roving Reporter
the shores of Medomak Lake, the high clouds Into a myriad of
A. C. Gay & Co., O A. Gilbert,
Plans
to
hold
"open
house
”
last
beautiful
colors,
and
the
group
of
Ephraim D. Graves, A. C. Hahn,
among the hills of Washington, by
Simon H. Hall. David Hall, R. C Saturday fell through because that prince of hosts. Frank E. Po listeners confessed to a feeling of
It was tlie residence of the late
Hall & Co., William E. Hall, Frank ‘Gram" had what she calls a “mean
actual awe.
Charles R. Richardson which
F Harding. Jeremiah Harrington day” Friday. However, Saturday land.
Mr. Poland said a word about the
Haskell Bros.. Oliver P. Hix. Ed
stands on the site of the burned
organization of Medomak Camp.
ward B Ingraham, C B. Jones, afternoon, “Gram" was well set to
Park street Episcopal Church, ac
How It was begun in 1904 with a
Peter Kennedy & Co, J W. Kiff & receive friends who might call.
cording to later information which
Son. John H. McGrath. McInnis & Promptly at 12.30 her impromptu
single grdup of boys of all ages;
has come to me. Tlie house was
McNamara. John H McIntosh.
how in 1918 it was separated into
Perry Bros. E. Mont Perry. F A party began. Alfred Young of Bath
bought from W. O Hewett by Jesse
Junior
and
senior
camps
and
how
Peterson, S. G. Prescott & Co., Ab made her a short call, accompanied
R. Richardson, grandfather of Ar
in 1929 the Cube were assigned to
bot L. Richardson, Franz M. Sim by his mother and a generous help
thur B. and Austin Richardson.
mons. I L Snow & Co., diaries T ing of ice cream.
a camp of their own.
Spear. Sullivan Bro6., Frank N
Looking upon this man who for
Next came Willard Sleeper whose
Temple. C. M. Tibbetts. Henry G
I am told that the late Albert I.
34
years has conducted one of tire
Tibbetts & Co.. C Frank Tuttle, 85th birthday was observed the day
The Quartet had melody and
Charles C. Ulmer. White <fe Case before. Besides receiving calls from
largest and most successful summer Mather, father of Harry A. Mather
Expression
Hairdressers—L
W.
Bennet
camps in the State of Maine, of Camden street sold the first gal
Charles Daley. W. Irving Elwell, F many friends she was the recipient
brother Rotarlans felt an added lon of kerosene ever vended In
M. French. E E. Hoffses. W. E of several gifts among which were
Out of the summer calendar It
Rockland. The purchaser was W.
Ingraham, diaries W Lee, Frank P beautiful birthday cards, fruit, can has been possible to select only a thrill of admiration and affection.
Libby. Frank P. Manson, Efeekiel dy. handkerchiefs, dress and an or
Hls has been a splendid mission O. Fuller, Sr,
few days at whose doors some
Nelson, Libby Paiadino, Oliver E.
upon earth, and juveniles now
Pettee. F A. Robinson, Rockland iginal poem.
criticism could not be laid. One of
Another good 6tory concerns the
Hair Store, Perd G. Slnghi, Allen At 11 o'clock that night “Gram” those rare occasions was yesterday. grown to men of middle age are
W. Stetson, Star Barber Shop decided it was time for her to re The Rotarlans and other members among those who will forever bless minister who was called suddenly
to preach at a funeral, but who,
James J. Stuart. Frank E. Ulmer tire. The next day her grandson.
hls name.
of the party, representing in all ap
Charles H. Willis.
through some oversight, had not
“
Twenty-five
years
ago,"
said
Mr.
Edward Allen gave her a long auto proximately 60 men faced ia peerbeen supplied with the necessary In
Poland,
“
I
took
onto
my
staff
a
man
ride, stopping for ice cream and nuts less sunset as they dined at the | whQ
Gahan. T. E„ h 76 Rankin.
wl(h
free
formation concerning the deceased.
Gale. Addie C., milliner, h 24 at "The Nut House.” On returning water's edge, and returning home knQWn
gu(herland He is He didn’t like to ask a direct ques
Orange.
she had dinner with Edward and the way was marked by a glori
tion so resorted to hls ingenuity to
Gale. Chas. W . (Rockland Marble
here tonight ” '
Si Granite Works, 282 Main) h hls wife. Mrs. Watts is not fond ous full moon in the east sending I "Uncle Dud" acknowledged the learn the sex of the departed. Ap
of too much limelight but she has its golden shafts across the six
24 Orange.
Gale. G. Edgar, clerk, h 24 Orange requested that an item be sent to lakes which one encounters on this introduction, and got a fine hand. proaching one of the mourners he
casually:
"niece
or
Rev. Harold Martin of Foxboro, inquired
Gale. Mary J., h 24 Orange.
Gamage. Asa T„ fish peddler, h The Black Cat. She is very fond beautiful drive.
Mass, known to the boys and his as nephew? ” And the mourner an
of pets.
21 Holmes.
sociates as "Couche.” gave a hu swered with equal casualness—
Gamage, John, carpenter, h 83 Pa During her 40 years of seafaring
morous account of his own experi “cousin." And so the minister
cific.
life she had as pets aboard ship
ences as a camper and told of the preached his sermon uninformed.
Ganne, Peter, h 110 Main.
Gardner, Benj. B., farmer, h West monkies, mongoose, canary birds
value of the summer camp, where I heard this story at a Lions Club
Meadow road.
and a wild cat tamed when a kitten
the boys learn nature and the meeting, and if I remember right
Gardner Bros., (Chas. S. and War by her daughter, Louisa. Just now
crafts, where they learn to live with ly it was told by Rev. J Charles
ren B.) tripe manufacturers,
hides tallow, etc., Meadow road. her pets are three cats, very in
people, and where they have the MacDonald. He has an inexhaus
Gardner. Chas. 8 (Gardner Bros telligent so she says, especially her
rough edges worn smooth.
tible fund of good stories.
tripe manufacturers) h Old Coun little black cat. "Susie”
Bob Gaffney, councilor at the
ty road.
The younger generation doesn't
Cubs camp, sang several selections
Gardner. Jona. S., milkman h West She asks The Black Cat this
question: “Can any woman who
Meadow road.
to his own mandolin accompani know that Rockland had a town
Gardner. Warren B, (Gardner happens to read this story boast of
ment. and later delighted the as crier in comparatively recent times.
Bros., tripe manufacturers) h singing a duet with a native Arab?" The ramp took was in his element
semblage with a special rendition I refer of course to Charlie Cables,
Old County rorad.
of "Little Red Riding Hood." Mr who Is now living somewhere in
Gardner. Mina N„ student, h West Once upon a time, Mrs. Watts was
Meadow road
on board ship In the harbor of Zan
Among the earliest arrivals was Gaffney ranks as a professional en Connecticut, I believe. He made hls
Gardner. Obadiah, dairyman , h zibar. Africa. Native Arabs were Willis I. Ayer who displayed before tertainer of high calibre.
announcements through a mega
West Meadow rood
Kenneth Gleason, a teacher in phone, and starting at Park street
Gardner. Ruby E, housekeeper. working on the cargo. One, whose admiring eye-witnesses hls prow
name was Domino was singing the ess as a swimmer The water, he the Attleboro. Mass., schools, gave could be heard plainly at The Brook
54 Masonic
Garnett, Matthew, kiln tender, h hymn. “On Greenland's Icy Moun said, was grand, but he doubtless a fascinating nature talk, telling as he told of "Tonight’s polo
Bay View square.
tains." Mrs. Watts happened to be missed ihe ice cakes amid which he what the woods had revealed to the game” or read advertisements for
Garnett. Peter, actor, h Bay View
on deck and heard the Arab sing bathed in those halcyon days when boys the present season. One of local merchants. I have heard
square
the diversions is the turtle hunt, many persons try to talk through a
Gay, Mrs. Alden, h 49 Maverick.
ing so she began singing too and he didn't know any better.
Gay, A. C. & Co. (I. E Gay, A W shortly the Arab who could both
The thoughts of Col. Basil H. and on such occasions the boys be megaphone, but Cables was the
Gay) lime manufacturers and
talk and sing in English sat beside Stinson and ''Put" Bicknell turned come as eager as the adujt might on nearest to perfection I ever knew.
grocers. 105 Sea.
Gay, Mrs. A C.. widow, h 90 Middle. her and together they sang two I seaward, and they adventured far a tiger-hunt. He told how one of On the occasion of a visit to hls old
into the fresh water realm In one of the boys hiding in the top of one home here some years ago he was
Gay, Arthur W., (A. C. Oay & Co verses of the hymn.
lime manufacturers Sea) h 15
those boats responsible tfor the of the lofty pines, In one of the induced to give a demonstration on
“
Gram
”
says
she
can
assure
one
Gay
that
he
was
as
well
garbed
as
some
j
song
"Red Sails in the Sunset." games, had discovered a nest of fly Main street, and everybody rushed
Gay, Elizabeth M. h 90 Middle.
Gay, Eva Belle, school teacher, h of the males and females she ob- With the aid of envious Rotarians ing squirrels, and of the futile at to the doors and windows to hear
90 Middle.
serves passing her home today. l)erc'le<i upon the raft they were tempts to capture one of these little him. Cables was also a expert bootGay. Ephraim real estate owner, h
—o—
The thought often occurs to her able to make a landing before the animals. His story told also of black.
608 Main.
hawks of wood mice, of snakes, and
I have a vivid recollection of the
Gay. George F„ electrician, h 12 that they look like the natives of supper bell rang.
And such a 6upper! Following flowers and trees.
Gay.
night the Pant Factory and several
Africa.
Gay, Isaac E. (A C. Gay & Co.) 105
the Woodcraft Trail the 60 hungry
adjoining buildings burned. One
'Gram''
Is
a
booster
for
The
Sea. h 88 Middle.
ones came upon a typical camp
of the latter was owned by Cables,
Gay. Mrs. Oliver, h 47 North Main Black Cat.
scene where an expert was turn
Gay, Mrs. Wm„ h 12 Gay.
who became nearly frantic as he
Mrs Ella Watts
Gay, Wm., J., lime trimmer, h 12
ing the 6pit on which beef was be
saw the accumulation of his thrifty
South
Thomaston.
Aug.
10.
Gay.
ing barbecued. Done to a rich
years being wiped out. I resided at
[I am in hopes that some kind
Genthener, Manley M.. bds 23 Park
that time on Broadway, and hast
George. Bert I*. (Standard Plating friend will answer ‘Gram's" ques brown turn the cutting of which
revealed a reddened interior, to the
Co.) 560 Main, bds 78 Park.
ening to the fire met Cables run
tion but I feel quite sure that she
George, Daniel M., rigger, h upper
delight of those who prefer thetr's
ning In the opposite direction, quite
has no rivals—The Black Cat.]
Camden
rare. Flanked with baked potatoes
beside himself. Friends lent ma
George. Fred H., longshoreman, 111
Golden Bantam corn, tomatoes and
North Main.
terial assistance when hls plight
other delicacies. It war a scene
George. Mrs. Wm., h upper Camden
became known.
German. Frank J., kiln tender, h 29
worth looking upon as the 81*1;’ se
On Medomak's peaceful shores
Ulmer.
It used to be my great delight
Getchell. Ernestine , housekeeper. Mr*. Morrill Prove# It and lected seats at the picnic tables
and began the onslaught which ls
234 Limerock.
John Butler, a teacher in the to hunt cat-tails, or cat O' nine
Getchell, Grace, h 47 Broad.
Pay# Fine Compliment destined to become an epic. Mr. Newton, Mass, schools, gave a strik tails, as we always called them In
Getchell, Sarah F., tailoress. h 47
Poland and his highly capable as ing demonstration of the boys' my boyhood. When properly dried
To
Thi# Paper
Broad.
sistants were very diligent in look achievements in metal work, show and kerosene applied they made
Oetchell, Stanley P, employed
Editor of The Black Cat:—
ing after the wants of the diners; ing some very fine samples.
Mowry & Payson, h 47 Broad.
excellent torches and many were
Gettegan, Fred, laborer, 18 Thom
Someone said something about in fact they were omnipresent, and
Twilight had crept on apaoe, the the impromptu parades we had—
aston.
cate having brains. I think they do. there were extras galore, until golden clouds had changed to No some Republican and some Demo
Gettegan, Thomas, driver, bds 37ti
Some
years ago the Methodist min even the High Sheriff was sated. vember blue, across the lake cratic, but all parades of much
Park
Gilbert, Daniel, master mariner, h ister, Rev. Arthur Leigh, was mov Eventually the ice cream and home gleamed the light of some camp, Consequence to us young chaps.
150 Union.
ing away and to save a kitten's life made cookies which constituted and the Medomak Camp bonfires Their memory extends way down
Gilbert. Mark L.. master mariner, I accepted his gift.
dessert had been disposed of, and were casting eerie shadows as the the long years that have Inter
bds State cor Florence.
the evening program began
That
night
I
left
him
in
the
Rotarians prepared to take their vened.
Gilbert. Osgood A., grocer, 156 Main,
—o—
kitchen, closed the doors when we
h State cor Florence.
departure. They were warned to be
Out in Cincinnati where the bar
Gllchrest, Charles, coachman, 67 retired, leaving food and a good bed
cautious as the trail is rough, but bers were holding a national con
Middle.
for
him.
In
the
morning
when
I
here
again was the thoughtfulness vention the other day the national
Gllchrest. Elon B„ insurance agent,
opened the door there was the table
5 Limerock. bds 38 Middle.
of the host, for placed at frequent president delivered himself of this
Gilchrest, T. W.. stone cutter, 169 cloth in a heap on the floor, and
warning;
Main.
(Continued on Page Tnree)
the curtain shade at the top of the
"Remember you are scientific
Gillchrest, Fred, clerk. 418 Main.
professional men. not gabby medita
Gillchrest, Olive R.. clerk W. O. window. Somehow he had taken
from the shelf the doll I had made
Hewett & Co., h 88 Limerock
YOUR FAVORITE POEM tors of the week’s choice gossip.”
Gilley Mrs. Mary, h 14 State.
tor ‘the fair and was on his back
Imagine me getting away with
Gillis, Daniel, carpenter, h 39 Wil with the head of the doll in his
If I had my life to live again I would that stuff in the barber shop where
low.
have made a rule to read some poetry I hibernate.
mouth and front paws, and hls hind
—o—
Gillis. John, laborer, h 39 Willow.
and listen to some music at least
Ginn, Alonzo P., master mariner, paws kicking it for all he was Willis was bound to go In swimming once
Indicative of the coming fall sea
a week. The loss of these tastes
h 27 Trinity.
ls a loss of happiness —Charles Darwin son wa6 the sound yesterday of coal
worth.
Glidden. A. M., brakeman M. C. R.
“It is unfortunate," said Mr. Po
He grew into a fine, big cat and
wa#ons dischaiging their contents
R„ h 14 Suffolk.
VALUATION
learned many tricks. He followed land, “that the credit always goes
Glover, Alice, h 67 Masonic.
for a neighboring establishment. I
Glover, Chas. C., (bookkeeper Sher me everywhere, even to choir re to the head of the camp, but I am The old Squire said, as he stood by hls have always associated that expen
gate.
man Glover & Co.) h 10 Fulton. hearsal. One day I was sewing by going to present the real workers."
And hla neighbor, the Deacon, went sive sound with the coming of cold
Glover, Edward F„ architect W. H
hy
First, however, came the Cubs, a "In spite
the window and he tried to open
—o—
of my bank stock and real weather.
Glover & Co.) h 30 High.
estate.
Glover. Edward K. (W. H. Glover & the blind to let himself in. My group of very small youngsters, who
"From a Reader of The Black Cat
You are better off. Deacon, than I.
Co.) h 67 Masonic.
sister having placed a shoe box on sang camp songs. Director Yeager
and Roving Reporter tales," read a
Glover. Wm. A., clerk, h 67 Masonic the back of the sewing machine, explained that these boys had been "We're both growing old. and the end's
post card which I received yester
drawing near.
Glover, W. H. Co., builders, 423
“Chum" wanted to know what was away on a trip, yelling themselves
You have less of this world to resign. day. It brought back memories of
Main
Heaven’s appraisal your assets. I
Glover, Wm. H„ (W. H. Glover & in the box. so Jumped up in a chair hoarse, and that there might be a But Infear.
a meal which I enjoyed one day
Co.) h 67 Middle
Will reckon up greater than mine
and tried to open it; he was very few false notes. But the young
early this summer at "Aviation
Glover, Thos. B. (Sherman Glover
voices proved to be intact. Then “They say I am rich, but I'm feeling so Pc*nt" on the shores of Lake Wtn6 Co. contractors and builders. inquisitive.
poor.
He did not allow any dogs around. came an older group of singers, one
nisquam in New Hampshire. I wish
221 Main) h 10 Ocean .
I wish I could swap with you even;
Goldberg. Simon, cigar maker, bds Once he rode down the street on a of the selections being a song, the The pounds 4 have lived for and leld the writer's name
had been
301 Main.
up In store
words and music for which Were the
signed.
—
o
—
dog's back.
Por the shillings and penoe you have
Gonia, Edward O„ painter, h 5 Lin
I am glad the Oat Comer is open work of some <jf the councilors.
Corrigan, the "wrong way” flyer
given."
den.
Goodhue, Mrs. Annie C„ housekeep again. It seems to me The Cou This was followed by the alma ma "Well, Squire." said the Deacon, with had nothing on Donald Brewer, for
er. 29 Lime.
shrewd common sense.
mer Rockland boy who has recent
rier-Gazette was never so good as ter song, the words of which were
While hls eye had a twinkle of fun,
Goody. Minnie, tailoress, h upper now—so much and such fine things written by one of the councilors;
ly
crossed the Continent in six days,
"Let your pounds .take the way of my
Camden.
shillings and pence.
and the campfire song
with a thirty-dollar Ford, and
in It.
Delora E. Morrill
And the thing can be easily done!"
The latter was being sung as the
never a mishap.
Rockport, Aug. 11.
-John D. Whittier
(Continued on Page Eight)
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Every-OtKer-Day

after a six weeks' visit with her
sister. Mrs. Sarah Dolham.
THREE-TIMFS-A-WFEK
Mr and Mrs. Clarence Dolham.
Richard Kivinen has returned
Much
Activity
Is
Being
Wherein
Rain
Spoils
One
and
son
Robert,
who
has
been
guests
home
from Calais, where he had
Believe on the Lord Jesus Christ,
Shown By the Workers
Game and a “Deluge" two weeks of Mrs. Sarah Dolham, employment.
and thou shalt be saved. Acts 16:
returned Thursday to Arlington.
Talented local singers to be heard
31.
In Lincoln County
Wrecks Another
Mass. They were accompanied by in the concert Friday at the Bap
Mrs. Sarah Dolham. who will spend tist Church are: Sopranos. Mrs.
Next Week's Games
C
J 1VI
T
V 4
-her® is much interest it
J the remainder of this month with Sidney Wyllie, Mrs E B. Clark. Mrs.
□pud IVien I 0 V Ote i the Plan in the towns of Pittston
Sunday afternoon—St. George at
them. Robert Dolham of Arling Charles Overlook. Mrs. Arthur L.
' Dresden Wis and Wiscasset. A Rockland.
ton,
visited a friend in Boothbay Perry, Mrs. Percy Kenniston. and
Maine Potato Growers To
Monday night — Waldoboro at
( meeting has been arranged for
for a few days, while in Maine.
Mrs. Chester Wyllie; contraltos.
Camden (postponed from flrst half'.
Express Opinion On Mar
Ivy Chapter. O ES. Sewing Circle Miss Bertha Teague. Mrs Leroy
i Dresden Mills Aug. 20. at which
Tuesday
night
—
Roekland
at
St.
keting Agreement
time Charles M. Newell from Na- George: Thomaston at Waldoboro will meet next Tuesday afternoon Norwood. Mrs. Raymond Borneman.
with Mrs. Alzada Simmons. Supper Mrs. Frederick Powers, Mrs. Hazel
Maine potato growers will vote on tional Headquarters will speak to
Wednesday night—St. George at
will be served at 6 o'clock, the mem Pease. Miss Mary Trone. Miss Janet
the proposed marketing agreement us explaining the Plan and we hope Thomaston.
bers asked to furnish their own Wade. Miss Olive Teague. Miss Vir
Aug. 20. and Aug. 22. the Agricul
to have Representative Clyde H. , Thursday night — Rockland at dishes.
ginia Wyllie, Miss Phyllis Perry:
tural Adjustment Administrate l
Camden: Waldoboro at St. George
announced Wednesday. The reg- Smith with us too on that evening i (postp&ned from first half'.
Rev. and Mrs. Charles D. Paul tenors. Roger Teague, formerly a
pupil of Lotte McLaughlin. Harold
There will be an open air meeting
lar vote will be taken in all areas
Friday night — Waldoboro at son Andrew, and daughter Nancy
in Maine on Saturday, and voting at Boothbay Harbor the afternoon Rockland; Thomaston at St. George ct Russell. Mass., visiting relatives Overlook. Avard Robinson; bari
places will be open in on# town in of Aug 20 on the Library Grounds
Saturday afternoon—Waldoboro *n Augusta, were here Thursday to tones. John Robinson. Charles Wil
each county on Monday for those and we are inviting Townsend at St. George.
j attend
Congregational Church son and Rev. Howard A. Welch Mrs.
Louie Rogers of Rockland will be
who were unable to vote on Satur members to be present if possible
• • • •
> , Fair, and meet old time friends.
Rockland 4. Waldoboro 2
I Miss Susan Porter of Evansville. accompanist for the chorus num
TTiere are many people summering
day.
All producers growing potatos for in that town, who are interested in
The fans saw a good game at Wis.. has opened her home in this bers.
E. E. Mansfield of South Union i
market will be eligble to vote in the Townsend Plan, and who will community Park Wednesday night town for a month's stay.
sustained a back injury Tuesday in J
this referendum. The vote taken no doubt be there. It is gratifying when the Pirates added another to
Dancing will begin at 8 o'clock,
a fall while haying at the B E
will determine whether the program and surprising to us to note the their long list of second half vic
Wednesday, at the summer ball,
Watts farm. The rack tipped over
will
into eflect in flftesn late po ever iscreasirtg interest in the Plan tories by defeating the augmented
to be held at Glover hall, under the
but Mr. Watte also on the load,
all over the United States. When Waldoboro delegation. It was a
tato producing states.
sponsorship of the Woman's Club.
Hancock County: Saturday. •Aug people understand that this Plan is pitcher's battle, with six hits for Qjcg Emery's orchestra of Lewiston was not injured.
A picnic party was enjoyed Wed
20. at the Fire House. Bucksport, not a theory but has been, and is.
each team. The Pirates turned the will furnish the music. Ladies of
nesday on the lawn at the home
and Monday at the Farm Bureau in practical use in some of our
trick when they scored twice m the Club will receive at the Town
States, in New Zealand and other j the sixth. Second base was wc'i uau
of Mr and Mrs. Isaac B Hooper.
Office Ellsworth.
Knox County: Saturday and places, and is working out very sat handled by Benner and Karl.
Those present., were: Mrs. Arden
Mrs Olive Brazier of South War Hall, of Natick. Mass.. Mrs. Lydia
Monday , Aug. 20 and 22. at the isfactorily. that crime in those
The score:
ren. passed last weekend with her Stevens. Mrs H Holland. Mrs. Mary
places is negligible, they begin to
Court House. Rockland.
Waldoboro
sister. Mrs. Susie Philbrook, at the Cook. Mrs. Velma Mayne, Mis;. Mar
Lincoln County: Saturday Aug. understand what a humane and
ab r bh po a e
20. at the Court House. Wiscasset, desirable thing it is. All that is Roderick, lf .... . 4 0 1 2 0 0 home of Mr and Mrs Leland Phil garet Holland, all of Malden, Mass..
brook.
and Monday at the Wallace Spear needed to bring this country back Benner 2b .
Mrs. C. A Patterson, of Worcester.
. 2 1 0 2 3 C
to normal prosperity is enough
Farm. Jefferson.
Mr and Mrs Hiram Moody and Mass , Mr. and Mrs. Charles Taylor j
McLain, cf
.. 4 0 1 1 0 C
son. Hiram of Wollaston, Mass.. of Tenant's Harbor. Fred Hooper '
money in the hands of consumers
Burns, c .........
4 1 1 1 1 0
to supply the necessities of ilfe. and
Vinal. p ........... . 3 0 o • 3 0 were recent guests of relatives in Mr and Mrs. O. O. Kalloch of Mar
there is money enough in the US A
tinsville. Mrs. Louis Thompson of,
Wing, p .......... . 1 0 0 o 0 0 this town.
to do that thing; it will be our fault ]
Port C.jde. Mr. and Mrs Norman
Dinner
guests
Wednesday
of
Mrs
If They Ask Transgression fellow members, if we do not see Crowell, rf .....
4 0 0 0 1 0
Kalloci and daughter. Carolyn Mr.
Ellis
Spear
Jr.,
at
the
Mary
Caler
Goggin.
ss
0
.
3
0
0
2
1
of Social Security Board’s to it that our organization is big
and
Mrs. John Beaton, and Dorothy
Tea-room
in
Winterport.
Wednes

Taylor. 3b
. 4 0 0 2 1 1
Regulation 1
enough, strong enough and intelli
Burnheimer. lb - 3 0 1 6 0 0 day night were. Miss Frances Spear, Thomas of Rocklaad, Cleole Hooper
gent enough to bring this about
Mrs W. H Robinson, and Mrs. of Andover. Mass.. G. D Oould, Mr.
The first regulation promulgated
— —
— —
Your vote in September for the
by the Social Security Board (June
32 2 6 21 10 1 Robert Walker, the occasion being! and Mrs. Isaac Hooper and son
right man may be the answer.
the birthday anniversary of Mrs 1 Robert and Miss Betty Moore
15. 1937' was for the purpose of
Rockland
The people over 60 years of age
Andy Gault of Clinton County,
Spear.
mamtaining all wage records, data
ab
r
bh
a
c
PO
are in this position now. If they
Iowa, will give a swimming exhibi
2 0 0 1 9 0
from employes and similar material,
Perry ss .........
Plans
are
being
made
to
hold
a
wish to work at their usual trades,
strictly on a confidential basis. It
. - 4 0 1 8 0 0 tennis tournament Aug 23 at the tion tomorrow at 3.30 at the mill
they are asked their age. and if Ladd, lb
exhibition will include
may be recalled that employes who over *0 and even younger, are told. Pendleton, p .. .. 4 0 1 0 2 0 community court, open to men and P°nd
filed an application for a social se “No. there is nothing for you. you Ellis, lf ..........
4 0 1 I 0 9 bovs of this and neighboring towns, swimming on the back and brest
curity account number were as are too old." Thus they are driven Winchenbach, c .. 4 0 I 7 1 0 Those who wish to enter will get • whlle full>' dressed deluding coat
sured at the time that information to ask for old age assistance, and Gatti. 3b
. 3 0 0 0 1 0 ln touch with Jasper Spear. Awards and ovel coat' with f€et tlcd' knt*s
tied and so forth. Gault Is a prin
contained in the application would when this is accepted are told, if McBride, rf ..... . 2 0 0 2 0 0 will be made to winners.
ter-editor. and is known from coast
2 2 1 2 0 9
be held by the Board in confidence. the State gives you 12. $3 or $4 a Lord, cf ..........
Mr and Mrs. A. T. Norwood knd
Regulation No. 1 provides, among week, it will have a lien on vour Karl. 2b ..
. 2 2 1 3 3 1 Mr and Mrs. Howard Norwood ac to coast for his swimming perfor
mances. He has been photographed
_
other things:
home. Is this fair to any one?
companied by Mrs. Alice Robbins
“No member, officer, or employee Many people are net in favor of
27 4 6 24 9 1 of Union, attended the Maine Water for news reels and the Sundy paper
of the Board, except as authorized this lien. “Our friend of the com i Rockland ....... 0 0 2 0 0 2 0 0-4 Utilities meeting held at Lubec. ■ rotogravure sections.
Mrs. Augusta Moon and child
by this regulation or otherwise ex mon people." Clyde H Smith, is not Waldoboro ...... 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 6—2
pressly authorized by the Board, in favor of it, neither are the wom
| 361 Main Street
Two base hits. Karl. Vinal. Double outing was a launch ride to Eastport ren Herbert and Elma have returned
shall prodice or disclose to any per- en in the Townsend Clubs. Some plays. Karl. Ladd Base on balls, off and to Qarnpebello Island, to view home from Andrews Island, where
son or before a»v tribunal, direct- of our people who are in actual! Pendleton 3. oil Vinal 6 Struck I the Roosevelt summer home, with they passed several weeks as guests
ly or indirectly, whether in response nc€d wffl not accept this pension ou‘ by Pendleton 6. Vinal 3. Wins Mr and Mrs Carroll Peacock, of of Mr. and Mrs. William Harvey.
....
to a subpoena or otherwise, any because that lien means taking j 2 Umpires, Mosher and 6mlth,
Lubec.
Melvin II. Stanhope
much amusement, and hit on many ;
record (including any file, letter their home, for which they have
Mrs Robert Andrews of this
Melvin H Stanhope, 61 died at well known persons in the village.
SI. George 16. Rorkland 1
application, claim, return, report. paid, and on which they have paid J
or other paper or document' or any taxes for years, and we cannot
The days of William Jennings! town, accompanied by Mr. and Mrs his home Wednesday after a short Frank Rowe was certainly a cut up. I
John Coffey of Waldoboro attended fitness. Funeral services will be
with an object fastened to a striijg
information acquired there-from or blame them. It is not fair Let us Bryan were recalled at St Oeorge
otherwise officially acquired, per- keep on. let us correct these faults. last night when the home team de*
j °F ,8.
U.
08 hcld at Goforths Undertaking Par- on a pole, with which he entertained i
taining to any person
let us have an adequate pension or foated the Rockland Pirates by the | e
e
ay 8 _ an_ _ar
lors
Hartland, »t 2 oclock Sun- the school by tickling the school j
Charles Pierce of the S. S. Steel \ day. Burial will be in St. Albans
“Any request or demand for any else ??
I famous free silver score. St. Oeorge
master's head. Herbert Thomas
Do not forget the date of Field pounded three pitchers all over the
Boston, ls home for a week
Mr. Stanhope, who for several got into trouble, when the visiting,
such record or information, dis
Mr. and Mrs Frank D Rowe were , years had been a driller of artesian school committee was present by I
closure of whiah is forbidden by Day Damariscotta Townsend Club lot. while Rockland was never able
this regulation, shall be declined No. 1 is Aug. 21 at Clark's Cove to score again after Ellis drove recent callers on Mr. and Mrs wells all over the State was born bringing down front a small ob-'
upon the authority of this regula Route 129 from Damariscotta, and Pendleton home with a tripleHarry Rowe and Mr and Mrs Leon in Lincoln, son of Mr and Mrs. An- Ject , which a women member of the |
Rowe in Ellsworth.
drew Stanhope. He and his family committee mistook for a mouse, and
tion. If any member, officer, or em we are earnestly urging Rockland. Dwyer made three singles and a
ployee of the Board is sought to be Rockport, Camden and other ad- double in succession, and then, tired j Miss Eileen Kimball of Newport , bad lived her" the past few months, promptly climbed to the nearest
| u with Mr. and Mrs. Mansfield : He leaves a wife, Mrs. Lillian seat so quickly that one marveled j
required by subpoena or other com joining towns, whether homes of of running, he walked twice.
10331602 x—16 Robinson for a few weeks.
(Smith) Stanhope; one son Weston; the seat did not overturn.
pulsory process, to produce such Townsend Clubs or not. to send Its St. Oeorge
full
quota
of
visitors
to
our
meeting
Rockland
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
01
Mr
and
Mrg
Hugh
Blodgett
and
three
brothers. A. D. Stanhope of
record or give such information, he
While Mrs. McKellar as a pupil
shall respectfully decline to present on that day. Come and see the In- Hite. St. George 17. Rockland 4 i children Helen and Hugh arrlved South Portland. Roy Stanhope of was whispering to the schoolmaster
such record or divulge such Infor- terest in this great Plan for hu- Errors. St. Oeorge 2. Rockland. Batfrotn Westfleld. N j and ' Dexter, and Earl Stanhope of Cam- opportunity was given for one of ‘
teries. Ricker and Mackie; La- will spend a vacation with Mr and den; and three sisters, all of Ban- the mischievous pupils to pin a ,
mation. basing his refusal upon this manity.
Mrs. M. V. deRoquelaine.
Crosse. Ladd Winchenbach and Mrs. Mansfield Robinson and visit gor.
regulation.''
sign to the teachers' coat. “The [
Chairman Publicity Committee Bucklin.
The Board's records were de
Teacher is a Donkey." Avard Rob
relatives of Mr. Blodgett in Bucks
A Successful Comedy
veloped for the purposes of admin
inson had prepared a laughable:
port.
“The Old District School." given
istering old-age insurance. Benefit '
composition about a cow for his!
Dr. and Mrs. Forrest' T. Bangs
west rockport
at Town Hall Thursday under aus
payments are provided by tlie Sopart of the entertainment. Miss!
have returnaj to Belmont. Mass ,
pices of the Congregational Ladies
-------|
Donald
Edkins
of
Portland
has
cial' Security Act, in unmistakable
Lillian Russell wrote and read a [
after being guests of Mr. and Mrs
Circle was an outstanding success
Brann Made Blunder At- been visiting his grandparents. Mr.
terms, on the basts of employment
composition on “Suffrage," which I
Harry Gordon.
the hall packed to capacity. The
tacking Miss Burleigh, a"d Mrs U E. Leach
and wages prior to age 65. Infor- I
though it won favor with thc au- •
The last seven-tenths of a mile
stage presented a scene in an old
®.
Mrs. Robert Nutt and daughtei
mation obtained from the employee
dienee, did not please thc teacher
on
the
route
131
between
Warren
Says Bangor Writer
Hazel have returned from Portand
district school, and was complete
is used solely, therefore, to identify
and Camden is under construction
at all The piece contained excel
when the 20 characters took their
where they spent a week with Mr
the employee as a beneficiary and
Those who heard Miss Nettie BurMrs. Albert Burdick passed last
lent singing the accompanist fcr
places.
to enable proper wage records to be 1 icigh's address at West Rockport and Mrs. Vernon Packard.
which was Mrs. Willis Vinal. Most
week in Portland.
Sidney Vinal took the part of the
Blueberry picking is in full swing
set up in his social security account. Wednesday afternoon, and all who
Nathala McKinley of Union has
of the cast were splendid singers,
precise schoolmaster, in a frock
now. most of the berries being sent
The Board has received a variety , are interested in the welfare of that
been spending a few days with Mrs.
coat and flowing bead. His pupils and zest was added to the produc
by truck to the New York markets.
of requests that it transgress Regu- I worker for old age assistance, will
Alice
Knights.
were Mrs. E. B Clark. Mrs. Parker tion ln this manner.
Heald's Spa was represented in
lation No 1. many of them repae- read with appreciation what Mort
Abbott Spear came Friday from
Between the acts, Willis Berry
the Rockport carnival parade and
McKellar. Mrs. Sidney Wyllie. Ro
senting human problems of the Hovey said in his political column
Chestnut Hill. Mass., to join Mrs.
played
a violin solo. "Rainbow in
land Berry, Herbert K Thomas.
its float drew third prize.
most urgent character. It has re- J in the Bangor Commercial,
Spear for several days.
Mrs. Alvah Simmons, Roger Teague. the Sky." and sang the refrain as
Miss Alice Lunden is home from
fused these requests, however, on
said he:
Mr and Mrs Benjamin Hilt and
Massachusetts for a visit with
Dana Smith Jr., Avard Robinson. encore, his accompanist, his mother.
the belief tliat equally numerous
“Unless the activities, means,
son Neil, of East Union were callers
Charles
Wilson, Frank D. Rowe. Mrs. Roland Berry; Miss Verna
and vital human considerations methods, etc., of Miss Nettie Bur relatives.
recently
at
the
home
of
Mrs.
Laura
Mr. and Mrs. John Altonen. Jr.,
Mias Lillian Russell. Miss Christine Robinson, and Avard Robinson sang
warrant implicit preservation of leigh, of Vassalboro, have changed
Starrett.
who have bcen employed in New
Starrett. W. H. Robinson, Miss Hil to their own guitar accompaniment
this confidential relationship.
a whale of a lot. in the past few
Miss Virginia Caldrice has re da Aspey, Miss Evelyn Sawyer, Mrs. 'Sail To Dreamland; 'and ‘Give
York, are home for the berry pick
months, we are rather inclined to
turned to Lawrence, Mass., after
ing season.
Lowell Moody. Mrs. Thomas Doug My Love to Nellie.'’
feel that the Democrats have stuck
The entertainment committee
Miss Hazel Parker and Gladys being guest of Mr. and Mrs. Henry las of Portland. On the visiting
their neck out in criticizing her Old
was
Mrs. Alvah Simmons, Mrs. Par
Caldrice.
Parker have returned from a visit
school committee were Willis R
To Be Built For American Age Assistance Board service . . . in Marblehead, Mass. They were ac Mrs. John Boyce returned Thurs Vinal, with beard of the Civil War ker McKellar, Mrs. Willis Vinal
Frankly, this left-handed corner
day to New Haven. Conn., after period, and Mrs. W. H Robinson, Miss Lillian Russell, and Mrs. Sid
Cargo Ships In Bethle
has not chased down every last de companied by Miss Orace Parker visiting Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Jame
ney Wyllie.
in costume of that period.
hem’s Quincy Yard
tail of Miss Burleigh's public and who will visit relatives here during son Sr.
The fair held at Town hall Tues- .
The schoolmaster returned witty
a
vacation.
day
was well patronized in spite j
A contract for the Bethlehem political work . . . but we have fol
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Edwin
Bailey
of
answers to the questions of his
Rev. H. I. Holt of Rockport will
Shipbuilding Corporation. Ltd., of lowed it for quite a bunch of years
Manchester. Conn., are with Mr, | pUpijs and sometimes his answers of the rain. Winners of various
be
the
speaker
Sundays
at
9.30
for
Quincy, Mass, to construct four and are most certainly going to
the three remaining Sundays in and Mrs. Chester Robinson also of did nQt seem Just right tQ the au_ articles were, Mrs. Chester Robin
J2.559.000 cargo vessels for the stamp it 'par excellence,' regardless August. Last Sunday Rev. Harry Manchester, Conn., at the Clark dienee
girls wore pigtails, son of Manchester, Conn., laundry
American Export Lines, Inc. was of any campaign speeches or other Leach of Hackensack. N. J., was the cottage, Gay s Island.
some had pantalettes, others dresses bag; Mrs. Edwin Emerson, luncheon
charges, until strong and impartial
formally signed Thursday.
Miss Beatrice Haskell, who passed with saches. Much action appeared set; Miss Frances Spear, basket;
surprise speaker—a surprise to both
Admiral E. S. Lend, chairman of evidence is presented to make us the audience and preacher alike, as a fortnight's vacation with her to centre about W. H. Robinson Mrs. George of Philadelphia, quilt; |
the Maritime Commission, said the see differently ... An outstanding he came expecting to listen to a parents, Mr. and Mrs S. F. Haskell, who rang the bell for the sessions, Mrs. Lowell Moody, lunch set two.
contract was the first to be execu woman who has always had the in sermon, but instead was invited to returned today to Boston to resume who also was a dunce, with the long It is estimated that over $200 was
ted by a privately-owned American- terests of the State of Maine at preach. The prayer meetings Wed- her studies of the violin.
pointed cap. He created diversion netted.
flag shipping company in compli heart.’’
Mr. and Mrs, George Wetherbee, by bringing in wood, which he
rj»scays are being led by the mem
ance with permanent subsidy agree
who spent a few days at the home dropped a couple of times before it
Walter Damrosch says: “A croon
bers.
ments under the 1936 Merchant Smart collegiates will like the all I Edward Beattie of Sanford was of Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Watts, was successfully placed where it er sounds like a love-sick cat on a
occasion rightness of Rytex Double
back fence."
Marine Act.
guest for a few days this week of returned Wednesday to Providence. belonged. Later, insisting on read
A Mexican wanted to get someI
The Maritime Commission ap Check Printod Stationery. For Au Miss Roberta Nutt who returned
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Ambrose of ing aloud, he was properly chastized
flea powder. To the druggist he
gust
only
.
.
.
Double
The
Usual
proved the Bethlehem Company's
Lynn, Mass, were callers this week J |jy the schoolmaster.
said, "My dog, he play the guitar!
Sunday from Portland.
bid some time ago, but formal sign Quantity . . . 200 Single Sheets, or
Miss Charlotte Weymouth of at ihe Libby Homestead Farm, on
The primer reading class created too much.”
Overheard: “The car was packed;
ing to the contract was delayed un 100 Doable Sheets, and 100 Envel Rockland is visiting her sister, Mrs their way to visit their daughter,
we had to sit as close as the vowels
opes . . . only $1. If mailed, Postage Elmer Merrifield this week.
Mrs Ralph Libby, of Belmont, Mass,
til Thursday,
in a diphthong."
a patient at Knox Hospital.
ALFRED M. STROUT
A Rockland boy, Lieut. Charles W. 15 cents extra. Printed with your
“Pajamas should be quiet," says
Charlotte Overlock and Anita
an authority on men's wear. Espe
Kalloch, is foreign representative Name and Address or Monogram.
Insurance
cially those worn by light sleepers.
Robinson were guests Thursday of
of, the American Expert Lines Inc., Smartly checked in Blue, Ivory,
Fire, Automobile, and Allied Lines
Garlic is recommended for colds,
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Libby.
anid told The Courier-Gazette Green or Orchid. The Courier-Ga
says the Fort Lauderdale News.
THOMASTON, MAINE
Mrs. Agnes Hastings of Medford
readers of the approaching con zette.—adv.
lOOStf You eat the garlic and the person
,
96*1011
with thc cold keeps away from you.
HiUside: Mass , has returned home
struction work on his last visit here.
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The Townsend Plan

Twilight League

WARREN

ANNOUNCEMENT OF

BURPEE’S

AUGUST FURNITURE CLEARANCE
GREATEST

ill

Requests Denied

IN THIS STORE’S LONG HISTORY

SALE STARTS TODAY
ALL PRICES SHARPLY REDUCED

BURPEE’S
Rockland. Maine

ONE DOLLAR PER MONTH
Will Make You a Shareholder in the

Rockland Loan & Building Association
You will then be entitled to borrow, with proper security, from

the Association. All these dollar payments, with liberal dividends

are returned to you when the loan is repaid. Loans are made on
Home Mortgages in Rorkland and vicinity on the Direct Month

ly Reduction Plan.

Each payment reduces the interest charged;

also the balance due on thc mortgage.

position.

It is an interesting pro

There are several plans, one of which will meet your

requirements.

Please rail and let us explain.

“Stuck Neck Out”

Rockland Loan & Building Association
85Stf

WANTED
FIRST MORTGAGE LOANS
ON IMPROVED REAL ESTATE

COLLATERAL LOANS
SECI'REP BY LISTFD STOCKS AND BONDS

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK
Established 1868.

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.

70Stf

Four Cargo Ships

READ THE AM

SEAPLANE

SERVICE

LEAVE DAILY STANDARD TIME
ROCKLAND
VINAL IIAVEN
NORTH HAVEN
8.00 A. M.
8.15 A. M.
8.25 A. M.
•3.00 P. M.
3.15 P. M.
3.25 P. M.
• Except Sunday, when this trip Icavea:

5.30 P. M.

5.55 P. M.

5.45 P. M.

AIRWAYS, INC.
TEL. 338—NIGHT TEL. THOMASTON 86
NEXT TO PUBLIC LANDING, ROCKLAND, ME.

64Stf

PAINTING AND PAPERING
KYANISE VARNISHES AND ENAMELS
MONARCH PAINT
GLASS
MURESCO

JOHN A. KARL & CO.
OPP. PARK THEATRE,
TEL. 745-W

ROCKLAND

Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN
"COMING
EVENTS
CAST
THEIR
SHADOWS BEFORE"
Aug 15—Camden—Board of Trade
meeting at Y.MC.A
Aug. 16—Rockport—Democratic as
sembly at Fireman’s Hall.
Aug. 17 —Warren— Summer ball nt
Town hall, auspices Woman's Club.
Aug 17—Martinsville—Ladles Circle
fair at Orange hall
Aug 17—Open House Day ln WIsoasset.
Aug 18 — Tex Rider and his Texas
Rangers at Community Building.
Aug. 17-18-Thomnston—Legion Fair.
Aug 17-21—Annual 4-H State Camp
at University of Maine.
Aug. 18—Hope Orange fair at Hope
Corner.
Aug. 18-19 — Washington — Musical
comedy. "S. S. Bounding Main" at
Orange hall.
Aug 19 (7.30 p. m.)—Special Orange
assembly at the Community Building
Aug. 19-Warren—Summer concert at
Baptist Church.
Aug. 20 Annual summer reunion of
Kents HIU Seminary
Aug 21—Rockport—Concert by Cur
tis String Quartet at Eells' Boat Barn.
Aug. 21—Waldoboro—Annual summer
service at German Lutheran Church.
COMING REUNIONS
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ON SHORES OF LAKE MEDOMAK
(Continued from Page One)

Prank Poland and his assistants
could have heard the nice things
intervals were men armed with that were being said about them by
flashlights to point tlie way.
the occupants of the many cars
which were presently rolling down
out of the Washington hills to the
seashore.

The visiting Rotarians were Wil
lard Sprague of Cambridge, Mass.,
and R Percy Schenck of Jersey
City, N. J., Guests—Mayor E. R.
Veazie, Harold Jackson, A. W.
Gregory, Harold Leach, Dr. D. S.
Crum, Bancroft School, Philip
Creighton. Arthur Robinson. Natick
Said the Golden Bantam to the Mass., H. H. Saickney. Dr. C A. E.
Sheriff
Codman, Stanley McGowan, C.
Earle Ludwick and Prank A. Wins
And it would have been nice if low.

Aug
14—Crockett family at the
Crockett cottage. Ash Point
Ensign Winchenbaugh, one of the
Aug 14—'Kaler family at Mank farm,
star salesmen at Perry’s Main street
Waldoboro
Aug 17—Simmons family at home of market has sold his Pontiac sports
William Simmons. South Warren
Aug. 18—Young family at the cottage roadster to Harlan Edwards. Terms
of mrs.
Mrs. vuaues
Charles xtnuues,
Rhodes. norton
Norton runa.
Fond ■ n-iva»o
Aug 18—Starrett-Spear families at' PnvaveCongregational chapel. Warren
Aug. 21—Light family at Lookout
Ruth Mayhew Tent will meet
Station In Jefferson.
Aug 23—Carroll-Norwood families at Monday night for regular business
cottage of Elmer E. Jameson, Sr,
session. Mrs. Ada Payson and Mrs.
Friendship.
Aug. 24 — Payson-Fogler families at Jennie Pietroski have been ap
O. L. St. Clair’s. Crescent Beach.
Sept. 3—Leadbetter family at North pointed as Department aides.
Haven Orange hall

Miriam Rebekah Lodge meets
Tuesday night. There will be flrst
nomination of officers and Anal
plans for their fair to be held Sept.
13, will be made.

Page Thre*

"Huh!” ejaculated Charles Maxey
this morning. "Talk about high
numbered Maine cars, what's the
matter with 161,277. Not a tem
porary number, either.

Prof. Harry T. Baker of Goucher
College, Baltimore, will be the
guest speaker Monday night at the
meeting of the Klwanis Club. His j
subject will be "Humorous and Seri- j
ous- Views on Education."
uocal baseball fans who follow
thc daily broadcasts of the Boston!
Games are much concerned over
the probable loss of Lefty Grove for j
the balance of the season. The Red j
Sox apparently have scant op- |
portunity of being a World Series
contender this year.

Soft Ball League
Dragons 9, Central Maine 5
Behind the six-hit pitching of Ed
Lynch the Dragons defeated Central
Maine in a postponed league game
at Community Park Monday night
9 to 5 The Dragons scored one run
in their half of the flrst inning, the
Power Company tieing it up in their
half of the flrst. The game remained
tied until the fifth when the Dra
gons scored four runs to take the
lead, and were never headed. Gowell's home run in the sixth was a
feature of the game.
The score:

STORE-WIDE PRICE CUT
On Every Type Furniture
Floor Coverings
Furnishings
Bedding

SPECIAL

1-2 to 1-3 Off

Now

on all

SUMMER
FURNITURE

St.

Save Money

All Furniture Included
Attic To Cellar

Charles Claxton of Philadelphia
who was a councellor at the Megun
ASK ABOUT OUR EASY PAYMENTS!
BUY NOW AND SAVE!
ticook Lake boys camp from 1906
to 1913, was a visitor ln this city
Thursday and called upon Henry
H. Payson who was supplying the
News has been received in this
Dragons
Otis Drake has gone to Augusta city of the death of Cyrenus W. camp during that period. The
ab r bh po a
meetings
gave
use
to
many
reminis

to work for the Western Union.
Valenta, lf .......... 3 2 0 1
Crockett, formerly of Rockland and cences.
TELEPHONE 980
ROCKLAND, MAINE
313-329 MAIN STREET,
Stevens, 3b ........ 4 112
a graduate of the High School. No
Hunt, cf .............. 4 0 2 0
Federal flour is being distribut
particulars have been learned.
A distinguished visitor in this city Chapman, lb...... 4 118
ed at the quarters of the City Wel
yesterday was Earl Baldwin of Jenkins, rf ........ 4 0 1
fare Department.
Aluminum-colored letters and nu Hollywood, associate producer and Lynch, p ............. 3 12
1 1 1
D«y, c ................. 3
merals
against a dark green back writer for Warner Brothers, who Starr, ss ............. 3 11
Occasionally you hear a remark
about the weather. Occasionally ground will constitute the color- was the guest of Dr. and Mrs. E. W Bisbee. 2b .......... 3 1 2
scheme of Maine's 1939 motor Peaslee. Mr Baldwin, in earlier Whitehill. sf ...... 3 0 0
it is complimentary.
vehicle registration plates.
years connected with Camp Wa- i Emery, sf ............ 10 0
The women's organization of the
.
,
pello dramatics, has lately been as35 9 11 21 12 6
very important meeting of the) stated in such big features as
Brann-Dubord Club will meet Tues
Central Maine Power Co.
Knox
County
Chapter.
American
Edward
Q
RobinsolVs
„
A
sll?ht
ab r bh po a
day at 7.30. over Richardson's res
being “Thomas, Man of Faith." Tire ,
^?eldffMonda>’
Case of Murder,” "Gold Diggers of LaCrosse, ss ...... 3 2 0 2 7
taurant. Mrs. Prances Jewett of
Achorn. lb .......... 4 0 19
SERMONETTE
office, and all I „ , .. ... „ .
.
music will include a solo by Miss
Lincoln County will be guest speaker. 7.30 in the„ Red Cross
, , . .
" Paris' with Rudy Vallee; “Cowboy Adams. 3b .......... 3 0 11
members are asked to be present. , _
„
,, „
j .
Katherine Chase and a duet by
____
H
, From Brooklyn and the at present Goweli, p ............ 3 1 1 2
Human Greatness
A Joint picnic with box lunch will
Vernon Giles and Arthur Crockett.
3
Sukeforth,
c
.....
2
0
0
The radio brought sorrowful news unrcleased "Sally of 1939.'’
Down through history, in al Prayer meeting Tuesday evening at
be held by the Winslow-Holbrook
1
Beverage, lf ........ 3 0
1 to many Knox County listeners j
-------2
Butler. 2b ............ 3 0
most every age, have appeared 7.30.
Post and Auxiliary at Spruce Head Thursday night when it announced
charles M Ne*ell of Cleveland, Schoppe, cf ........ 3 0
0
Island Sunday. All Legion mem
men of superlative ability. It
the sudden death of Kenneth Fuller 1
t»le speaker at an or- Connon, sf .......... 3 1
1
bers and families are invited.
is not easy to account for their
At First Baptist Church Sun
ganization
meeting
to
be
held
Wed
Lee of Augusta, who had spoken
Blaisdell. rf ........ 3 1
0
great and priceless gifts. These
day
Rev. William J. Day of Win
nesday
night
at
Owl's
Head
Town
A St. George man who was in the before the Knox County Fish and
men have lived and added to the throp. Mass., will be guest preach
30 5 6 21 11 4
hall. Mr. Newell has traveled ex
Game
Association
and
other
or

city Thursday declares that Brann
sum of human knowledge—giants er at 10.30 a. m. and 7.30 p. m., with
tensively for the past three years Dragons ................. 1 0 0 1 4 3 0—9
is “all wet" in his charges about ganizations. His demise was due
Central Maine
1 0 0 0 2 1 1—5
among men.
Charles Wilson of Warren, vocal
and is in a position to r ’sent a
to
heart
disease.
Home run. Goweli. Three base
old age assistance. He points out
Listening over the radio as • soloists and Mrs. Elsa Constantine,
graphic picture of what is taking hits, Achorn. Connon. Two base
that while Boothbay Harbor had
Arturo Toscanini led his or organist. Methodists and UniverNance O'Neil will play the lead place in the U. S. today. His sub hits. Stevens. Chapman. Lynch. Bis.
10 old age assistance pensions ap ing role in "Time and the Con
bee.
Double
play.
Bisbee
and
Chap

chestra
through
Beethoven's salists having church vacation, will
ject will be “The Salvation of the
proved there was not one in St. ways," which opens for a week's
man. Umpires, Smith and Kent.
Church
“Pastoral Symphony”, one won be especially welcome.
Americas." He will also speak at
• • • •
George.
ders, first—at the mind that school at noon, with classes for all;
engagement next Monday at the Camden Tliursaay night and ls exThe Dragons defeated the Shell
could picture, in sound, that Carleton Gregory leads thc young
Ogunquit Playhouse In the good pet* ed to go to Tenant's Harbor Oilers ln a free hitting game at
Mrs. Adelbert Clark brightened
which a great artist might have people's C. E. service at 6.30 p. m.,
old days of Farwell Opera House Friday night. Mr.'Newell is In Maine Dragon Field Wednesday night by
TO VINAL HAVEN, NORTH HAVEN,
The Courier-Gazette office Thurs
topic, “The Challenge for Christian
attempted on canvas—the rural
Nance O'Neil was one of the star for the benefit of congressional rep a score of 16 to 10. Stevens led at
day with huge bouquet of delicately
Men." On Tuesday tihe men's 20STONINGTON AND SWAN’S ISLAND
attractions offered by Manager resentatives.
bat tor the Dragons with three scenes, the tempest, the clear minutc prayer meeting, corner I
tinted gladioli, phlox and dahlia*,
ing
atmosphere
after
the
storm;
Robert H. Crockett.
singles
and
a
double,
while
Williams
sprinkled with tiny white blossoms
STMRS. NORTH HAVEN and W. S. WHITE
and second—that in this man's building is at 12.05 p. m.; church |
MRS. ARTHUR HARRINGTON
duplicated tor the Oilers.
of mountain dew and asparagus
prayer and praise service, 7.30 p. m.
State Librarian Oliver L. Hall,
works
instrumental
music
reached
Hide the crack twin-screw steamer W. 8. White to Vinal
The score:
fern.
Mrs. Clark's garden is a former editor of the Rockland Star
led by one of thc deacons.
Funeral services for Ermina, wife
its zenith, a point beyond which
Haven or take the seven-hour sail on lhe able stumer North
Dragons
scene to behold, and though she is and Bangor Commercial and late
• • • •
of Arthur Harrington, who died
further progress seems incon
Haven |o Swan's Island and return. Shore dinners at the island*.
ab
generous with bouquets, flowers re Secretary to Gov. Lewis O. Barrows
“Soul” is the subject of the Les
July 17, at the age of 71, was held Stevens. 3b
ceivable.
5
main in profusion.
Leave Tillson Wharf at 9 o'clock, Daylight Time, every Sunday
will be guest speaker at the meeting the following Tuesday at her late
Shakespeare stands in a class son-Sermon that will be read in all j
4
Morning, returning in thr late afternoon. A beautiful sail through
of the Rockland Lions Club next home, Rev. J. C. MacDonald of Chapman, lb ..
I
churches
of
Christ,
Scientist,
on
by
himself,
occupies
a
position
Strand Theatre will specialize in I
4
the Penobscot Bay Islands. APPLY FOR FAKES AT WHARF.
Wednesday. Other speakers for the Rockland officiating. The flowers Bisbee. 2b ......
probably unattainable by any i Aug. 14. The Golden Text is:
some excellent features the com
75Th*Stf
4
month will be Rev. Dr Cornelius were many and beautiful. The bear Lynch, p ........
j
"Hear
me
speedily,
O
Lord
.
.
.
mortal. “Not of an age but of
ing week, to wit: Sunday, Monday
Hunt, cf, rf ....
4
Greenway,
the
24th;
and
Capt.
j
cause
me
to
hear
thy
loving
kind

ers were Jess Allard, Alton Wall,
all time.” Leonardo da Vinci—
and Tuesday, “Shopworn Angel,” j
Jenkins, cf, rf
4
Keryn ap Rice the 31st.
Lester Elwell and Ralph Cline;
never before or since has pas ness in the morning; for in thee do
starring Margaret Sullavan and
Day. c ...........
4
burial
was
at
Wiley's
Corner.
sionate desire for knowledge I trust: cause me to know the wa)' Abbie Bird Lightfoot, Martha Cobb
James Stewart; Wednesday and
Starr, ss .........
The guest preacher at the Con
4
wherein I should walk; for I lift up Wood, Alice Dunbar Leavitt. Mabel
Mrs. Harrington was born ln
been
combined with ardent love
Thursday, Rudy Vallee and Rose gregational Church Sunday will be
Whitehill. sf
4
my soul into thee" (Psalm 143:
cf
beauty,
together
with
artistic
mary Lane in “Gold Diggers in Rev. Benjamin F. Farber. D D. Trenton, coming 25 years ago to Emery, lf ....... .
Erskine Fletcher, Grace Green
4
7-8). The citations from the Bible Shaw. Alice Harrington Randall,
and scientific powers been united
Paris;" Friday and Saturdey. “Love minister of the Fourth Presbyterian St. George where she made her
include the following passages: Grace Hicks Nichols, John May,
Finds Andy Hardy,” with Mickey | Church of New York city and mod heme until her death.
41 16 23 as in the person cf this son of
"And when Jesus departed thence, Elizabeth Plummer Reed. Lucian
She leaves besides her husband,
Italy.
Supreme
in
art.
Rooney. Lewis Stone and Judy- erator of the Presbytery of New
Shells
This past winter the world two blind men followed him. cry Thomas and Malvina Wentworth
Garland.
York Dr Farber has preached in four sons and two daughters, one
ab r h
ing, and) saying, Thou son of David, MoConaughty were read.
brother
and
19
grandchildren;
also
has been paying tribute to the
this church in other years, and
Barstow, lf ................... 4 1
2
have mercy on us. And when he
Public beano party Monday night many will look toward to hearing several nieces and nephews.
greatness
of
Emmanuel
Sweden

The class roster was read by Billy
Williams, rf .................. 4 2
4
was come into the house, the blind McDougald. There are 26 living
She had been In ill health for the
at 8 o'clock, at American Legion this distinguished minister again.
Simmons, lb ............
4
13borg. In mathematics, astrono
past year, but through all her suf
hall.
97-lt
my. physics, and chemistry, as men came to him: and Jesus saith graduates.
Bartlett, sf ...............
4
11
unto them, Believe yea that I am
Lawrence Pike, son of Judge and fering she never lost courage. She Kuhn, p ......................... 4 12
Regrets were expressed at Miss
assessor of mines, he ranks
able to do this? They said unto Coughlin’s absence, and sympathy
Mrs. E. W. Pike, yesterday assumed was tenderly cared for by her hus Prescott, ss ................... 4 12
among the first of this earth but
him, Yea, Lord. Then touched he for her recent sorrow
his duties as regular staff broad band and children. She will be sad Paladino, 3b ................ 4 2
3 as a seer and in the realms of
their eyes, raying, according to
caster for WCOU, Lewiston’s new ly missed by all who knew her.
A vote of thanks was extended to
theology he towers a mountain
Maki, cf ....................... 4 0
2
your faith be it unto you. And the secretary for her services in
station, one of the largest and most
among
men.
Wonderful
that
Cook. 2b ....................... 4 1
1
their eyes were opened; (Matthew making the reunion such a success.
Beano Monday night at Ameri Black, c ......................... 3 0
modem plants in New England. It
men can attain such heights in
2
Ls affiliated with the Mutual, can Legion hall, play at 8 o'clock. The meeting closed with the sing
their interpretation of God to 9: 27-30).
Yankee and Colonial networks adv.
ing of old school songs. Those
their fellows.
39 10 22
and will have its grand opening
present from the class were:
—William A. Holman
Dragons .... 3 1 5 0 1 2 4—16
Tex Rider and his Texas Rangers Shells ...... 3 1 0 2 1 0 3—10
Aug. 25. Mr. Pike has been con
Graduates: Carl Cassens. Tom
nected with WRDO, Augusta. are appearing in person at thc Com
Umpires. Kent and Steeves.
Rev. J. W. Ames will preach Class of 1901, Rockland Costello, Orrie Fogg Merritt, Nina
WCOP and WDRL. Boston. WDAE, munity Building next Thursday
Gardner Beverage, Oliver Hills,
• • • •
Sunday at the Ingraham Hill
Tampa and WGAR. Cleveland dur night for a top quality entertain
High, Has Reunion At Mabel Kalloch Rollins, Edna Lam
The A * P. won over the Post Chapel at 3 o'clock.
ment. With Tex Rider, the yodelin,; Office last night 3 to 2.
son, Billy McDougald. Bert Rich
ing the past three years.
• • * •
Witham’s Lobster Pound
• • • •
cowboy, will be the Yodeling Twins,
ardson, Alice Robbins Richards,
Rev. Helen H. Carlson will preach
The master of the National the Bunkhouse trio. Bashful Benny
The league s'anding will appear in the Owl s Head Baptist Church
Tlie class of 1901 Rockland High Susie Morey, Frank Tibbetts.
Grange,
Louis J. Taber, Columbus, and other specialty numbers. An next week. The Dragons ar - in
Class members not graduates,
DESIGNED TO SUIT
on Sunday at 2.30 p. m„ topic, "Thc Schoo! had its first reunion in many
Ohio, will be in Maine this summer amateur contest will also be con first place.
Jennie
Allen Wilson. Irene Fiske
EVERY INDIVIDUAL
Maine Guide."
years Thursday night, enjoying one Leon, Al Jones, Emily Sprague Mur
• • • *
and will attend the New England ducted and an evening of delightful
• • • •
PREFERENCE
Games next week are: Monday
Lecturer's Conference at Orono, pleasure is promised.
At thc Congregational Church of Witham's fine dinners. Some ray, John Stevens, Irene York
Your conception of a monument
night. Shells vs. A. & P.; Tuesday. the service of public worship is at chose lobster, others, chicken.
Aug. 24. On the evening of Aug. 23
Johnson.
can be faithfully Interpreted by
Dragons vs. Post Office; Wednesday, 10.30,and the guest preacher will be
he will speak at a big meeting in (
It was a happy scene in the din Others present: Mr and Mrs
our master artisans. We arc
Lions vs. Central Maine Power Co.; Rev. Benjamin F. Farber. D. D.. ing room with greetings of old Ralph Wiggin. Mrs. Carl Cassens.
Portland at the Portland High
Friday, Kiwanis vs. Elks.
recognized specialists in all types
School auditorium. Aug. 25 he will
minister of the Fourth Presby classmates and there was not a dull Charles Merritt, Frederick Merritt.
of memorial sculpture. In the
speak at an outdoor meeting at
Elizabeth Snow, Clarence Beverage.
terian Church of New York City, moment from 7 to 10 o’clock.
Camp Benson, Newport. On these
event that you have no special
Out of a class of 34 graduates Prof. Edwin Rollins. Mrs. Herbert I
and moderator of the Presbytery
trips Mr. Taber will be accompan
design preference, we can assist
of New York. Music by the mixed there were 12 members in attend Richardson, Ralph Richards, John
Located At Wildwood
you in making an appropriate ied by State Master F. A. Rich
WATER PIPES RENEWED
quartet, with Mrs. Faith Berry at ance. Other classmates who did Robbln, Charles Morey. Cleveland
ardson and Mrs. Richardson and
selection on the basis of our
Balltrd Park, Rockport
AND WIRED OUT
not complete tlieir courses were Morey. Mrs Albert Jones. Mrs.
the organ.
NEW SEWERS LAID
some of the otoer Maine Grange
knowledge and experience.
* • » •
there eager to renew friendships John Stevens. Mrs. Caroline Jones
ALSO CLEANED WHEN
officers.
S. S. M.
At
St.
Peter's
Church
(Episcopal)
and
all were considered 1901's.
Mrs. James Tolman
PLUGGED
Wm. E. Dornan & Son,
Rev.
E.
O.
Kenyon,
rector,
the
ser

Frank
M.
Tibbetts
who
was
class
SEPTIC
TANKS
A
CESSPOOLS
ROCKVILLE, ME.
Sherwin-Williams
BURN
INC.
AND CEMENT WORK
vices for tomorrow will be appro president during the four years in
UNION
97*39
Pierce—At Warren. Aug 11, to Mr
REPAIR CELLAR WALLS
CEMETERY MEMORIALS
priate for thc nineth Sunday after Roekland High School acted as
and Mrs Charles Pierce. (Pearl Thomp
EAST UNION and THOMASTON
son) a daughter—Katharine Jean.
Trinity: Matins at 7.10; Holy Com toastmaster. Interesting remarks
Mr and Mrs. H. W Owens of Bos
43Slf
HOUSE PAINT
munion at 7.30; Holy Eucharist and were made by Ralph L. Wiggin, a ton are visiting Mr. and Mrs. A. H.
5?
MARRIED
TEL. 1187-R, ROCKLAND, ME.
You
make
an
iron*clad home in*
sermon
at
1030;
Vespers
at
7.30
former teacher. There was much Goss, and with Mr. and Mrs George
Carleton-Calder—At Camden. Aug. 12.
71.02,
vestment when you paint your
by Rev. William E. Berger. Oeorge P.
p. m. Monday is the Feast of the reminLscing of the happy school Mitchell of Friendship enjoyed a
Carleton of Waldoboro and M13S Eliza
house with Sherwin - Williams
Assumption of the Blessed Virgin days by Edna Lamson, Billy Mc- picnic Tuesday on Jefferson Look
beth H Calder of Camden.
SUP House Paint. That’s one
Harvey-Donnell—At Rockland. Aug.
Mass at 7.30. also dally Mass for the Dougald and many others. All ex out.
9. by E R Keene. J. P . Harry Hsrvey
reason why more homes are painted
week at 7,30.
pressed great pleasure at being
and Mlsa Alice Donnell, both of Roek
Inspection was held Tuesday
with SH T than with any other brand.
• • • •
land
there.
Nina Gardner Beverage night at Seven Tree Grange, the
It's the paint all America buys.
HAMBURG ROASTERS
At thc Littlefield
Memorial read one of her delightful poems
CHARCOAL STOVES
DIED
first and second degree being
Church Sunday the pulpit will be
GALLON THERMOS JUGS
It was voted to form a permanent worked on two candidates. Harvest
Driscoll — At Rockland. Aug. 11.
Ambulance Service
GRILLS FOR OPEN FIRE
MORTICIANS
Joseph Drlsooll, aged 83.
;upplied by Rev. Norma Farnham. organization to meet annually, supper will be served at thc next
Stanhope—At Warren. Aug. 10. MelEverything to make the picnic nr Morning worship Ls at 10 30, the with the following officers: Presi
vln H Stanhope, aged 61. Funeral
camping trip more enjoyable and sermon topic being "A Religion dent, Frank Tibbetts; vice presi meeting Aug. 24.
Sunday
at 2 o'clock from Goforth's
Ambulance Service
Lumber
Pain'
comfortable at small cost.
Funeral Parlors ln Hartland.
RUSSELh
Worth Keeping." There will be dent, Billy McDougald; secretary,
EIGHT-room house on Limerock St.
Hardware
FUNERAL HOME
TELS. 390 AND 781-1
—corner lot. needs some repairs, would
special music. The church school Susie Sherer Morey.
CARD OF THANKS
make fine home, three minutes from
I wish to take this opportunity to
CLAREMONT ST. TEL. 662
meets
at
11.45
and
the
Christian
Messages
from
old
teachers
and
ROCKLAND, ME.
P. O. school house, hospital; price
thank my friends for all their kind
361-365 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND
ROCKLAND,
ME.
408
MAIN
ST.
ROCKLAND,
ME.
reasonable
Inquire by letter please;
ness during my Illness It was a great
Endeavor
at
8
o
’
clock.
Praise
serv

classmates,
Miss
Anna
Coughlin,
97*103
98-tf
address "R. E." care Courier-Gazette
119-tf
90-92
Jov to know I have so many friends.
85*M
ice and sermon at 7.15. the topic James E. Rhodes. Perley Ames,
»
W. <>• Dean
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SUNDAY EXCURSION AUG. 14

First In Years

“GIFT COTTAGE”
FOR SALE

NOW IS THE TIME!

famous

S. E. EATON

BURPEES

SWP

FOR THE PICNIC

W. H. GLOVER CO.

Crie Hardware Co.
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WALDOBORO AND VICINITY

JEFFERSON

Zinc Overcoats

I

AT THE PARK MONDAY-TUESDAY

Notices of Appointment

The play "Blest Be the Tie" will
NOTICES OF APPOINTMENT
be repeated at Lincoln Pomona The Story Of a Metal
I, Charles L. Veazie. Register of Pro
bate for the County of Knox, In the
Latest news from Lincoln County towns collected by our diligent cor Grange when it meets Aug. 20 with
State of Maine, hereby certify that In
Which Is a Protector of
the following estates the persons were
Jefferson
Grange.
William
Caurespondents. Send Waldoboro news to Mrs. Louise Miller, telephone 21.
appointed Administrators. Executors,
Metals
ham, agricultural editor of the
Guardians and Conservators and on
the
dates hereinafter named:
The Lions were entertained Wed- f show which will be held in the Lewiston Sun will be tlie guest
Zinc bullets will penetrate “bul
FRANCES PEASE, of Appleton Grace
speaker,
and
special
music
will
be
nesday night at the Weston cottage j High School auditorium Aug. 26
Johnson ot Appleton was appointed
let-proof" steel vests according to
Gdn . July 7. 1938. and qualified by
in Bremen. Steamed clams, lob- j Those present were: Mr. and Mrs. played.
an inventor who has received a pat
filing bond on same date.
Tre Publicity Committee extends
sters, hot rolls, doughnuts and . Henry Mason. Mr. and Mrs. Charles
ABBIE D. WOOSTER, late of War
ent
from
the
U
S.
Patent
Office,
ren. deceased
WllIls E Wooster of
coffee were served by Mrs. Law- j Rowe, Mr. and Mrs. Austin Win- a welcome for all to attend the sec based on the claim that a zinc bul
West BrOokfleld. Mass., was appointed
rence Weston, assisted by S, H. I chenbaugh. Mrs. Bessie Kuhn. Miss ond annual lawn party to be held let is faster than any other pistol
Admr . June 21. 1938 and qualified bv
filing bond July 8. 1938
Frank F
Weston. Twenty-eight Lions and Patricia Kuhn. Miss Mary Tuck, on Emery Ogilvie's lawn next Wed or rifle bullet and harder to stop.
Harding of Rockland was appointed
Agent In Maine.
guests were present the guests be- Miss Katherine Tuck. Mrs. Hamlin nesday night, nils event will be a When zinc meets steel, it is ex
EZRA W. CONARY. of Rockland. Al
ing: Dr. Harvey Lovell of Louisville, Schofield, Mrs. Ina Smith, Miss j summer get-together, and games, plained. zinc causes less friction
den A Stanley of Rockland was ap
music, and refreshments will help
pointed
Cons.. July 11. 1938. and quali
Ken.; Charles Rowe, Ellard Mank, Prances
Achorn, Mrs
Fannie *
than other metals and consequently
fied by filing bond July 14. 1938.
one have a good time.
Clarence Woodbury, Thomas Oir- ' Brooks, Mrs. Joseph De Napoli, Mrs
slows down less in the process of
NETTIE F. MILLER, of Rockland
Mrs. Verna Robishaw has been piercing
Jerome C. Burrows of Rockland was ap
rioer, Arnold Standish, Herbert Roland Oenthner. Mrs. A. D. Gray.
visiting friends in Rockland,
pointed Cons , July 11. 1938. and quali
"Zinc
first
emerged
among
the
Newbegin, Alton Levensaler, Jack Mrs. Ellard Mank. Mrs. Kenneth
fied by filing bond July IS. 1938
Misses Florence Ellard and Helen minerals of the United States ir*
LEONARD c. STETSON, late of
Williams, Kenneth Weston, Philip Weston, Mrs. Samuel Weston. Miss Ellard of Medford. Mass., who have connection with firearms." says Bul
Thomaston, deceased. Helen L Stet
Edna Young, William Brooks and
letin
No.
2
in
a
series
—
Commodi

Weston and Joseph Brooks.
son
of Thomaston was appointed Exx
been visiting frieribs at The Ham
ties: Common and UncommonJuly 19. 1938. without bond.
Clyde Sukeforth returned Wed Mrs. B. O. Miller
mer
and
Tong
gift
shop
in
Damari

issued from the Washington. D. C.
IRA T. VINAL. late of Thomaston,
• • • •
nesday to Elmira. N. Y., to complete
deceased Adi F Vinal of Thomaston
scotta recently called on Mrs Meda headquarters of the National Geo
was
appointed Exx . July 19. 1938. with
Winchenbach
Reunion
his season as manager of the base
graphic Society.
"The lustrous
Hodgkins.
out bond.
blue-white
metal
was
separated
The
Winchenbach
family
reunion
ball team.
DEXTER C UPHAM, late of Camden,
Mr. and Mrs. George R. Ogilvie
from its ore in this country just a
deceased. Charles A. Perry of Cam
The Baptist Church will hold a was held at the Look Out in Jeff- of Shawomet. R I, are spending a i century ago, in experiments con
den was appointed ENr . July 19. 19 8
and qualified by filing bond on same
lawn party Friday night at the erson Wednesday.
Thirty-three vacation with their son. Emery
ducted by John Hitz in the Arsenal
date.
The Christmas Club met Wed in the District of Columbia
home of Floyd Benner. The affair, _
.
,
.
.
JAMES R MULLINS, late of Owl's
members of the family were present.
Zinc Overcoats Keep Out Rust
nesday with Mrs. Alice Jackson and
Head, deceased
Lauressa B Durrell
will begin at 6 30 and a musical
of Augusta was appointed Admx., July
"Warfare is only a sideline, how
program will be given during the Aft*r the dinner which was »*ld at held a picnic lunch on the lake
8.
1938
and
qualified
by filing bond
Ellis Island, the most dramatic spot on earth—with tides ripping
ever. for zinc. Its main use is as a
July 22. 1938
evening.
I noon a business meeting followed, shore, 18 members and two guests life-preserver for other metals,” the
rtund it in waves of love and hate—forms the background far "Gateway,"
GEORGIE A ROBINSON, late of
bulletin continues.
“Galvanized new 20th Century-Fox triumph starring Arleen Whelan and Don Ameche Thomaston,
Mrs. Atwood Levensaler and Miss at which these officers were elected: being present.
deceased
Benjamin
buckets,
roofs,
rain-spouts,
pipes,
George
S
Madden
of
Lynn,
Mass,
Smalley
of Thomaston was appointed
—adv.
Edith Levensaler were Waterville [ President, Alton Winchenoach; vice
Exr . July 19. 1938. and qualified b;
wire,
and
structural
steel
owe
to
filing bond July 26. 1938
president, Addison Winchenbach; is visiting his nephew. Arthur Mad zine their resistance against rust.
visitors Thursday.
den.
FRED W BESSEDT. late of Union,
secretary.
Miss
Margaret
Mank;
Iron,
so
sturdy
under
the
strain
of
[
Miss Blanche Conrad, R. N., of
dece.sed Josephine E Bessey of Union
Mrs. Donald Huntley, Mrs. Austin constant use, nevertheless cannot j
treasurer.
Mrs
Edna
Turner.
was
appointed Admx . July 19, 1938.
Bellevue Hospital. New York city
and qualified by filing bond July 27.
During the afternoon this pro Huntley and son Albert, of Rock endure the slow corrosion of the |
1938
and Mrs Ivous Toothacher of Ridland have been guests of Mrs E E atmosphere; but wrap it in an over
RALPH A OUSHEE. late of New
lonville were overnight guests Wed gram was enjoyed: Song with uku Hallowell
coat of zinc and it withstands all
York. N Y. deceased
ESlzabeth C.
kinds of weather. The process of
nesday of Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Gray. lele accompaniment. Miss Phyllis
Newbert of Appleton was appointee
surfacing iron or steel with pro
Admx D B N . O. T A„ July 19. 1938.
Miller
poem.
Miss
Barbara
Stand

Miss Virginia Kuhn of Saco is
and qualified by filing bond July 27
GROSS NECK
tecting skin of zinc is named in
1938
visiting her grandparents, Mr and ish; poem. Mrs Edna Turner; read
honor of Luigi Galvani, 18th cen
LORA M CHESLEY. late of Rockland
ing, Miss Ada Winchenbach, read
tury
Italian
professor
whose
ex

Mr.
and
Mrs.
Charles
Collamore
Mrs. George J. Kuhn.
deceased Ralph M Chesley of Rock
ing, Mrs. Mamie Benner. It was and Mrs Pearl Delano of Friendship periments with electricity set a
land was appointed ENr . July 19. 1938.
Mrs. Aaron Dow and son Richard
and qualified by filing /bond July 28.
voted to hold next year's meeting passed Thursday evening with Al spark to the imagination of sub
1938
Dow of Framingham. Mass., are
sequent
scientists.
About
40
per
at Sandy Shores in Warren.
Attest:
bion Genthner and Mrs Melvin cent of the zinc used by industries '
visiting at the home of Mrs Fan
CHARLES L. VEAZIE.
of the United States, world's lean- ■
Oenthner.
I
Register
nie Mank.
91-S-97
Clinton Gross. Mrs. William Chase ing zinc consumer, goes into ser
MINTURN
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Sturrock
of Dutch Neck and Mrs. Edith vice as the thin preservative layer I
on galvanized surfaces.
of Providence, are guests of Mrs.
Legal Notice
Thirty-five persons from this Thomas of California have been
“This zincing process received a j
Nellie Overlock.
I island attended the Legion Ball recent callers at Melvin Genthner's. patent in England in 1837. and since
notice of Foreclosure
Mr and Mrs. Ruel Eugley and j Friday at Stonington.
Fred Genthner of Broad Covj then industry has entered a sort of
Whereas Mary M Brown ot Rockland.
Zinc
Sub-age
Since
recipes
have
j
daughter, Nancy, and guest Mrs.
Elmer Davis who has been em called Sunday on friends here.
' County of Knox and State of Maine
hy her mortgage deed, dated December
Lillian Levensaler visited Friday in ployed in Frenchboro is home.
Walter Stover of Boothbay har been worked out for extracting the
! 27. 1932 and recorded in the Knox Reg
metal from its ores, it has been gen
Damariscotta.
Violet Dunham. Flossie Bridges, been a recent visitor at the home erously used as an alloy. Anti-fric
istry of Deeds. Book 226, Page 491. con
veyed to the Ro?kland Loan & Build
Mrs. Myrtle Young of Blaine and Mae Bridges and Bernice Karlson of his sister. Mrs. Ralph Eugley.
tion metals, alloyed with zinc. I
ing Association, a corporation legally
organized and existing under the laws
Miss Eloise Penderson of Mars Hill spent Monday in Bangor.
Misses Mary and Una Morse of serve as bearings in fast moving I
of the State of Maine, and located at
and
transportation; i
Mrs. Olive Walker who recently the village were recent guests of machinery
are guests at the home of Mrs. Law
Rockland. In said Knox County, the
their low melting point protects
following described real estate situate
visited
Mrs.
Alden
Stanley
has
re

their
grandparents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
rence Weston.
more important moving parts and j
I in said Rockland, together with the
Charles L. Eugley.
• buildings thereon, on the Old County
burnt-out bearings can be easily
Mr and Mrs. Arthur Whitney of turned to Rockland.
Road, at the head of Cedar Street, and
Mrs. Laura Johnson is much im-1 Clarence Richards of Hall Island replaced. Up to 10 per cent of zinc
Mendham. N. J- are guests at Deebounded and described as follows, to
in modern bronze gives statues a
proved
from
recent
illness.
wit:
[
spent
last
weekend
with
his
family.
ver Lodge, Back Cove.
hair-fine accuracy to the lines their
BEJGINNtNG at a stake and stones
Mrs Maud Wilbur of Rockland is
Mrs. Irvine Genthner and two sculptor
1 on the Old County Road aforesaid, at
Dr. and Mrs. Richard Benner of
intended. Assembly lines
guest
of
Mrs.
Harry
Johnson.
■
the
southeasterly corner of land of
children
of
West
Waldoboro
were
for automobiles, cash registers, add
Springfield. Mass, are passing a va
heirs of Hanson Dean; thence southMrs. Ethel McDonald and daugh guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. ing machines, and other precision
,
wtsterly
by said road six rods and
cation here.
I twenty-two links to stake and stones;
ter Alva of New Jersey are visitors Ernest Eugley.
I mechanisms of today move more
Progressive Grange will serve a
thence
north
twenty-nine degrees west
Mrs Melvin Oenthner and daugh- I
,of,2in5:. 2lnc aIloys
at Mr. and Mrs. Fred Johnson's.
by land of Hanson Dean twenty-three
chicken supper Wednesday at the
have
proved
ideal
for
diecasting,
a
rods and seven links to stoke and
Mr and Mrs. Leverette Stanley ter Esther and Mrs. Clarence Rich- ■
process in which metal parts by the
Grange hall, Winslow Mills. A
stones; thence north slxty-flve degrees
and family of Duck Island Light are ards called recently on Mr and thousand containing zinc can be
east six rods and twenty-two links by
15President (abbr.)
41- A letter
5-Wool-bearing
animal
dance will follow.
the Achorn Cemetery to stake and
16- A rodent (pl.)
spending a few days with Mr and Mrs John Burns of Back Cove.
42- Hot vapor
9-Set of workers
, duplicated by casting in the same
stones at land of the helm of said
Mr. and Mrs. George Greenlaw
18-Entrances
44- Oecay
I mold, with the assurance that (hey 11- Wither
Mrs. Warren Staples.
Hanson Dean; thence southeasterly by
Mrs.
Alfred
Waltz
and
Mrs
Wil

and Mr and Mrs. Milton Sprague
20-Sheerer
45- Near by
said helm' land, twenty-three rods and
Frederick Ranquist has returned liam Thorne were South Thomaston will fit their destined place when 12- Because
22-A small bird (pl.)
eight links to the first bounds, con46- Favored
14-Made a misstep
were Rockland visitors Monday.
assembled
into
machinery.
The
home after visiting in Warren and | visitors Wednesday.
talning one acre more or less. The
24-lncited
48- You and I
countless tiny teeth of some zipper 16- Egyptian god
Mrs. Harry McGrath of Washing
1
above described property was inherited
26-Japanese coin
49- Listen
17- Doze
Rockland.
fastenings
are
die-cast
of
zinc
al

by me from my late hueband Elmer E
ton. D. C., Is visiting her father,
28-Swiss river
50- Large plant
19- Mistake
Brown.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Gray of
loys.
KEEP HOUNDS OUT
30-Scarred
52Finiahed
20River
in
Poland
The said premises being the same
William Vannah.
Rockland accompanied by Beverly,!
conveyed to Elmer R Brown I deceased I
32- Throw
Important But Anonymous For
53- Picture support
21- Be certain
Mrs. Marie Hilt, Mrs. Lillian Lev Freda and Rosalie Ranquist spent Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
I
by
Alan L Bird by hls deed, dated
33- Expires
Centuries
23- Ever (contr.)
VERTICAL
j Sept. 26. 1919. and recorded In the
ensaler and George Drouin were Sunday here.
35- Frozen crystal*
Some drastic move should be
24- Diminutive suffix
Knox Registry of Deeds. Bock 183. Page
"Incognito and unsuspected, zinc
36- Quiet
1- Candid
i 283. to which deed and record reference
Rockland visitors Monday.
Mrs. Hannah Stanley is visiting made in St. George to keep hounds | Played pranks for two millenuiuiQs 25- Makes a mistake
[ may be bad for a more particular de
2And
(Lat.)
38-Gone
by
27-Scenes
of
action
Mrs. Charles Robertson is guest her granddaughter Mrs Margaret out of the woods during close sea
scription of the premises hereby con40-Plunder
jin the world's chemistry before 29-Placed, as a ball on 3- Lace fabric
1veyed.
of Mr. and Mrs. Carroll French in Stanley at Sutton Island.
son as they ruin the hunting the being unmasked Scientists puzzled
42- Vehicle on runners
4- Venture
a tee
And whereas the condition of said
South Paris.
| mortgage has been broken
over its effects in 'mock-silver' and 31- A plant of the mint 5- 0ne who foretells 43- Nothing but
Mr. and Mrs. Alden Stanley and coming season.
46An
insect
60wned
Now. therefore, by reason of the
family
Mrs. Alfred Storer and Mrs. Kel- . Mrs. Jessie Bragdon spent Sunday
mountain-bronze.' Romans found
E. H. Barter
I breach of the condition thereof, said
7- Comparative suffix 47- A church official
32-Tinned
I
that
copper
mixed
with
calamine
J
Rockland
Loan ti Building Associa
sey Lash were Portland visitors at Sutton Island.
Tenants Harbor, Aug. 11.
(abbr.)
' ore of unknown content produced a 34-Corded material (pl.) 8- Carpenter’s tool
tion claims foreclosure of said mort
49-Head (abbr.)
Tuesday.
10Mud
36Chums
gage
| Passable imitation of gold, and the
51-Plural suffix
11- Pleasures
In Witness Whereof, the said Rock
Among those to attend the Cal
Golden Age of the Roman Empire, 37- Plnch
land Loan Ar Building Association has
der-Carleton wedding in Camden
i under Augustus, paid its way with
caused
this Instrument to be sealed
(Solution To Previous Puzzle)
with Its corporate seal and signed In
; coins of brass, an alloy containing
Friday were Supt. and Mrs A. D.
Its corporate name by Harry O Gurdy,
the yet unidentified zinc. Alchem New Jersey and Kansas following.
Gray, Mrs. Isabel Labe, Sumner
Its Secretary, thereunto duly author
EH
ists of the Dark Ages, intent on Possibly the richest ores are those
ized. this fifth day of August In the
Hancock and Miss Carol Stevens.
| their search for the philosopher's of Broken Hill, in New South Wales,
year of our Lord one thousand nine
hundred and thirty-eight
Pari Spear who has been attend
stone to convert other metals into Australia. Since smelting plays
(Seal)
gold, stumbled upon the same pro such an important part in preparing
ing University of Maine summer
ROCKLAND LOAN Ar BUILDING
cess of gold imitation; they shrouded j zinc for use. the smelting counASSOCIATION
school returned home Friday.
(Signed)
the anonymous metal further in . tries are classed as producers: Bel
Arland Simmons recently went
Harry
O Gurdy
mystication. for fear of giving awav gium after the United States, then
Secretary
to Waterville where he will be as
a precious secret. Paracelsus at the [Canada and Germany.
94-9-100
dawn of the Renaissance called the
sociated with hls brother-in-law in
“Minor uses of the metal give furmetal
zinck
His
contemporary
Azthe restaurant business.
Mrs.
ricola in Germany discovered pure 1 ther evidence of its protective value.
ROCKVILLE
Simmons will Join Mr. Simmons
zinc accidentally when he noticed ’ As a pigment it contributes a paint
It in chinks of a furnace where he ; coat to shield both metals and wood
soon and they will make their home
Mr. and Mrs. Aoel Truiworhy of
was smelting lead and copper ores In dentistry, zinc compounds make
in that city.
Bath were guests last weekend of
The chemist Glauber finally brought a cement for filling aching teeth
Pelham Creamer of Cape Cod ls
zinc into the open in 1657, when he In medicine the numerous salts of
Mrs Trueworthy's parents. Mr. and
visiting Mrs. Warren W. Creamer
revealed that calamine, the myste zinc perform their services to man's
Mrs. F. J. Hunter A notable event
rious "white earth" of the ancients, health mainly as astringents. Zinc
and Mrs. A. E. Boggs.
for Mr. and Mrs. Hunter took place
was really an ore of zinc.
Cool Toned Shades
chloride, however. Is a poison; zinc
Supt. and Mrs. A D. Gray left
Sunday when there was a reunion
"It is proof of the uneven diffu sulphate, on the other hand, is an
Friday for a week or ten-day vaca
sion of the world's knowledge, how antidote for poison."
of tlictr family at the cottage at Al
tion. During that time Mr. Gray
ever, that Hindu scientists had al
ford's Lake. The six daughters ard
will attend the Superintendent's
ready known for some centuries how
one son with husbands and wife
IN OPERA HOUSE
Conference to be held at Castine.
to obtain zinc. Bracelets of zinc
and children were together for the
Mrs. Stanley I. Bailey and Mr;.
found on the kle of
first time in 10 years. The party
Lincoln County's Republican Wom
Rhodes
in
ruins
of
the
ancient
city
William Brown of Philadelphia are
numbered 27
| of Cameros, destroyed about 500
en To Have Outing Next Friday
guests at the Gay cottage, Martin s
Mr. and Mrs Frank MacDonald
®
Pl® Chlnese have been using
Point.
zinc indefinitely, and when chemists
are
occupying the Lamson house
Miss Neota A. Powles of WhiteForrest G. Fogg of Bangor was
,,ar enough they may fmd
for several weeks while Mr. Mac
a caller Thursday at the home of
that China was the prehistoric home I field, president, has announced the
Donald is engineer on the road be
of the metal so recently useful in summer meeting of the Lincoln
Mr. and Mrs. B. G Miller.
ing constructed from West Rock
industry.
occidental
Mrs. Dora H Yorke, Miss Grace
County Women's Republican Club
port to Warren.
'■Next to galvanizing, zincs most
Yorke and Miss Besse Reed spent
Mrs. Annie Thurston and daugh
which will be held Friday after
important
use
today
is
in
alloys
Little Jean Kathleen Demers,1 Michigan, the name of Italy's Pre the chief of which is brass. Origin
Thursday in Damariscotta
ter Martha have returned to Bos
noon.
Aug.
19,
at
2
o
’
clock
(dst)
at
child
prodigy
of
mier. the State of political affairs ally brass was made, from Roman
A 1935 truck owned by Waldoboro three-.vear-old
ton,
Garage Co., and parked at the rear Tracadie N. S. will appear on the in Canada or Joe DiMaggio's bat- times on, from copper and the zinc | the Pythian Opera House at BoothMr. and Mrs. Earl Tasker and
hxliMlam^e' bUt now pure zinc bay Harbor.
of their place of business caught stage at Waldo Theatre on Monday ting average,
daughter Barbara of
Bradford
When asked who she thought was itself is used up to 30 or 40 percent.
The newly formed Women's Club
fire Friday and was completely de only, Aug. 15.
spent last weekend with Mr. and
rass
cannon
that
fought
the
This little girl has already the greatest man of the prize ring
at Boothbay Harbor will act as
stroyed. The fire department was
Mrs F. L. Hunter.
American Revolution and brass bells
called and by efficient work saved amazed audiences with her remark- she answered without hesitation, that rang for American indepen hostess as will Mrs. Rena B Crow
Dr. Edna E. Lamson of Jerssy
able memory and unusual abilities, "Jack Dempsey—ond he has a res dence were alloyed with zinc Brass ell of Waldoboro, State committee
the flames from spreading.
City is spending a vacation with
Mrs. Lillian Levensaler who has which would be considered amaz taurant now." She thinks that buttons, buckles, and pins were early member from Lincoln County, and
I her parents, Mr. and Mrs.. Leslie
, Lamson.
been visiting her daughter, Mrs. ing in a child three times her age Babe Ruth was one of the greatest articles of American metal indus Mrs. Josephine Hutchins of Dam
T’S nummer bungalow time and
Ruel Eugley the past two weeks re When in New York and inter men ever on the Yankee team, but tries. with andirons, fire tongs, and ariscotta, vice chairman of the
Miss Martha Sides passed last
viewed by the New York Times re still holds her admiration for Di- hooks and eyes also coming into county committee.
you’re probably in the miust of j weekend in Camden.
turns today to Boston.
use. Around 1840. when brass
decorating your cottage whether it
Miss Nettie C. Burleigh, presi
Jack Williams and family of Ban- | porters, they discovered to their Maggio “the best one now.” Mrs. clockwork began to be substituted
Miss Webb who has been visiting
be in the country or at the seashore.
amazement
that
she
could
dance,
Demers
finds
it
difficult
to
explain
dent
of
the
Women's
Republican
gor are occupying the Weston farm
for wooden wheels and cogs. Ameri
We've one suggestion to make— Mrs. Nellie Perry has returned to
sing, operate a typewriter, function her child's uusual ability except can clock and watch making be Club of Maine, will be the guest hang the new darker toned shades, Newtonvllle.
house at Bremen for this month.
admirably with a needle and thread that "sire retains everything she gan to thrive. Iron and lead were speaker and also Mrs. Inez G. larkspur blue or springleaf green,
Mr and Mrs. Walter I. Piper of
Mr. Williams is supervisor of WP.A.
and answer almost any questions hears." It all started before the the only native metals used in the Wing of Kingfield, vice chairman in every room. These two tones have Lynn were callers Wednesday aft
projects through this section.
the
happy
faculty
of
diffusing
light
put to her concerning current child was two years old when she Industry of the young United States, of the Republican State commit and keeping out the glare of the ernoon on Mrs. Dana A. Sherer re• • • •
suddenly began making learned ob until zinc was discovered in New tee.
events.
summer sun.
Garden Club Members Dine
newing an acquaintance which be
They’re particularly important
The Times goes on to point out servations. During the last year Jersey. Pennsylvania and Wiscon
Mrs.
Lewis
O.
Barrows,
wife
of
gan 12 or 13 years ago a*t summer
The Community Garden Club
sin. A zinc smelter was in operation
for
bedrooms
if
you
want
your
such things as “without taking a she has appeared on the radio and
near Bethlehem, Pennsylvania be Governor Barrows, and Mrs. Clyde family to awaken refreshed and school at University of New Hamp
picnic supper which was to have
deep breath she can rattle off the at various exhibitions where she fore the Civil War.
’
H. Smith have been invited to be rested and in an amiable mood. shire. This was the first meeting
been held on the lawn at the home names of the Canadian Provinces or submitted herself to questions on
Don't forget to hang these muted since that time.
"Now the United States leads the honor guests.
of Mrs. Bessie Kuhn Thursday was the New England States like a child divers subects.”
world both in producing and in us
All interested in the Republican tone cloth shades in the kitchen—
Nathaniel Carroll observed his
held instead at their club house twice her age reciting the alpha
Jean Kathleen Demers appears ing zinc. In -1936 this country, party are invited to attend. It is you'll find ir a far more comfortable 81st birthday Thursday.
place
to
work
in.
due to the rain. Twenty-three bet. She will tell you about con on the stage three times Monday smelted and later absorbed into
hoped that men as well as women ■ If you intend staying where you
Maurice; R. Clough of Boston Is
members and guests were present. ditions in China, the exact geogra . , . once in the afternoon and industry about one-third of the will take this opportunity to hear are—change to these summer shades
passing
a few days with Mrs.
world's
total
output.
Mines
in
21
At the business meeting plans were phical location of Mongolia, tlie once for each evening performance.
you’ll transform your whole
States contributed to the produc Miss Burleigh, who will have a and
Clough who is summering at the
summer
setting
and
keep
your
life
formulated for the annual flower length of the Suez Canal or Luke —adv.
tion, with Oklahoma leading and worthwhile message.
1 on a grand even keeL
home of her father, Dana A. Sherer.
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CHILD PRODIGY AT THE WALDO

I

Evgfy-Odier-Daf
Probate Notices
STATF, OF MAINE
To all person Interested In either of
the estates hereinafter named
At a Probate Court held at Rockland,
In and lor the County oi Knox, on the
19th day of July In the year of our
Lord one thousand nine hundred and
thirty-eight and by adjournment from
day to day from the 19th day ot eald
July. Tlie following matters having
been presented for the action there
upon hereinafter Indicated It la hereby
ORDERED:
That notice thereof be given to all
persons Interested, by causing a cony
of this order to be published three
weeks successively In The CourierGazette. a newspaper published at
Rockland in said County, that they
may appear at a Probate Court to be
held at said Rockland on the 16.h day
of August A. D 1938 at 8 o’olock In the
forenoon, and be heard thereon If
they see cause

FRANK E JONES, late of Rockland,
deceased
Will and Petition for Pro
bate thereof, asking that »**• sanv tn y
be proved and allowed and that Letters
Testamentary issue to Joseph W Rob
inson ot Rockland, he being the Execu
tor named In said Will, without bond.
CORA V SAVAGE, late of Rockland,
deceased
Will and Petition for Prob ite thereof, asking that the same
may be proved and allow-d and that
Letters Testamentary Issue to William
F Savage of Rockland, he being the
Executor named In sold Will, without
bond

MARIA KARISON late of Rockland,
deceased
Will tnd Petition for Pro
bate thereof, asking that ihe same
may be proved and allowed and that
letters Testamentary Issue to Alfred
Karlson of Rockland, he being the
Executor named In said Will, with
bond

HERBERT N BRAZIER. Ute of Rock
port. deceased Will and Petition for
Probate thereof, asking that the same
may be proved and allowed and that
Letters Testamentaiy Issue to Clara
W Brazier of Rockport, she being the
Executrix named In said Will, without
bond.

FLORENCE R DAMON, late of Rock
land deceased WU1 and Petition for
Probate thereof, asking that the same
may be proved and allowed and that
Letters Teetsmentary Issue to Harry
L. Richards of Rockland, he being
ihe Executor named In said Will, with
out bond
CORA F TALBOT late of Rockland,
deceased Will and Codicil and Peti
tion for Probate thereof, asking that
the same may be proved and allowed
and that Letters Testamentary' Issue
to William D Tai bo- of Portland, he
being the Executor named In said Will,
without bond
ELIZABETH WILSON FISHER late
of Philadelphia. Pa . deceased
Exem
plified copy of Will and Probate there
of. together with a Petition for Pro
bate of Foreign Will, asking that the
copy of said will may be allowed, filed
and recorded In the Probate Court of
Knox County, and that Letters Testa
mentary be Issued to E McLain Wat
ters. Laura Reeve, and Florence Sibley,
all of Philadelphia. Pa . without bond
ESTATE ELVA M DELANO, late of
Friendship, deceased Petition for Ad
ministration asking that Melvin Lawry
of Friendship or some other suitable
person, be appointed Admr . with bond.
ESTATE ELIZABETH C URQUHART.
late of Vinalhaven. deceased Petition
for Administration, asking that Rose
U Condon of Upper Darby, Pa. or
some other suitable person, be appointed Admx. without bond.
ESTATE HARRY C CONANT, late of
Washington, deceased
Petition for
Admuilstratlon. asking that Sidney
Humes of Washington, or some other
suitable person, be appointed Admr..
without bond
ESTATE EUGENE B
KILLERAN.
late of Andover. N J. deceased Peti
tion for Administration asking that
Fred L KlUeran of Cushing, or some
other suitable person, be appointed
Admr . without bond.
ESTATE LOUELLA T BARTLETT
lats of Hope deceased
Petition for
Administration, asking that Florence
L Coombs of Rockland, or some other
suitable person, be appointed Admx .
with bond.
ESTATE ADELIA M SPEAR minor,
of North Haven
Petition for License
to Dell certain Real Estate, situated
In Warren, and fully described In said
Petition, presented by Elizabeth C.
Spear, now of Jaffrey, N H. (formerly
of North Haven) Odta
ESTATE CARL SPEAR and HILDA
SPEAR, minors, of Rockland Petition
for License to 8ell qertaln Real Estate,
situated In Rockland, and fully de
scribed In said Petition, presented by
Lida M Spear of Rockland. Gdn
ESTATE ELLEN SPEAR and JOHN
SPEAR, minora, of Camas. Washington.
Petition for License to Sell certain
Real Es’ate situated In Rockland, and
fully described In said Petition, pre
sented by Mabel M Spear of Rockland,
Gdn
ESTATE FLORENCE A KEENE, late
ol Rockland, deceased First and final
account presented for allowance by
Perley N. Bartlett. Exr
Rotate nora m russeli, late of
Warren, deceased First and final ac
count pnesented for allowance by Car
rie R Smith. Admx a t a.
ESTATE HELEN B OIJVER late of
Thomaston, deceased First and final
account presented for allowance by
Charley H Woodcock. Admr.
ESTATE GEORGE L THORNDIKE,
late of Camden, deceased
First and
final account presented for allowance
by Maurice E Payson, Exr
ESTATE HENRIETTA A MORRILL,
late of Rockport, deceased. First and
final account presented for allowance
by Elmer E. Matthews and Homer E
Roblnaon. Exra
STATE FRED A THORNDIKE, late
of Rockland, deceased First and final
account presented for allowance by
Leola T. Wlggin and Lena E.' Draper.
Admxa
)
ESTATE EVIE E OVERLOCK, late or
Warren, deceased First and final ac
count presented for allowance by Cor
nelius E Overlook. Exr
EBTATE MARY J WATTS, "late of
Thomaston, deceased. First and final
account presented for allowance by
Samuel W Lewis. Exr
ESTATE MINNIE A LUDWIO. late
of Thomaston, deceased
First and
final account presented for allowance
by Nellie E Smith. Exx
ESTATE KATHERINE LYNN MC
INNIS. late of Rockland, deceased.
Petition for Distribution, presented by
Timothy E McInnis. Ext
ESTATE HAMPTON L ROBBINS,
late of Union, deceased.
First and
final account presented for allowance
by Arthur H Robbins. Admit
ESTATE JOHN OTIS, late of Worces
ter. Maas , deceased. First and final
account presented for allowance by
Alan L. Bird of Rockland. Admr.
ESTATE ALBERT H ROBINSON, late
of Thomaston, deceased
First and
final account presented for allowance
by Nettle C. Roblnaon. Exx
ESTATE JAMES HENDERSON, late
of St George, deceased, first and final
account presented by Frank H. Ingra
ham Of Rockland. Public Admr.
ESTATE FRANCES M BACHELDER,
late of Rockland, deceased
Petition
for License to Sell certain Real Estate
situated In Rockland and fully de
scribed In said Petition, presented by
Adelbert R Bachelder and Edwin L.
Brown, both of Rockland. Admrs.
ESTATE JAMES HENDERSON, late
of St. Oeorge. deceased, petition for
distribution presented by Frank H.
Ingraham of Rockland. Public Admr.
Witness. HARRY E. WILBUR, Enquire.
Judge of Probate Court for Knox
County. Rockland. Maine
Attest:
CHARLES L VEAZIE.
Register.
91-S-97

WE BUT

OLD GOLD
AND SILVLK

Clarence E. Daniela
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Evftry-OtKer-Day

Oldtime Graduates

The Hall Reunion

Class of 1885 Presented An Thirty-Third Annual SesInteresting Program In
sion Marked By Many
Happy Features
Farwell Hall

STRAND SUNDAY, MONDAY, TUESDAY
“THE SHOPWORN ANGEL’

The descendants of Ebenezer Hall,
Fifty-three years ago the class
of 1885 graduated from Rockland who was killed by the Indians at
High School, the exercises being1 Matinicus about 1757, had their 331
held in Farwell Hall. The follow
annual reunion at Penobscot View
ing program was presented:
Grange Hall. Glen Cove, Wednes
Overture—King of Diamonds.
Pr°. ver.
day. with an attendance rising twoRev. Mr. Klmm 11
Se’ect Ion—Free and Easy,
score. The perfect day and an
Salutatory—On the Threshold,
Bertha Imbel Bird
abundance of good things to eat,
Essay—Unwritten Music,
Elvira Leonora Cousins
renewal of friendships and kin
Essay—Golden Milestones
Mabel Josephine Abbott
dred ties all helped to make the
Oiation—Charles Sumner
William John Nelson
reunion one of the best. Outstand
Essay—Natures Mysteries,
Sarah Emma Wilson
ing was the address of Rev. Ben
Class History,
Grace Belle Sprague
jamin P Browne, pastor of the
Essay—Finished Lives,
Second Baptist Church of Holyoke.
Elisabeth Evelyn Clark
Essay—Womans Work,
Mass., and a feature of the occasion
Minnie Brainerd
Overture— Bridal Rose.
was the presentation in pamphlet
Esftay—The Golden Key.
Mary Amanda Wentworth
form, to those attending, of “The
Class Prophecy.
Hattie Vose Hall
Essay—The Web of Life ls of Mingled Story of Ebenezer Hall.” as written
Yarn.
by the President, Henrietta Hall'
Jennie Florence Willey
Essay—Builders,
Palmeter, which the Historian.1
AJloe Janet Black
Oration—Our Opportunities,
Stanley F. Hall, of New London,,
Esten Wellman Porter
I
Essay—Can and Can’t,
Conn., had prepared since the last
Elvira Hansoom Wood
reunion.
Essay Changes.
Ellen Jameson Cochran
Tribute was paid to Mrs. Harriet
Valedictory—The Shores of Nothing.
Ellr Sites Wood
Hall Buker. of Rockland, one of
Awarding Diploma*.
the founders of the reunion!
T. Cobb
Benediction,
and to Joseph O. Hall of:
Rev Mr. Hanscom
Freeport, both of whom died
The teachers were: J P. Marston,
In October. 1937. and In memory of
principal Miss Jennie, E. R North,
the former Rev. and Mrs. Browne I
first assistant; Miss Mary M Pile.’,
sang "Jesus. Savior. Pilot Me," thej
second assistant.
words of which Mrs. Buker had!
learned to recite at a reunion. Mr.
and MVs'_Browne_al^ "sang Vnoth^r
selection.
their singing being|

Artists In Frolic
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Doug Corrigan On His Homeward Journey

Ting-a-Ling Circus Is To
Be Big Summer Event
At Monhegan

Ringling couldn’t run a circus
this summer and make it pay, but
Monhegan Island plans to show
them how to do it. The most ex
pensive animal In their collection
is listed as costing $4.30. Yes. you've
guessed it—she’s the Baby-Grand,
Elephant—of course. She certainly
ran Into the yardage all right, ab
solutely. cornering the Island's
market. But what an elephant!
Quite worth the price of admission
alone. When we visited her birth
place we found her distracted keep
er half buried under billows of th?
pachyderm's gray hide but, nothing
daunted, she rose smiling to the
surface long enough to answer our
questions. "Yes, a parade first,
naturally ..." It will start at 3
p. m from Barstow's gray cottage
Quiet, grinning Douglas “Wrong-way” Corrigan, who flew his >900 “old rrate" from New Y I:
above the bathing beach, then pro
L______
to Ireland to become the World's Number One Hero, tab's life easy and calls for a cup of atronr •
ceed down Main street, past th?
Margaret Sullavan and James Stewart in “The Shopworn Angel’
as the liner Manhattan carries him homeward. The riotous welcome given him in New York ri.a.iMemorial Library to the baseball
that of Colonel Lindbergh's triumphal return 11 year* ago.
ground on Lighthouse hill, there to
Margaret Sullavan makes her showgirl and immediately falls In make the circle of the entire field.
Rita Knowlton, Floyd Robertson
"C'mon over, Elmer. See the fun ply. Order them early of Elizabeth
VINAL HAVEN
debut as a singing star in "The love with her. She wants to return
and Mrs. Margaret Bouller of Cari
niest side shows on earth, free with Ebert or the Nunan Sisters.
his
love
but
Is
reminded
by
her
Shopworn Angel." The picture, coMrs O. V. Drew entertained the bou. MLss Geraldine's grandmother.
Better
not
come
at
all
If
you
your
ticket
”
Watch
Fuzz
and
manager that the boy loves her be
starring Miss Sullavan and Janies cause of the girl she appears to be. Buzz, the only honest-to-goodness have a crack in your lip. We're “Bridge Eight” Wednesday at her
Dr. Fred Hitchcock, professor of
camp Drew-Drop.
Stewart for the first time.
M I. T. is guest of Dr. and Mrs.
near-wild animals in captivity. liable to open it wider!
not for what she actually is.
Mrs. Mary Chapman and grand-' Howard Pullen at Honey-moon
Her number is the World War I She tries to avoid seeing him. bu. Don't miss Mimi, the dog-faced
son
Alfred Chapman of Rockland Lodge.
midget
or
the
By-Jingo
bird
whicn
favorite, "Pack Up Your Troubles on the day before he leaves ior
NORTH HAVEN
were recent guests of Mrs. Rebecca
An Old Fashioned Levee, spon
1,1 Your Old iCt Ba« and Smlle' P'ance they spend the day together, lives in its own shell. That, at least,
Rev and Mrs. Milton G. Perry Arey
sored by the committee of the Sesnight
the girl realizes that she came from the tropics but strange
™ That
““
......................
Horace Saunders and Miss Doris qui-Centennlal will be held Aug. 16
ter and Joe Mankiewicz. the pro really loves him and they are mar to say, and this is what is so con and family of Massachusetts are
another pleasing feature of the day.
Hayes of Lancester, N H„ returned in the Grand Army rooms, from
duces, because the period of the ried in a roadside chapel with her spicuously rare about the pecker, spending a vacation here.
Other program numbers included
picture is 1917, at the start ol manager as witness. His company its plumage was grown in Califor
Mr. and Mrs. William Garret of home Thursday having visited Dr. I 2 to 4 o'clock. A band concert will
readings, “Parents," by Mrs. Lydia
FAMILY
be given In front of the Hall at 6
,
,, I America's entrance into the World marches past just as the marriage nia or was it Florida? We forget Dorchester, Mass., were recent Ralph Earle.
Cummings, the poem of Hiram Hall, i
r
ceremony is finished.
He says which. Anyway, the whole buzzard guests of friends here and In Vinal
o'clock and bridge and “63'’ will
Mrs.
Edwara
Beggs
of
Rockland
REUNIONS
written for the first reunion, by
'
be played in the hall at 7 p. m.
_
,
_ „ „
.
The story of “The Shopworn An- goodbye and rushes to Join his com was assembled right here on Mon- | Haven.
ls guest of Mrs. Walter Tolman
Stanley F. Hall, and an original
The
funds will be used for the
'
,
...
gel concerns a young Westerner pany. All three wonder if he'll ever ! hegan especially for Ting-A-Ling
Mr
and
Mrs.
Ivan
Poole
of
Bos

Mrs H A. Gregory and children
poem. "Compassion,' by Mrs. Alice
.
. ..
, , , .,
Brothers & Sisters Sky-Top Open- returned Wednesday to Plainfield, ton are guests of his parents Mr Vinal Haven Sesqui-Oentennlal in
™ „ ,
7
’
, .
1 who comes to New York to tram return.
W Karl. A piano solo by Mrs. i . ,
. .
, . _
„„
Walter Pidgeon plays the "other Air Show. You never before gazc.1 N. J.
i before being sent to France. He
and Mrs Charles Poole at Arey's 1939
Nellie Hall and group singing, with J meets the gold-digging, fast-living man" of the story.—adv.
on such a novelty, not even along
Miss Avis Mae Johnson of New
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Sampson were Harbor.
Mrs. Hall at the piano, and led by
the shelves of the "dry and fancy." |
York
and Boston is guest of Mr.
Miss Carolyn Calderwood, has re
visitors last weekend in Rockland
Mrs. Marjorie Cummings were also
You will hold your breath, if I* I
and Mrs. W. Y. Fossett.
MAINE PUBLICITY
these, as vice presidents, from the
turned
from
Baltimore,
where
she
and Augusta.
enjoyed.
isn't too strong, when the glorious
Mr and Mrs. Iniquisola of New
! visited Mr and Mrs. Jack Earle.
States named: Olive Rhodes Wilson,
Mr. Browne's talk was especially
Mrs Willis Witherspoon and U.
Violet,
tight-rope
specialist,
straight
1
Massachusetts; Myra Stockenberg, Bureau's Advisory Board Is Already
Miss Joan Johnson returned Mon- . York and Mary Van Houten of
appropriate for a family reunion,
Planning Cor the Coming Year
from Hollywood no—I mean Ca- ; G. Calderwood were called to Cam day. from Rockland, she has as Westfield, N J., are visitors at the
PAYSON-FOGLER FAMILY
Oregon; Mildred Lee. Washington;
as he harked back to the old days,
thecral Wood—first dances across i den by the illness and death of their guest Miss Lucille Stanley of Rock home of Mrs. Mary L Arey.
The annual Payson-Fogler Re
Robert Carlson, Wisconsin; and
recalled the home activities
President Charles B. Day, man- your vision. She's modest as her j sister. Mrs John Stahl. Others who
Rev Kenneth Cook will preach
union will take place Wednesday,
land.
~
, Fannie Foss, New Hampshire
largely done away with by modern i The 1939 ’reunion
___ .__ __will“ ube at the a«er of the
Hotel, name implies but how she can j attended the funeral were Mr. and
Aug. 24, rain or shine, at the Cres
Vinal Haven Band, will hold a at Union Church Sunday morning
inventions, and stressed the imMrs. Augustine Whitmore. Mr. and
cent Beach cottage of Mr. and Mrs
same place on the second Wednes-' Presided at a meeting of the Ad- step-in! Joe Louis himself couldn't I
concert and ball Wednesday in Cal- I and ^Rev. N F Atwood of Rockport
portance
of
self-reliance
and
initia

Mrs. Irving Grant. Mr and Mrs.
knock
her
off
that
rope
when
once
[
George L. St. Clair. Basket lunch.
derwood's hall. North Haven, with in the evening The latter will be
day. Aug. 9
visory Board of the State of Maine
Garnet Thornton, Mrs. Alice Samp
she
clinches
it.
Note,
too,
the
pej
Mrs. Gladys Heistad, Sec tive, in these days, and the mainten
a seven-piece orchestra for the , accompanied by his choir and the
Verses written in 1906. for the Publicity Bureau today, at which
ance of family worship in the home.
culiarity about her coloring. Her I son. Mrs Thelma Burgess. Frank dance.
Rockport School Band, about 50 In
Raymond Fogler. Pres.
Rev. A Bernard Webber, of Milton. First Reunion of the descendants the preliminaries of the 1939 Pro eyes are the only thing about her Waterman and Lloyd Crockett.
The Mother's Club met Wednes-! number.
Rockport
97&100
of
Ebenezer
Hall,
by
the
late
Capt.
_«.».»>
_
,
__
j
j
w
gram of the Bureau were reviewed. slightly off color. Otherwise she's I Rev* Albion Beverage will con
Mass., also spoke briefly.
day at Merrie Mac's. Shore Acres
i Hiram Hall.
At the business meeting appre
These
questions discussed will later a 'woodland symphony In "spring duct the services Sunday at the where a lobster dinner was served.
SIMMONS FAMILY
To strengthen weakened :les time may
VINAL HAVKN
have shattered
church.
The Simmons family will hold ciation was voiced for the interest
be submitted to the Executive Com I violet" tones.
Mrs Priscilla Young was guest of
|Por The Courler-Oazette)
Fraternal love has brought us here
Come one! Come all! Eat hot j Miss Etta Beverage has rented honor.
their reunion Wednesday. Aug. 17 .taken b>' the retiring president. Mrs
today.
I remember It was August
mittee Meeting which has been ten
within the fold the flocks
we came to Vinal Haven,
j
dog$,
drink our soft bottled goods, her house at the village for a few
at the home of William Simmons. Palmeter of Kents Hill, and the To bring
Union Church Fair was held ) When
now scattered.
A vacation day In August
tatively
set
for
Bangor,
Sept.
19.
lap ice cream, munch popcorn, pea- 1 weeks.
South Wurren, Old Bridge road historian, and for the faithful serv
And brush with memory’s wand the
When
we sailed across the Bay.
Tuesday afternoon in Cappy's hall And the
mists away.
A plan of organization by sec I nuts and candy, flirt with our but- ;
sky was blue as turquoise
ice of the retiring secretary, Mrs.
near Grange hall.
Mrs. Ray Thayer was recently with a large attendance. A sub As I' blended with the waters
Christina Raynes of Camden, dur As link by link the chains which bind tions in the State will be Immedi terfly beauties, and generally get
And wc watched the red-roofed houses,
Mabel S. Hea’.d, Sec
stantial sum was netted. Those In Oazlng back where Rockland lay
awarded $25 at the theatre.
us lengthen.
ing a period of years. The selection
97-Jt
And tend to weaken as the years go ately adopted, and President Day circus minded.
charge of tables were; cake—Mrs
by.
of Louise S. Ingraham. Stanley F.
Visitors inshore pay attention! ( Laforest Beverage is engaged In
remember that the harbor
Freeman Roberts, Mrs. Rebecca IFilled
A kindred Tellng In our hearts should will notify appointees to the sec
electrical
work
with
Lewis
Burgess.
with little boats and vessels
Hall and Dana C. Cummings, as
LEADBETTER FAMILY'
1
Capt.
Wade
of
the
balmy
days
will
strengthen
Arey, Mrs. Abby Hutchinson; candy Was a dreamj-klnd of a harbor.
tional committees withn few days.
The bonds of friendship In a firmer
Services
at
the
Old
Church
will
Just
a
picture for the eyes.
nominating
committee,
resulted
in
run a circus special on Saturday,
The 20th annual reunion of the
tie.
—Helen Haskell. Lizzie Kay; aprons. And the lobster pots a-drylng
These committees will be respon
be conducted Sunday by Albion P
the
election
of
these
officers
and
Aug.
20.
leaving
Boothbay
Harbor
Leadbetter family will be held at
Carrie Burns; fancy table, Annie) And the salty smell of fish flakes.
Lest through neglect our lines become sible for the Bureau's relations
And small houses by the wharf-side
, at the usual hour of 9 a. m. for Beverage.
the Grange Hall In North Haven. committees:
uncertain.
with
their
various
territories.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Martin of Patrick, Mrs. Forest Maker; grabs, Did not take me 'by surprise.
And ancient landmarks vanish from
President,
C.
Clifton
Lufkin.
Glen
Monhegan.
but
note
this
difference,
Saturday Sept. 3.
our view,
Tne program for 1939 will be an remaining at the island for the dur Worcester, Mass, visited old ac Evelyn Patrick, Gladys Coombs
For It seemed that I belonged there
Cove.
’Tls well to look ere time shall draw
Florence Brown
Recent arrivals at Bridgeside: That I had come home from roving
Its curtain.
quaintances and scenes Sunday.
nounced at the annual dinner of ation of the performance..
Vice
President,
Lydia
Cummings.
I felt I wished to stay there
Secretary
And trace our lineage as the branches
Miss E. F Roberts, proprietor were And
I—who never knew the sea
the Bureau which will be held in
Rockland.
grew.
Read the Boothbay Register for Mrs Martin is the former Lottie Miss Cora Duffy. Miss Alice Duffy, There
was lightness In my foot step
And I wandered through the village.
Secretary, Louise S. Ingraham. Review the past with proper venera Portland in conjunction with the Capt. Wade's sailing schedule for Babbidge, daughter of the late
CROCKETT FAMILY
Miss
Katherine
Williams,
MLss
J.
And
the
cool wind kissed my forehead
annual meeting sometime during Saturday, Aug 20. All people de Capt. Roscoe Babbidge of this town.
tion.
Rockland.
Whiteman, Mrs Anne Whiteman, And I felt serene and free.
The Crockett family will hold a
For our traditions ever growing old. the month of October. James C.
She
had
not
visited
here
for
12
Treasurer, Gladys Fernald, Thom And teach our folklore to <ach genera
pending on the balmy days for
reunion Aug. 14. at the Crockett
Maher, treasurer of the Bureau and train connections on that date wil! years. Mr. and Mrs. Martin were Germantown, Pa.; Margaret Sloane, So I came to Vinal Haven
tion.
aston.
On that sunny August morning
Repeating
stories
which
our
parents
cottage, Ash Point. Members are
manager of the Lafayette Hotel, kindly notify him not later than accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. W Upper Darby. Pa.; Mary Harrah, When the little waves were sparkling
Dinner Committee, Harriett E
told.
|
to take box lunch and cups, coffee
Fort
Wayne,
Ind.;
Florence
W.
Gray,
And my heart was light and gay
H Bray of Vinal Haven.
will be chairman of the commit
I've seen It since hi fog and mist
to be furnished by the committee. Marriner. Lincolnville and Clara W. Thus though each added branch ls like tee in charge of that event. Other Friday the 19th, that he may arPortland; Ethel Jackson. Boston; And
Miss
Elinor
Dunlevy
of
East
And all the storms of winter,
a byway
Hall, Hope
range for a substitute boat to re
Por
It
cast Its apell upon me
Evelyn B Crockett, Sec.
Grace
Phemister,
Medfield,
Mass
;
Which takes us further off as we de appointees to that committee are
turn at the accustomed hour at 2 ( Douglas, Mass., Ls guest of Mr. and
And I cannot go away.
Entertainment Committee, Frank
scend.
95&97
Mrs.
Reba
Graham,
Philadelphia;
Mrs.
LewLs
Burgess.
R.
H.
Tyler
district
manager
of
Dorothy Ann Gardyne
We plant ghese milestones leading to
o'clock.
H. Ingraham, Rockland.
Philadelphia
the highway.
Mrs. Rose Arell of North Oxford, Miss Alice F Douglas, Norwood, Pa.;
the American Oil Company and
Stanley
F
Hall
was
reappointed
This
rollicking
rustic-made
riot
Whence
we
depart
and
all
our
CARROLL-NORWOOD FAMILIES
Thomas A. Sanders, Portland at
Mass., is visiting Mr. and Mrs Miss Nellie Blakeley, Ridley Park,
branches blend.
Ls to be given for the benefit of
The annual reunion of the Car historian, Louise S. Ingraham, Is
Pa ; Miss Edna McKaln, Chester,
torney.
Frank Calderwood.
Jackie and Edward’s library whose
roll-Norwood families will be held the chaplain, and Frank H. Ingra Time ls a river ever onward flowing
And we the ships that river bears
Miss Jeannette Crockett of Plain- Pa
Recommendation from the Ad
at the cottage of Elmer E Jameson, ham. necrologist.
attractive gray shingled habitat
awav
Geraldine Robertson, daughter of
Sr at Friendship on Tuesday, Aug.
4W#
charts, to future voyagers visory Board will be presented to stands at the turn of the road to field, N. J., is making a visit with
Mrs. Lydia Cummings was record Our records,
23 All members and friends cor
showing.
Mr. and Mrs Floyd Robertson, cele
relatives in town.
the Executive Committee to revise
The different courses which we sail
Lighthouse hill Just across the street
ed as the oldest present and Vin
dially invited.
the order of business transacted.
Miss Blanche Crockett is home brated the 12th birthday, Tuesday
today.
Mrs. A. T. Carroll, Secy
from the Maine Historical Society's
cent Marriner (six months) as the
96-98 youngest. Three generations were Perhaps today, with Joy and friendly Their recommendation embraces tablet. It was erected by subscrip- j from Massachusetts to spend three night at her home, by entertaining!
Jf^
greetings.
weeks with her parents, Mr. and 17 friends. Games featured the I
having the business of the Bureau
tion several years ago in memory of
represented in several families, and
May come Impressions which are long
ROBINSON FAMILY
evening's pleasure. The cupid doll i
Mrs. H T. Crockett.
supervised by several standing com
to las’..
The annual reunion of the Robin the historian came the greatest dis And lead the way to many happy meet mittees so that matters will be Jacqueline S. Barstow and Edward I Rev. M. G Perry of Trenton, N. prize, was won by Marion White j
W.
Vaughn.
ings
son Family will be held in the tance. The latter was named as
J. accompanied by MLss Marjorie Other prizes were won by Matia
Which join the present with the lad brought before the Executive Com
Grange hall at St. George, Thurs vice president from Connecticut and
It is the custom for Monheganites
ing past.
Perry has joined Mrs Perry for the Robinson, Emily Ross, Phyllis
mittee with a recommendation from
day, Aug. 25. 1038 Miss Lucile
to stage an entertainment each i
ANNOUNCEMENT
Jones, who has been in France for
each committee.
remainder of the summer.
Robertson; consolation to Rita
I have leased the plant for
year for the support of this library
two years, will be present and tell
The establishing of a training
Knowlton.
Refreshments
were
merly operated by the late M. S
of tome of her experiences.
which is considered one of the besl
school for travel counselors was
served by Mrs Cleo Roes and Miss
Dick and am now equipped to do
CUSHING
Ella Robinson, Sec.
of its size on the New England
discussed in considerable detail. It
Ruth Clarke. Miss Geraldine re all work promptly and expertly in
96-98
ACETYLENE WELDING
seems probable dial previous to tlie coast. This year the circus is th?
MLss Edith Orne has been em ceived several lovely gifts. Those
MACHINIST,
BLACKSMITH
answer
to
the
committee's
annual
fumme' season next year a school
ployed at one of the Horton camps. present were: Norma Phillips, Matia
CLARRY HILL
Twenty-nine years in the weld
appeal for funds.
will be held at the Bureau which
Wallace Egerton, George Allen. Robinson. Etta Lawry. Pauline
ing business
Already the community is seeth Clyde Maloney, Capt. Horton and
| the Bureau's own travel counselors,
Mr. and Mrs. Pearl Smith of Ver
Established since 1919
Lawry, Patricia Ross, Florrie Sheping
with
preparations
for
the
com

GOOCH WELDING CO.
as well as any counselor represent
sailles, Conn., were recent visitors
Fred Allen made a trip Thursday to hard, Marion White, Emily Ross,
R. A. GOOCH
ing various independent informa ing event. Troopers scurry hither the fLshing grounds.
at the home of Frank Jameson.
"Billie" Littlefield, Herbert Conway. 676 MAIN ST.
NORTHEND
and yon along Main street while
tion
points,
will
be
invited
to
at

Carl
Arrigle,
electrical
engineer
of
Mrs. A. K. Jackson visited rela
Betty and Helen Dyer. Leslie Smith,
TEL. 1055
hints
of
tarlatan
and
spangles
peep
tend. This training will tend to de
Philadelphia who has been guest 8t Marise Gray, Phyllis Robertson,
tives in Coopej-'s Mills recently.
90-98
velop better selling of Maine as a forth from their bulging newspa the Noble home, has returned home.
Mrs. Alice Burnes and daughter
whole to inquirers among co-oper per bundles, for all is still mystery
Mr. and Mrs. E. Kavanaugh. John
Mrs. Homer Waters called Thurs
ating information points as well as and secrecy. No one will divulge Kavanaugh, Edward Kavanaugh.
day on Mrs. Alma Lamont in Wal
within the Bureau and its branch who's who in circus circles. Re Miss Virginia Kavanaugh and party
VINAL HAVEN & ROCKLAND ST7T. CO.
doboro.
hearsals Involving the best talent on who passed a vacation in this com
ofices.
Mr. and Mrs Pearl Smith of Ver
SERVICE TO: VINAL HAVEN, NORTH HAVEN. STONINGTON,
The Advisory Board reviewed the island, and that's going some, munity have returned to New York
sailles, Conn., Mr. and Mrs. Ber
ISLE AU HAUT, SWAN'S ISLAND AND FRENCHBORO
are in full swing, sewing machines State.
progress
of
the
current
year's
nard Davis and daughter of Savan
(Subject to change without notice)
are
humming,
and
E.
Howling
Suc

budget. Because of extraordinary
Dr Bernard Judovitch and party
nah, Ga. Mr. and Mrs Earl Davis of
(Eastern Standard Time)
cess,
managerine
oleomargerine,
expenses encountered in moving to
enjoyed a sailing and fishing trip
Rockport and Mrs. Frank Metcalf
the present building, the 1938 who is to blame for it all, says it’s with Capt. Horton recently.
of Rockland were at Winifred
SWAN'S ISLAND LINE—STEAMER NORTH HAVEN
budget possibly will not balance, a three ring circus for her all right.
Miss Frances S. Phypers has as
Whitney’s Tuesday on a visit.
Effective June 20th to September 15th, inclusive
Did you ever lamp a paper-bag guests Mr and Mrs. Dean Phypers
but the Advisory Board feels that
Read Down
Chester Harrington and son Rich
Dally Ex- Sunday
j the Bureau's finances are thorough animal? If not, don’t miss this and Miss Nancy McKinley of East
Daily Ex- Sunday
ard of Rockland were business call
cept Sunday Only
chance-of-a-lifetlme
for
Ting-acept Sunday Only
ly
sound.
They
look
forward
to
a
Cleveland,
Ohio.
ers Thursday in this community.
A.M.
P.M. A.M.
A.M. P.M. PM.
greater ability to influence more Ling Bros. & Sisters funniest show
A Jolly party made a marine trip
Miss Sadie Kelley was guest of
4.30 2.15 8.00 Lv. ROCKLAND,
Ar. 11.55 7.00 5 35
on earth has the only remaining in the OrLsso W. recently and dined
people
in
favor
of
Maine
tn
succeed
5.40 330 9.10 Lv. NORTH HAVEN,
Mrs. Ella Storer a few days recently.
Ar. 10.55 6.00 4 35
handful of specimens left In exist at Burnt Island Life Saving sta
6.50 4.40 10.20 Lv. STONINGTON,
' ing years.
Ar. 9.50 5.00 3.25
Montell Ross and family of Wal
7.50
11.30 Ar. SWAN’S ISLAND,
ence. They're too delicate for trans tion.
2.15
Lv. 8.45
doboro called Sunday at the home
Head Up
portation
elsewhere.
Capt.
George
Horton.
Capt.
James
of hls mother Mrs. C. F. Ross.
Side shows are included In the Chadwick and Capt. Leon Chadwick
Mrs. Annie Miller spent the week
VINAL HAVEN LINE—STEAMER VINAL HAVEN
AT
YOUR
SERVICE
price
of your ticket with the excep went mackereling Tuesday and
end with her granddaughter Mrs.
Dailv Ex- Sunday
Daily Ex- Sunday
OUR REPAIR DEPARTMENT
tion
of
the
flea
circus.
Bring
your
The
1939
Golden
Gate
International
Exposition,
to
be
held
on
their friends have been enjoying the
Kenneth Bordman in Jefferson?
cept . unoay vf»«y
cept Sunday Only
No Job Too Large
Treasure Island in San Francisco Bay, already is setting the styles
children
to
see
that.
They
won
t
“
silvery
results."
Capt.
James
ob

A.M.
P.M.
A.JK.
A M. P.M. P M
Miss Ruth Ciarry has returned
No Job Too Small
for next vear. He ? Beth Cleve displays a “Treasure Island”
catch 'em because they're guaran served his 89th birthday yesterday,
5.00 2.15 8.00 Lv. ROCKLAND,
Ar. 9.45 5.30 5.30
home after passing a few weeks
bracelet designed by Marie Ayrault and hung with pirate charms.
LEIGHTON’S
Lv.
8.30 4.15 4.15
6.15 3.30 9.15 Ar. VINAL HAVEN,
teed never to leave their keeper.
but was as enthusiastic as a boy
Note the dress print worn by Miss Cleve, showing some of the
W’lh her mother in North WaldoJEWELER,
ROCKLAND
73tf
Reserved
seats
are
limited
in
supWorld’s Fair towers and palaces*
over the 4-hour trip.

W,

S. F. Fair Sets ’39 Fashions
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was shown in their herbariums j affair were the President, Miss Rita i
—By THE COURIER-GAZETTE
POEMS OF PROFIT”
which were remarkably neat and C. Smith, chairman, assisted by
artistic. Those shown were by Mrs. R. O. Elliot, Mrs. James E.
Mrs. C E. Shorey, Mrs.
— • • ■
Thomaston Garden Club Gertrude Hanley. Mary J. Lakeman. Creighton,
WE SELLS CARS /
SELLS 'EM - YES, SIR.7
AND WIS SALES' ///
AD.
THANKS TO
Nancy Libby. Helen Lynch. Jean J. Edward Elliot. Mrs. John Creigh
Offers Beauty In Bloom
HOW DOES WE SELL’EM?
/
EVERY
DAY/
THEY RUN IN VOLUMES.'
COLUMN^//
Gillchrest. Marjorie Cushing. Mary ton, Jr., Mrs. L. Bliss Gillchrest and
To All Flower Lovers
USED CAR. BARGAINS SELLS 'EM, YOO,
Richards and Jean Elliot. These Miss Margaret G. Ruggles.
THE EASY WAY/
SOY, YOU TELL’EM/
were not Judged, but small gardens
A dark showery day for the Mid
THOMASTON
in birch logs by Marjorie Cushing
summer Flower Show of the Thom
tSSE®
and Jean Elliot won the blue and
aston Garden Club made the beauty
Miss Alice Collamore has resignei
red ribbons respectively; and Jackie
(SAI&f.
of the displays seem even more
her position as kindergarten-pri
Elliot's camp scene With Flowers
brilliant and colorful by contrast.
mary teacher to accept a position in
A
won the gold.
It is estimated that about 200 peo
the Savage School. New York city.
Class
10,
Novelty
Plants
and
ple visited the Congregational vestry
Mrs. Nora Peters of Ellsworth Is
between the hours of 2 and 9 p. m. Flowers (Mrs. Lee Walker, chair visiting Mrs. Ella Hopkins.
on Thursday, Aug. 11, and the con man!, was another centre of int.rMarjorie Richards entertained 18
census of opinion was most com est and speculation, so many were girls at a party Thursday night at
plimentary to the club and the ex the strange and unaccustomed her home. Some of the games and
hibits. Many guests from out of specimens of plant growth and rare races best enjoyed were “pin the
State and out of town as well as blooms. Mrs Everett Cook s water- tail on Mickey Mouse," and a grand
our own townspeople lingered to lily cactus full of pink blossoms “peanut hunt" The party ended
admire and study the displays lln took first. Mrs. A. J. Elliot’s im with a march around the table for
15 classes, to greet old friends and mense stalks of yucca came second, refreshments of sandwiches, cakes
to enjoy the iced tea and cookies and the third oddity was Mrs Allyne and lemonade. Plans were made J
dispensed by Mrs. James E Creigh Peabody's Japanese quince in a for the beginning of a club for Bible
stone jug.
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ton and Mrs. N. F. Andrews.
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.—.M
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the Belfast Garden Club; and soon ment of Evergreens. The judges outdoor affair if the weather is j
to Prince Edward Island after ditional lines five cents each for one ATTRACTIVE home for sale; seven
time 10 cents for three times. Six rooms and bath; all modern; best
—AT—
after 11 the room was cleared so awarded the blue to Mrs. Donald good; all taking picnic lunches and
spending four months as guest of small words to s Une.
grade oak floors. t.wo-car garage and
they could without interruption per Hanly of Rockland for a tray of meeting at 12 o'clock. Those who
shop, buildings In perfect condition.
her aunt, Mrs. Minnie Crozier.
Owner moving elsewhere must sacrifice
attended
the
party
were:
Allene
Donald
form their difficult office, which woodsy material, Mrs
this beautiful and economical home.
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for
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and
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Lynch. Doris Vinal. Hope Paulsen.
Telephone, Camden 713
Highway, near Oakland Park Ior sale.
domak region and to this class Cam pine.
LOST on Tuesday, pair of dark 60 acres, including 26 acre wood lot
County Attorney; and others.
Grace Paulsen , June Robinson.
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B
AUSTIN.
Large barn, garage, orchard House In
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12.
Small
Arrangements
den and Rockland sent many glow
97"lt good condition, lights, furnace, bath
Priscilla Starr and Mary Richards.
Mrs. Everett Pitts and daughter Medomak. Reward.
The selectmen and other town
CARLETON-CALDER
ing exhibits. The first award fell in uniform containers or pairs repplace for any kind of farming,
Dr. and Mrs D G Stoughton of officials are hoping for a large turn
Josephine entertained Wednesday GOLD band bracelet wtth clasp Fine
(slightly worn) lost Tuesday on Main roadside stand or cabins. Price rea
to Mrs. Krements of Camden for presenting the four seasons (Mrs. West Hartford. Conn, with their
A beautiful wedding took place at night at a badminton party at their street or tn Woolworth’s. MRS H A sonable Inquire on Premises.
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out at the Board of Trade meeting
a superb arrangement of varied J Edward Elliot, chairman), called
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children Peter. George and Judith at thc Y.M.C.A. Monday at 8 St. Thomas Episcopal Church In home in honor of their guest. Miss LEWIS. Vinal Haven
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have been guests of Mr and Mrs. Opinions of the townspeople as to Camden Friday at high noon when Nancy Day of Niagara Falls and
Robbins and Mrs. P G. Willey of try. The awards were to Miss Rita
Pine Point. Those present: Miss
Guy Lermond. leaving Thursday. the need of a sewer project or other
Miss Elizabeth Helen Calder and
Camden shared second honors, and C. Smith. Miss Edith Wilson and
Joyce Ingraham. L. True Spear,
Other visitors at the Lermond j federal project for the town are
Mrs. Stewart Orbeton of Rockland j Mrs. J. Edward Elliot.
George P. Carleton were united In Jr., Mark Ingraham, Jr., Harold
home are Mr and Mrs. William ’ wanted. Any interested person ls
received the third award. There
Class 13. Miscellaneous Flower Sharpe of East Hartford. Conn., and j welcome.
marriage.
Hyde of Methuen. Mass , Mrs. Edna
___ . ,
. . ,
| FURNISHED cottage at Ingraham's
EXPERIENCED girl
for gen- j HH1 (or ?ale low prlce for CMh frank
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Mr. Lermond’s brother. Earl Ler-: carl M P. Larrabee. Esq., of Wis97*99
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ter. Conn
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Mayhew and son, Dean Raymond,
ln 1927 and from Gorham Normal1 close with piano selections by Miss THREE-room apartment wanted, fur preserving Jars, etc . for sale. Call at
chairman. Any Flowers in Old ray of flowers from many Thomas- and Mrs. E P. Ahern.
120 LIMEROCK ST, city.
97*99
have returned from a visit with
nished or unfurnished
Interview
China. brought out many choice ; ton gardens. Mrs. C. E. Shorey s
The Contract Club met yesterday Mrs. Laura Keller of Islesboro. They School in 1929. For the past six 1 Day and Miss Pitts,
HORSE truck wagon for sale. $5; boan
ERNEST YOUNO tonight. Saturday,
containers in which the flowers white dahlias came first. Miss Edith in the Levensaler house, four tables
between 7 and 10 at Burpee Furniture winnower, has extra screens for blue
Rev. H. I. Holt will preach Sun- Oo
were accompanied home by Mr' years she has been a teacher ln
97-lt berries. price J20 IRA A PROCTOR.
looked especially charming. Mrs. R Wilsons case of Aconitum fischeri playing. Mrs. Flora Peabody of
Appleton_________________________ 97*99
She day at the Baptist Church. Sub
Eunice Hubbard of Islesboro. who the Camden public schools
MALE solicitor wanted Exceptional
O Elliot's pansies in old fashioned second, and Mrs. Levi Seavey’s globe Warren had high score. Dr. Lucy
EIGHT new Thor washing machines,
ject of the morning sermon at 11 opportunity for aggressive man. desir $6995
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musician
of
great
ability
and
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Spear second. Mrs. Grace Campbell
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Dr. and Mrs Pillsbury of Balti has been organist in the Episcopal
lows in white and gold chine by Mrs.
one Easy washer, all bargain- HAROLD
Class 14. Specimen Blossoms < Miss of Warren third, and Miss Lucy
MAID for general housework wanted COOMBS, 64 Masonic St, Tel. 768-R
of the evening service at 7 30, "The
Donald Whitney coming second, Rita C. Smith, chairman), showed Rokes fourth. Next Friday after more are guests of Mr. and Mrs Church for the past 12 years. Miss
97-tf city.
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Unbalanced Man." Rev. Mr. Holt 56 MASONIC ST Tel. 823
David
Crockett.
and Mrs Percy Demmons third, many magnificent gladioli and dah noon the Club will meet in the
SET of carpenters tools wanted. Write
Calder is a Past Matron of Seaside will also preach at the West Rock
SEVENTY-FIVE roasters for sale Five
HENRY B BTRD, city
________ 96-98 to six lb Live, 18c lb. F. BARTER.
Mrs. Charles Merritt of Brooklyn,
showing zinnias in a luster pitcher. lias To Mrs. Carl Feyler went the same place.
Chapter, OKS.
port Baptist Church at 9.30 a. m.
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MAI E instruction Men to take up Tenants Harbor
N. Y. and Elizabeth Bennett of
Class 3. Mrs. John Creighton. Jr., blue and red ribbons in the gladi
Alr Condl'lonlng and Electric Refrig
Stephen Lavender ls expected
copper hot water tanks for sale,
Mr. Carleton is the son of the late
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Merrill w 11 eration and better themselves Must I 30FOUR
I
Ellsworth
arc
visiting
their
sister.
gallon capacity. II. M. FROST Tel
chairman, was Decorative Arrange- olus group for Picardy and Albatros. from New York today or tomorrow
be mechanically Inclined, willing to
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Mr. and Mrs. George L. Carleton of return Sunday to Methuen, Mass, train In spare time to qualify Write I 318-W
ments in Brass or Copper shown In and to Miss Rita Smith the gold to spend a two weeks' vacation with Mrs Fannie W Pullen.
COCKER spanielpuppies
for sale.
after two weeks' vacation at the UTILITIES INST, care Courier-Ga
A
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and
shower
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East
Bridgewater
Mass.
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was
niches with a black background for J. S. Bach. A blanket honor- Dr. and Mrs. A W. Peabody.
zette.
95*97 MARY ROSS. Ingraham Hill __ 96-98
ln honor of Mrs. Phyllis Monroe graduated from Bowdoin College ln home of Mr. and Mrs. James Miller.
WHITE Chester
andChester-Berk
A RECENT GRADUATE of the School
Here Mrs. Donald Whitney score i able mention was given to the other
Mrs. Berg and Miss Alice Oliver
weeks old
Charles Erickson returned Fri of Beauty Culture wishes work In shire pigs for s.
first with flame colored polyantha gladiolus exhibitors. In the dahlia go to Portland today with Mrs. at Green Gables Thursday night. 1931 and received a Master of EduBeauty Parlor TEL Thomaston 168-21 GLEASON HILL FARM. Union. Tel
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roses in a copper bowl. Miss Rita group Mrs. Harold Dana won first Howard Smalley and Ellis G. Cope
PUBLIC AUCTION: The Callsta Cole
Smith second with a study in gla- and second with a large light-purple land to spend the day with Mr. and Rollins. Mrs. Alec Gilmore. Mrs versity in 1935 He has been teach- a months furlough at his home MANAGER wanted, large Life Insur property.
Central
St
.
Rockport,
will
be
ance Company with 1200.000.000 of In
Charies Babb. Jr, Mrs Bradford I ln* at Waldoboro High School for here.
diola and hybrid dahlias in tones cactus dahlia, name unknown, and Mrs. Orra S Roney.
surance and $50,000,000 Assets, writing sold to the highest bidder Aug. 20. at
Burgess of Rockland. Mrs Ormau i the past tw0 years’ but gocs 10
Several from here attended the all forms of Life Insurance. Health 3 p. m. This is valuable Inspecitloa
from light flame to crimson in Pride of California (red). Mrs. Ed
Mr. and Mrs Ralph Crawford
and Accident, and children's Insurance may be had by appointment House
will be open at 1 p. m. day of sale.
Egyptian copper, and Mrs. Lawrence ward Ames of Camden contributed were guests at the dinner and Goodwin. Mrs. Harry Tounge and Springfield this fall to assume the gathering of the Knox County Re from one day up.
of Eastern Maine publican Women's Club at the home Desire District Manager and three FREEMAN S. YOUNG. Auctioneer.
McAuliffe was awarded third with the purple decorative, name un bridge Thursday night at the home Mrs. Florence Green. Mrs. Mon- ] Piincipalship
36-tf
local agents for Knox and Waldo coun
Institute.
of Mrs. E Stewart Orbeton at West ties. office located ln Rockland or
a large arrangement in brass.
Fowl for sale, dressed. 24c lb Call
known, which took third place.
of Mr. and Mrs. Harold Monroe roe was presented with a lovely gift
The matron of honor was Mrs Rockport It was a profitable ses Belfast.
at 43 LOVEJOY ST., city or Tel. 218-R
Answer by letter giving age. experi
Class 15 (Miss Margaret G. Rug in Camden. Last night the R. and from her friends, and bridge was •
Class 4, Miss Margaret G. Ruggles
, 96-98
Loranus P. Hatch of Sheffield. Ala., sion and the hospitality of Mr. and ence. present occupation, and nation
enjoyed
after
dinner.
chairman, called for Flowers in Sil gles. chairman), called for a Group G. Club of Camden dined at Lin
AUTO glider for sale; run about 300
Write INSURANCE, care Cou
sister of the bride. The maid of Mrs. Orbeton was greatly enjoyed. ality
rier-Gazette.
95*97 miles. Apply Thomaston P. O. BOX
Guests at Mr. and Mrs. Fred
ver or Pewter, blue and violet tones Arrangement Based on a Shawl as colnville Beach, and Mr. and Mrs.
155.
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Crockett’s are Mrs. Crockett's I honor was Miss Mary Carleton of
Aug. 26 has been announced as WOMAN wanted for general house
predominating. Miss Rita C. Smith the motif for coloring, flowers and Crawford were among the guests.
CABIN cruiser for sale. 30x9. comfort
work
Apply at FOSS HOUSE. Tel.
East Bridgewater. Mass, sister of
the date for the third annual con 330 at 77 Park St. city.
95-97 able quarters, good condition, very
won the blue ribbon. Miss Ruggles accessories. Mrs Carleton won the
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Smalley, sisters. Mrs. Sylvan Applebee and the groom. The best man was El
w
«
able. equipped. 4-40 Gray engine. 14
cert to be given at the Town hall POSITION, as allrounda cook.
H T. spruce St . HALLOWELL
95-tf
the red. and Mrs. J. Murray Miller blue with a cream silk shawl draped Miss Dorothea Smalley, Harold. Mrs. Percy Smith of Enfield.
wood Hettrlck of Fall River, Mass for the benefit of the Children's PERRY.
uddv aa
70-tf - -_____ _ ___ -____ __________ _______ ___
44 n«vr
Oay _<at
St, city.
and Mrs. John Creighton, Jr. shared over a fancy chair. Long gloves, Jr., and Donald will arrive tomorrow
Mr. and Mrs. Orman Goodwin The bridesmaids were Miss Harriet
SUPERIOR lumber; Matched pine
WATCHMAK fc.lt Repairing watches, boards, best seasoned; also novelty
the distinction of the gold. The a dainty fan and a exquisite Colo- to spend a week with Mrs. How visited Mrs. Burton Stevenson last Carleton of East Bridgewater. Mass . Christmas Welfare Fund. World clocks, antiques all kinds. Call and pins siding for house beauty. JAMES
deliver.
S ARTHUR MACOMBER. 23 Y MESERVE. File V .G B . Jefferson.
renowned artists will be featured on
variety of blue material and its nialbouquet suggested a ball of the ard Smalley.
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artistic use made the judging tn olden time. Miss Ruggles took see
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Donald *Rollins is in Portland on Harmon and Mrs. Harleigh McMinn,
The W.C.T.U. picnic yesterday at
standing musical of the season -n
SELLERS kitchen cabinet lor sale.
the class extremely difficult.
ond place with a Roman striped Miss Margaret Crandon's home had business.
all of Camden. The ushers were this vicinity and will afford a rare ----------------------------------------------------------» | white
enamel; walnut triple mirror
Class 5. Miss Hortense Wilson shawl thrown over an old-fashioned a small attendance as several of the
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all
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to
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one
wardrobe
trunk; one electric sewchairman. Tables "Tea For Two,” rocker. On the seat rested some members are away, but a pleasant spending the summer with Jeanne Huse Gilbert Harmon. Harle.gh
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enjoy a program by famous artists 4
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4
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round
and
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dining tables; two
was of deep interest to all hostesses small articles including a mother- day was enjoyed with picnic dinner Smith, has returned home.
McMinn and Eric Ingraham, all of
rol‘ top desks; one three-piece parlor
seldom heard outside of the Urge
who studied the beautiful china ana of-pearl card case and a fringed at noon
Ellie L. Leighton, daughter of Mr. Camden.
*
| set. leather upholstering and mahogcities.
SlX-room modern apartment to let. | any frame; soap stone sink; eight
silver quite as much as the appro silk parasol, which suggested an
Mrs. Walter Hastings and Miss and Mrs. Karl M. Leighton, enter
The bride's gown was of white
M. BI,AKE WALL PAPER STORE. ' golden oak buffets; 50 stands, all sizes.
Miss Mildred Kibble of Quincy, C
The purple and Elonia Woodcock go to South Port tained 11 young friends Wednesday satin, princess style, with train and
662 Main St.
______________ 97-99 ; V. F STUDLEY. INC, 283 Main St
priate flowers. The blue ribbon fell afternoon call
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room near bath to rel' 1154
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the
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the
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97-99 farms, free for the cutting. TEL. Rock
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the tones In her beautiful old china; colors in the shawl. To Mrs. Charles F. Auger. They will return to Beverly Grover. Janet McKay. Pris with shoulder length face veil. Tlie Morrill.
LARGE eorner room, near bnth. to
let.
central
location.
MRS,
FOLEY,
i
The
Trytohelp
Club
will
enjoy
a
cilla Eddy. Frances Eddy. Nellie bride carried a shower bouquet of
Mr.s. Percy Demmons took the red Copeland was given the gold award morrow.
7 Masonic St, Tel. 1185-R.
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covered dish supper Monday on the FIVE-rooni tenement to let. 49
ribbon with her old green and whi’e for her showing of a turquoise silk
Mrs. Walter Johnson, Mrs. C. W. Ames. Dorothy Ingraham. Beulah white roses and sweet peas.
p'es-.snt
St
:
also
range
for
sale.
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china and delicate mixed bouquet: [shawl embroidered in white draped Singer. Mrs Josephine Stone. Mrs. Ingraham. Pauline Libby. Evelyn
The maid and matron of honor lawn at the home of Mrs. Edi’h
82 LIMEROCK ST._______________ 97*99
and the gold ribbon went to Mrs over an easel. On the floor was a A. W. Peabody. Mrs Howard Smal Libby. Jeanne Smith and Pauline wore pale peach mousseline de solr. Overlock. If stormy, the supper LARGE pleasant room to let with H*-.* ««<.***<, ***"*•
H. Nelson Keene for her setup with large jar of white phlox and hy ley and Miss Jessie Stewart were in Grant of Portland. A peanut hunt The bridesmaids wore blue mous- will be omitted but the meeting will lavatory, bath on same floor. Centrally
RELIABLE Spiritual Reading. Con
located. Write “R H E.'' care The Cou
Satsuma china and mixed flowers drangea on a mat of blue to match vited to supper last evening at Miss and other games were enjoyed
selaine de soir. All wore caps of be held at the usual hour indoors. rier-Gazette
92-tf structive present-future advice Ques
tions
answered. 25c and stamp. G0O
Pauline Grant of Portland is visit net and carried nosegays of mixed
of rich shades.
the shawl. This artistic arrange fTatherine Aagesen's summer home
A wonderful new motion picture
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Class 6. Herbs, Mrs. R. O. Elliot ment had a modern touch in con at Spruce Head.
flowers. The flower girl was Pa with sound music, of the life of St . Tel. 1154 or Foss House. 77 Park
MEDIUM readings by appointment
chairman, won for its one exhibitor trast to the others. Above these
• • • ♦
tricia Rich who wore an Ann Green, Christ, from the Nativity to the As St, Tel. 330.
95-tf only. TEL 1092-W______________ 95-100
LAWN mowers sharpened, called for
last weekend Mr. and Mrs. Duncan way gown and bonnet of peach cension, will be presented to the FIRST floor apartment to let with
the chairman herself, a sweepstake groups against the ivory wall hung
In The Churches
bath and electric lights Newly deco and delivered Tel 791, CRIE HARD
McMillan
and
Francis
Yandow
of
award of blue, red and gold, and her a triangular black lace shawl which
WARE
CO. Rockland.
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moussclaine de soir and carried a National Bureau for Religious and rated 85 NORTH MAIN ST
St, James Catholic Church: Mass
88-97
Barre. Vt. Other visitors this week nosegay of mixed flowers.
fascinating knot garden of mall seemed to be the Insignia of this at 9 a m. Sunday.
Educational Films at the Methodist FURNISHED downstair apartment to MEN old at 40! Get renewed strength
New Ostrex Tonic Tablets contain raw
herbs with paved paths and a sun display.
The bride was given In marriage Church Sunday, Aug. 21, at 8 p. m. let. 25 NORTH MAIN ST, Tel. 88C-M
St. John’s Church: Sunday 9.30 were Mr. and Mrs. William Mc
92-tf oyster invlgorators and other stimul
Value $1.25, Introductory price
dial in the center richy deserve I
This Ls based upon and patterned UNFURNISHED apt. with bath to let. ants.
Notes on the Show
a. m. Holy Eucharist; 7 30 p. m. Courtie and daughter Mary of De by her father. Finlay H. Calder.
It Call, write C. H. MOORE & CO .
troit, Mich.
the triple honor. Full-grown plants
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The bride's mother wore embroid after the world-famous Oberammer- Inquire 12 KNOX ST, Tel. 156-W. 92-tf Rockland.
Many exhibitors received honor Evensong.
Jeffery K.,Lser and Miss Elisle II- ered navy blue net^with navy blue gau and Freebury “Passion Plays" FIVE-room apartment to let. ALICE
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land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall orders
venen of New Jersey recently spent 1 accessories and wore a corsage of and actually filmed in Europe, the
ground and setting for this unique ments but cannot be listed.
9 45 a. m. Morning worship at 11,
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tenement to let over solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tcl. 519-J.
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the text ‘“Thou art not far from
MILLER, Rankin St, TeL 692-M. 79-tf
The entrance and hall decora thc Kingdom of God." Music will of this place. Jack Sorenson of beth Carleton of East Bridgewater, will be free.
30 herbs were shown.
ROOMS to let. Apply at 15 GROVE
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Mr
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and Mrs. Charles E. Shorey, chair and trees were the work of Miss “Lead, Kindly Light” (Biedermann),
"Oh Promise Me” and “At Dawn ern apartment of the Addle Russ FOUR room apartment to let, all
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Apply at CAMDEN
and
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Rev.
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room.
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while Fred J. Overlock won the gold
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other
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Miss Marion Parsons, who has them. It is expected that about Crescent Beach for sale or to let. Upaward for her hooked rug design Show yet” is the popular verdict. “Babylon, Jerusalem or Thomas
A reception was held at Redlac
to-date ln evei*y pantiicula/r, targe,
Thompson. Miss Della Larson.
been spending two weeks' vacation 50 will make the excursion. The comfortable,
•
•
«
*
all Improvements. Beau
done in natural materials, her
ton?" Services continue free and Ralph Thompson, Miss Evelyn immediately after the ceremony. at the home of her aunt. Mrs. Edgar
tiful
location. Tel. 710. ED. O'B GONIA.
Isn't It good to see the men be
boats of Capt. John Wadsworth
Miss Ruth Leadbetter was in charge
daughter-in-law. Mrs. Albert Elliot
,
93-97
public.
Thompson of Camden and Mr. and
Echndeil, returned Wednesday *o and Capt. Francis Brodis, both of
of the gifts and Miss Dorothy Walsh
winning the red ribbon, while the coming garden-conscious?
Mrs. Scott Rackliffe and family,
• • » •
Lewiston.
Camden, have been hired for the
blue went to her other daughter-inwas in charge of the guest book.
Mr. and Mr.s. Charles Radcliffe of
CLARK ISLAND
Though the admission was small,
Miss Lillian Brann, with friends trip. There will be no evening serv
law. Mrs. J. Edward Elliot, the
The bride and groom were recipi
Scuth Thomaston. Mrs. Helen Mag
from Reading, Mass, motored to ice at the Rockport Church unless
artist and writer known as Naomi a very good sum was realized; and
Mr. and Mr.s. Charles Butler and nuson. Vera Blomberg, Selm.i Blom ents of many beautiful gifts.
the
joy
brought
to
flower
lovers
the White Mountains Thursday, re the weather prevents the trip to
The
bride
and
groom
entertained
Averill. Her design was a ship un
R. E. Scott were guests Thursday of berg, Alice Carlson and Carl Carl
Vinal Haven.
the bridal party at the Lodge House turning that night.
der full sail done in lichens, moss, more than compensated for the Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Andrews of son.
work
entailed.
Many
flowers
were
At
the
Methodist
Church
the
at
the
Snow
Bowl
Thursday
night.
etc., most unusual, and perfect iri
Norton’s Island.
sold at 9 o'clock, adding to the re
The bridegroom's gifts to the ush church school will meet at 10 Sun
every detail.
Mrs. Helen Magnuson Is spend
ers were billfolds and the bride's day. Rev. Royal Brown, Jr, of Old
Class 9 Mrs. E. D. Carleton chair ceipts.
ing
five
weeks
’
vacation
with
her
• • • •
gifts to the bridesmaids were tap Town will be the speaker at the 11
man. was the Children’s Exhibit.
CALL
mother
Mr.s.
Victor
Blomberg.
The generous co-operation of
estry bags. The groom's gift to o'clock service. There will be sev
Mrs. Carleton's Junior nature group non-members ls greatly appreciated
Mrs. Alonzo Maker of Belfast has
HAVENER’S ICE CO
the bride was a gold cross and the eral numbers ot special music by
has been studying the wild flowers by the club
been visiting Mr. and Mrs. William
TeL 792
bride’s gift to the groom was a the choir. Rev. Royal Brown will
this summer and pressing and
« * • •
Pierson recently.
6S*Mtf
THE TIMES
accompany the pastor to bis apsuede tobacco pouch.
mounting specimens. The result
Mrs. Alba Richards had as guest
Tlie committee in chage of this

Colorful Flower Show

clas
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Mrs. Charles Small, who has been
passing a year in New York State,
has been spending the past week
with Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Ramsdell. Class
She also visited in Lubec.

Open House Day

Left Dignity Behind

OCl ETY

Page Severt

THE LYRIC MUSE

of 1911 Renewed
Youth At Witham’s and

Rankin Home
The Arts and Crafts Society will
meet in What-Not Shop Monday
The venerable members of the
Lady Knox Chapter, D.A.R., will at 7.30.
Miscellaneous articles.
hold a picnic Wednesday, Aug. 17, Mrs. Flint will demonstrate a dress Class of 1911 met in reunion last
at the home of Mrs. Adelle Morton cut from hand blocked print.
night, laying aside dignity and
Publication Limited to Brief
in Union.
Poems
physical infirmities with the great
of Original Composition
Mrs. Helen H. Carlson spent last
By Subscribers
Mrs. Rachel Hewiftson and daugh weekend as guest of Mrs. Irving est of ease to the end that the meet
ter Caroline of Dorchester, Mass , Manchester, at her summer home, ing was the jolliest of the happy
series and the class voted unani
who are vacationing at the “Guest Point Priscilla, South Bristol.
A SEA CHANGE
House" in Thomaston, are daily
mously to do it again in 1939 on the
IFor The Courier-Gazette 1
guests of Mrs. Hewlttson's brother,
Mrs. Edward Parks, who has been third Friday in July with Lucy I watched a sudden shower
Through wllderlng miles of space.
Robert
Barham,
at
Mrs.
Jessie
the
house guest of Dr. and Mrs.
out across deep waters.
SUMMER VISITORS
Ycung Rankin in the role of chair Far
With sunset gliding the race.
Huntley's on Limeroek street.
William Ellingwood, for several
Lavender and pink Interlaced with
weeks, has returned to her home in man which she handled so well on
blue;
At the height of the summer
Mr
and
Mrs.
Almon
Young
and
Fleecy
clouds mute changes through
the
present
occasion.
Virginia.
season there are many visitors in
the water flew
daughter Jean and Mr. and Mrs.
Rockland and vicinity, and The
Supper at Witham's Lobster Sparkling billows crested with lacy
frills.
*
William Brown spent Saturday in
Members of A. H. Newbert Asso Pound was an unmixed delight, Strewing pebbly beach with seaweed
Courier-Gazette is very glad to
1 Portland.
and murmuring trills.
ciation. were entertained last night
chronicle them. To this end will
the excellent food and flawless Driftwood high on ledges dank and
by Mr. and Mrs. Frank Maxey, at
brown;
you kindly send the names of
Chummy Club met this week
service in the novel surroundings O’er the brilliant picture rainbow
their Lermond Pond cottage. A
your guests to this office, or noti
settles
down.
with Mrs Flora Fernald. the bridge
starting the affair off right. Thirtyweinie roast added enjoyment to
Cloud-light through the afterglow of
fy 'Mrs. Warren C. Noyes, 38
prizes being won by Mrs. Frank
four were at table and adjournment
sun’s descent
an excellent picnic supper. Sev
Orange street, telephone 873-R.
the sky with pictures of great
Fields, Mrs. H. R. Mullen and Mrs.
was made to the Cedar street home Filled moment.
eral went boating, gathering pond
We will greatly appreciate it.
! E. W. Freeman.
Thunder ln the offing—lightning bright.
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Knott
C.
Rankin
lilies, while others were occupieo
Another storm approaching for the
I
-------where the funfiiled hours sped until
night.
Hiram Ingerson has returned to with beano and cards. There were the highly proper eleven.
Mrs. Mary Bunker of Arlington,
K. S F.
Rockland
Mass., formerly with the Senter Boston, having spent his vacation 18 members present, all pronounc
Communications were read from
ing
it
a
delightful
outing.
Crane Co., is visiting friends in at the home of his daughter, Mrs.
Emily Webb, E. Maynard Snow,
COME HOME
Percy Dinsmore.
'Rockland and vicinity.
• IFor The Courier-Gazette|
Frank McAuliffe, son Ronald and Beatrice House Bardee, Lillian Rus
sell, Sadie Pettee Griffin, Evelyn Come home, my child; bring me that
Arthur B Richardson of New Mrs. Alice Babb, of Winthrop,
Mrs. George Creighton of Bast
unsolved problem.
Snow
Cross, Grace Crosby Pease,
Mass.,
who
have
been
guests
of
Mr
Come lay thy tired head upon my
Milton. Mass , and Thomaston. Mrs. York who is wt his summer home.
breast.
Helen
Sullivan
Brown
and
Blanche
Too heavy Is that load of ills thou
Ronald Messer of Warren and Mrs. Owl's Head, returns to the city and Mrs. Harold Philbrook, and
Hanscom.
Anecdotes,
reminiscences
bearcst.
visiting
relatives
and
other
friends
Lawrence Leach of this city, were next Wednesday, but will come
Come home my child, and find sweet
and games of younger days kept thc
the
past
two
weeks
return
today
by
again
during
the
Labor
Day
week

peace and rest.
dinner guests Thursday night of
way of the White Mountains in group in a joyous uproar with more
their cousin, Mrs. Earle Hall in end for a fortnight's stay.
Come home, my child. Into thy Father's
company with N. S. Perry who will serious vocal and piano numbers
kingdom.
Waterville.
Lay down thy woes and cast away
Miss Dorothy Thomas spent Fri make a weekend visit with the Mc by Ogarita Rose Rugg and Helen
thy fears.
Cooper Lord. Group singing fol Thy Father cometh forth with joy to
Miss Dorothy Magune lias gone day at Tenant's Harbor, guest of Mr Auliffe's.
greet thee
lowed, of doubtful quality but un
To heal thy pain and wipe away thy
to Winthrop. Mass., to be the guest and Mrs. Charles Taylor.
tears.
surpassed enthusiasm. By special
William
Seavey
of
James
street
of Mr. and Mrs. George Dunton,
Mrs. Harold Leach and Mrs. C. has returned from a motor trip with request several graduation num Come home, my child, Into thy mental
formerly of this city.
mansion.
E. Rollins were prizewinners when his sister and her husbana. Mr. and bers were rebroadcast. Dorothy Bird
Prepared by love, long long ago for
Hatetoquitit Club met with Mrs. Mrs. J. E. Drinkwater, Vivian, Ed Snow valedictory, Helen Dalzell
thee;
Edward Ladd is the weekend Retta Cole.
troubles, ills and sins are all
ward. Deborah Drinkwater of Perry and Martin S. Graves essays, Whereforgot*
en;
«
' guest of Premont Davis, in RangeCome home, my child, rejoice and
Brewer. They were guests of Mr. Weston Gray class history, and
ley. They were classmates at Uni
dwell ln me.
Mtss Sophie Fr.inkowski, daugh and Mrs. Harry’ W. Drinxwater of John M. Richardson prophecy.
Harriet Grinnell Coid
versity of Maine.
ter of Mr. and Mrs Stanley FrankPhiladelphia
Among those in attendance were
Whitinsville. Mass. Mr. Seavey at
owski, has been transferred back tended the Hearst Motor Boat Re Mr. and Mrs. Rankin, Weston Gray
MMMR
Mrs John Beaton and Miss Doro from the C.M.G. Hospital of Lew
TIIE BATHING REACH
gatta
on
the
Charles
River.
Boston.
of
Portland,
class
president,
Mr.
and
thy Thomas were visitors in Port iston to the Western Maine Sani
IFor The Courier-Gazette|
In Boston he saw the New York Mrs. Clarence Brown of Lewiston,
land Thursday.
tarium. She has had three major
pink and blue umbrellas.
Giants beat the Boston Bees Mon Helen Dalzell Perry. Mr. and Mrs. Pretty
8unn.v sea with fleecy sky.
operations at the CM.G. Hospital. day they motored to Narragansett
Pretty
dune
both white and yellow.
Mrs. Hattie Davies was hostess to
Martin S. Graves, Helen Cooper
Tell us that the beach ls nigh.
Race Track for the the horse races, Lord, Mr. and Mrs. John M. Rich
20 members of the Rockport Farm
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Merrill and
and women draped In colors.
Bureau Thursday at her Ashmere daughter Joan of Newtonville, returning by way of Taunton. Mass, ardson, Dorothy Bird Snow. Edward Men
Whisper in the salty alr.
cottage. A picnic dinner of par ex Mass., are guests of Mr. and Mrs. for the dog races there. They re B Sansom, Jennie Wheeler Tait. Some are young and some are mellow,
Lltfk sandy castles there.
cellence was served at the noon Frank S. Sherman. Camden street. turned from the WOO-mile trip ac Mr. and Mrs. L. N. Lawrence.
Dogs
a'barking, babies crying.
hour Miss Dunham, home dem
companied by Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Mr. and Mrs. Emer B. Crockett,
Rubber necks and rubber balls
W.
Drinkwater
and
son
Roy,
and
onstration agent, was present and
Bernice
Fernald
Staples,
Ethel
Floating
snakes and floating horses.
Mr. and Mrs. S. Constantine have
Tutor In hls overalls.
gave an illustrated lecture on "The returned from Saco, where they Mr. and Mrs. Harry F. Drinkwater Perry Payson, Mr and Mrs Frank
Proper Diet,” which was both inter visited the past fortnight Mr. and and spent Thursday and Friday at S. Prescott. Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Ladles fatted, ladles sketchy.
Ladles drying golden hair
Seavey's Camp in Cushing where Rugg, Mr. and Mrs. Timothy O'Don. Ebon
esting and informative.
Mrs. John Keene.
backs and rosy fingers.
they were joined by Miss Pearl nell. Mr. and Mrs. Karl O'Brien.
Wat-.. I-pui'hing e\ervwhere
John Harsen Rhoades
Miss J^net Gardner is spending
Ellery Nelson entertained Thurs Carowthers of Brewer, Mr. and Mrs Mr. and Mrs. Frank A. Wheeler and
New York
tlie weekend with her aunt and day night at a stag party. His W. S. Fales and Miss Alice Hall. Mr. and Mrs. Harold Davis.
***
uncle, Mr. and Mrs. Rollo Gardner guests were Maynard Marston. Aus
MRS. THERESA STAHL
of Camden, at their cottage in tin Nelson. Albert Jones. Kendrick
Miss Dorothy Thomas and Mrs.
,JFor The Courier-Gazette|
GLEN COVE
I have lost a neighbor
Whiting.
Libby, Lou Cook, Ross McKinney, Arthur Dennison were guests of Mr.
Yes. I have lost a friend.
Edw. Newhall. Albert McPhail. and Mrs. Charles Thomas in Ban
one whom I had deaTlv loved
Edwin B. Hall has bought the For
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph B. Hilton of Norris Bartlett. J. H. McLoon. Ev gor recently.
Has reached her journey’s end.
Grotton
house
on
Warrenton
street
Malden. Mass., were recent dinner erett A. Munsey, David Preston.
She was the best of mothers;
guests of Mrs. Robert C. Magune. Wilbur Fogg and Ted Calvingtan.
A true and devoted wife.
Mrs. Gerald Grant and daughter and made extensive repairs. Mrs
To
minister unto others—
Herbert
N.
Brazier
is
to
occupy
the
Mrs. Guy Overlock of Rockport has
Gail are weekend guests of Mr. and
That was her very life.
lower
tenement.
also been a guest at the Magune
Robert St. Clair who has been Mrs. O. B. Hooper, Warren.
for rest her soul has found.
Fred Gregory, Frank Seavey, Rejoice,
home.
She treads on heavenly sod;
working in Wrentham, Mass., is
I know that happiness Is hers.
James
Sullivan
and
C.
E.
Gregory
Visiting his parents. Mr and Mrs.
Mrs. J. R. Delano and son “Bobby"
Because she walks with God.
Miss Gynene Bugh, vacation Robert St. Clair at Owl's Head for
of Boston are guests of Mrs. De report a delightful day Wednesday
H. N D
guest of Judge and Mrs. E. W Pike a week.
Camden
at
Lakewood
where
the
Old
Timers
lano's sister, Mrs. H. J. Weisman.
Talbot avenue, has returned to her
at
ae
Club of the Central Maine Power
home in Cleveland.
AT CLOSE OF DAY
Miss Nathalie Jones arrives to
Louis A. Walker and daughter Co., gathered for an outing and
day from Washington. D. C„ to Elizabeth are visiting Mr. Walker's enjoyed a presentation of the comic
IFor The Courier-Gazette|
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Hassan of spend three weeks' vacation with
?Vhat a beautiful panorama
opera "Mikado.”
sister in Belfast, N. Y.
The heavens doth display.
South Boston are guests of Mr. and her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Albert C.
Herbert Huntley and family and
No artist could ever picture
Mrs. Stephen Hassan, Oliver street. Jones.
A shower at close of day.
Mrs. Edward G. Wheaton and Mr. and Mrs. G. C. Martin of
The sun ls slowly sinking
Miss J. Mildred Gillette of Lexing Rochester. N. Y. are guests for two
Priscilla, daughter of Mr. and
In the western sky.
Miss Enah Orff of Lawrence. ton. Mass., are occupying “Peter's weeks at Sea View Cabins—their
Tinting the clouds with beauty
Mrs. Ralph Clarke. Rankin street, Mass , is the guest of her cousin
As they roll in grandeur by.
Camp" at Holiday Beach, planning seventh season. Mr. Huntley is
who has been visiting her aunt, Mrs. Mae Perry, Grace street.
I. C W.
to remain until after Labor Day.
associated with the Rochester. Sav
Rockland
Mrs. Oliver Peck in Rockville. Connings Bank and Mr. Martin with the
at at at at
returned home Sunday, accom- / Mr. and Mrs. Gershom B. Rollins
Mrs. Carrie White of Beverly,
DAISY AND RUTH STANLEY
panied by Mr. and Mrs. Howard recently entertained Mr. and Mrs. Mass., is spending several days in National Bank in the same city.
IFor The Courier-Gazette|
Ralph Hilton of Malden. Mass , Mrs the city calling on old friends. Mrs.
Kelsey of Middletown, Conn.
Mrs. Carrie E. White of Belmont,
Two little Indian girls—
Robert Magune and Miss Dorothy White will be remembered as Miss
Daisy and Ruth.
Mrs. Catherine Libby will be Magune at their camp at South Carrie Tucker, formerly of this city. Mass., is guest for a few days of
Called one day to see me.
Mrs.
Emma
Meservey.
And I loved them tooth.
chairman of the beano party Mon Pond.
day night at 8 o'clock, at American
They
had baskets to sell.
The many Rockland friends oi
I bought one. too—
Miss Madlene Rogers was guest
David, eldest son of Mr. and Mrs. Miss Virginia Wallace will be in
Legion hall. Winners of special
Made of sweet drv grass
Colored with blue.
prizes this week were Sadie Griffin, Raymond Hoch, has returned from terested in learning that she was of honor at an afternoon party
Hazel Nash and Ernest Simmons; a several weeks' visit with his a momentary visitor yesterday at given Thursday at the home of Mrs
Then I gave th^m a treat
Of sponge cake I'd made;
regular prizes, Marilyn Cates, Alvah grandparents in Bethlehem. Pa. He The Courier-Gazette office enroute Ruth Ellingwood. A table having a
In observing their Joy
Robart. Alice Russell, Doris Melvin, was accompanied by Mrs. Albert home from a vacation trip to Cape wlshing-weil for a centerpiece, and
I was well repaid.
Frances Weed, Grace Wheeler. Mel Hoch and Mrs. Luther Jarrett, who Breton. She is now a member of laden with beautiful gifts, was
God’s blessings were odven
placed before the honor guest, much
As they went on their way;
zine McCaslin. Walter Rogers, O. A. returned home today.
the well known Radio City Rocketts
And we three will remember
to her surprise. Buffet lunch was
Tolman Mrs. Arthur Smith, Nellie
and last* year studied in Paris. Miss
For many a day.
served in the dining room by num
Mrs . Albert Guptill of Owl's
Delora E. Morrill
McAuliffe, Catherine Libby. Mrs.
Wallace conducted dancing lessons
bers of the Baraca Class, with Mrs.
Rockport
Head, spent Wednesday with Mrs.
O. A. Tolman. Jennie Pietroskl,
at the Copper Kettle a decade ago
ft ft * *
Mary Littlehale presiding at the
Lizzie Robinson, Grace street. Mrs.
Florence Rogers, Myra Grindle,
and sends her greetings via these
punch bowl. Mrs. Ellingwood was
Guptill, who attained the age of 85.
THIS IS PANSY PUGH
Barbara Griffin, Bernice Langan,
column to fi iends and pupils of
assisted by Mrs. Feme Horeyseck,
her last birthday is unusually ac
fcFor Thc Courier-Gazette |
Melzer McCaslin, Mr. Trundy, Mrs.
that time.
Mrs. Laura Buswell and Mrs Min There truly Was a Pansy Pugh.
tive and interesting for one of her
She caine from lands where shamrock
Thomas Ward, Susie Karl. Effie
grew.
>
Mrs Gerald Grant and daughter nie Cross. Miss Priscilla Noddin No doubt,
Walsh, Percy Dinsmore. Elizabeth years.
she wore n sterner name.
was in charge of the games. There
Gail
have
returned
from
six
weeks
’
But
Pansy
never drooped with blame.
Merry. Maud Stevens, Emma Doug
The Society for the Hard of
were
25
guests.
las. Pearl Huntley. Mildred Sprague, Hearing, will have a picnic Wednes visit with her lather, Robert Petrie
Her petals were of bronzy gold
With eyes that Irish skies unfold.
Myra Orne. Bernard Winehenbaeh, day, at the home of Mrs. Bessie in Sullivan.
Mr. and Mrs. I. B. Hooper, for And roses gave a blush or two.
To paint the Jlly—Pansy Pugh.
Hattie Brown. Elizabeth Gregory, Hewett, Camden street, the hostess
A successful beano party was held merly of Rockland entertained
Edgar Sukeforth, Mrs. Guy Lord, to furnish coffee.
Her father baked that scented food
last night by Anderson Camp Aux Wednesday with a picnic supper at Tha* fed the hungry multitude.
Hazel Rogers. Frances Smith.
their
home
in
Warren.
Tables
were
And so he earned the cents to snare
iliary. Mrs. Doris Ames was chair
Mr. and Mrs. Llewellyn Mills of
Those senseless gowns that pansies
man, asssited by Velma Marsh, set on the lawn and a sumptuous
wear.
The Green Magazine, every week South Boston, are spending a three
Nellie Achorn, Mildred Sprague. repast was enjoyed. Guests were Her whereabouts I do not know.
with the Boston Sunday Advertiser, weeks' vacation with Mr. Mills
Winifred Butler and Mac Reed. Mrs. Arden Hall, Natick. Mass., Mrs. I know her name was apropos.
brings you pleasant summer read mother, Mrs. Ada Mills, Limeroek
when your outlook turns to blue—
Special prizes were awarded to: Lydia Stevens, Wellfisley, Mass.; And
Just say these two words . . . Pansy
ing. Outstanding features by well street.
Mrs.
H.
Holland,
Malden,
Mass
;
Pugh.
Maude Stevens. Mary Simmons,
known writers, Hollywood News,
P. P.
Mrs. Velma Mayne, Malden Mass.;
Melza
McCaslin.
Mrs.
Cunningham.
Clerks at the Senter-Crane Store
Belfast
Music, Drama, "Boston After Dark.'
Miss
Margaret
Holland,
Malden.
Regular prizes went to Mrs. Doro
|For Miss Elizabeth Marsh who
Mark Hellinger, Walter Winchell, mootred to Spruce Head Thursday thy Smith, Miss Josephin Cunning Mass., Mrs C. A. Patterson, Wor wished to know more about Pansy
night
for
an
outing.
Special
guests
Pugh.|
Louis Sobol and many others. Be
ham. Jennie Feyler, Ida Huntley, cester, Mass.., Cleole Hooper, An
at * at at
sure to ask for the Boston Sunday were Mrs. Mary Bunker of Arling Maude Stevens. Clara Church. Mrs. dover, Mass., Mr. and Mrs. Charles
ton, Mass , and Miss Louise Birr of
FELLOW WORKERS
Advertiser to get the Green Maga
Taylor,
Fred
Hooper,
Mrs.
Lewis
Charles Wade, Nellie Achorn, Ma
IFor The Courier-Gazette|
zine.
97*lt Revere.
rion McLelland, Effie Walsh. Iselle Thompson. Mr. and Mrs. O. G. Kal We are working together all summer
loch,
St.
George;
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Nor

This gay little sparrow and I.
Daniel A. Packard of Lander, Andrews, Melza McCaslin, Annie
Cruises arranged, steamship tick Wyo., a former resident of Rock Trundy, Margaret Vasques. Marga man Kalloch and daughter Carolyn I '•ultivate dally my garden:
He sings from the cherry bush nigh
ets to all parts of the world. M. F. land is visiting his brother Karl ret Caven, Lucy Rackliffe. Abbie Ann, Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Beaton and
He
adds to thc Joy I'm receiving
Lovejoy, 140 Talbot avenue, Tel.
McDonald, Mildred Sprague. Alden Miss Dorothy Thomas, Rockland;
From lovely and flourishing plants.
Packard at Bear Hill Farm.
O.
Dudley
Gould,
Bobby
Hooper
From
promise of harvest time beauty
1060-J, Rocklad
16-S-tf
Ulmer, Sr., Myrtle Ames, Susie Karl,
Thc thrills of hls exquisite chants.
and his guest Miss Betty Moore of
Dorothy
Sukeforth,
L.
H.
Barter,
Just arrived. India Prints and
Warren. Cards were enjoyed until I fancy he's also cnjoyLng
Persian Karbag. 40c to $3.75; Mo Mary Simmons. Mrs. Mary Barter.
The beauty my garden displays,
a late hour.
Inspired at seeing Its glory.
Elizabeth
Donohue,
Flora
Ulmer.
P DR. L. M. RICHARDSON rocco leather purses; Egyptian cop
He pours forih hls grateful sweet lays
per; Danish crockery, etc. Also a Melzine McCaslin. Winnifred But
Announces the Removal of his
And
while I behold hls enjoyment,
LONG COVE
flne display of genuine engravings, ler, Hazel Nash, Doris Melvin, Mrs
DENTAL OFFICES to
A new Inspiration I feel—
Soper,
Olive
Walker,
Carrie
Thomp

To
keep
at my gardening labor
hand
colored
by
the
artist,
from
40c
401 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND
With eagerness, ardor and zeal.
St. George’s Church. 6 p. m.
i Next Door South of Western Union to $8.00. Visitors always welcome. son, Mrs. Langley, Jennie PieAllison M. Watts
II
95-tf What-Not Gift Shop—adv.
Evensong and Sermon,
troski. Frances Weed,
Jamaica, Vt.

*rr

n*

To Be Observed At Wiscas
set Wednesday—List of
Attractions
“Open House Day" in Wiscasset
has been set for next Wednesday,
Aug. 17, and the following houses
will be opened to the public:
No. 1—'Nickels-Sortwell house,
Main and Fort Hill streets. Erected
in 1807 for Capt William Nickels,
the first owner. Architect un
known. Belfinch influence is seen
in oval shape of stair hall. Tea
served (between 3 and 6.
No. 2—Summer home of Mrs. Marean, Main and Pleasant streets.
Originally a three-story house hav
ing 17 fireplaces. Erected in 1795
for Francis Cook, Collector of Cus
toms. Tlie front hall has Interest
ing “railroad’’ wall paper dating
from the early days of railroads in
the United States.
No. 3—Home of Williams Lienau.
Main and Pleasant streets. It is
said that this interesting house was
removed from Water street prior to
1792.
No. 4—Wiscasset Public Library.
Tlie brick part was erected in 1805
by Lincoln and Kennebec Bank for
a banking house, for which purpose
it was occupied in part for many
years, and here county offices were
kept until the Court House was
built in 1824. Converted to a pri
vate residence in 1862. The Wom
an's Club of Wiscasset has quarters
in the ell where samples of handi
craft are being shown. In the sec
ond story is an exhibition of wood
carving and objects of historic in
terest. Rest room. Tea served be
tween 3 and 6.
No. 5—Home of Miss Bellas and
Mrs. White, High land Lee streets.
Projected in 1811 by their ancestor.
Hon. Abel Wood, and after unavoid
able delays, consequent upon .the
effects of the War of 1812, complet
ed for occupancy in 1824.
No. 6—Tucker-White house. High
street, built by Capt. R. H. Tucker
in 1834.
No. 7—Summer home of Mrs.
Walter Chase of Boston. Original
ly a double house. Erected in 1852
by Henry Clark, Esq and Capt.
George H. Wood, and by them occu
pied. Here at a later period, resid
ed Mrs. Chase's grandfather, the
late Capt. Jonathan Edward Scott,
a noted shipmaster.
No. 8—Gov. Samuel IE. Smith
homestead. High street. Erected
1792 by Silas Lee. lawyer, who aft
erward represented the Eastern
District in Congress. In 1807 Lee
sold ito Gen. David Payson, from
whose heirs it was purchased by
Governor Smith in 1836 and remains
in the possession of descendants of
the Governor. Here at one time
lived Blanche Willis Howard, author
of “One Summer” and other novels.
Later Susan Grant Smith, a writer
of note lived here.
No. 9—Lennox Homestead. Origi
nal construction about 1808. Ex
terior alterations made in 1872.
Collection of very fine heirloom fur
niture and China.
No. 10—Congregational Church.
The third 'house of Worship to
stand on its site, the first having
been erected before the Revolution.
No. 11—Lincoln County Court
House, erected in 1824,, the oldest
building now used in Maine for
holding courts. Here many judges
have presided and here have ap
peared Daniel Webster, Jeremiah
Mason Thomas B. iReed, Benjamin
F. Butler and many others.
No. 12—Home of Miss Taylor and
Mrs. Joseph Hubbard, Hodge street,
original part built very soon after
the close of tlie Revolutionary war,
and for many years the home of the
Hodge family.
No. 13—St. Philip's church, Hodge
street. Erected in 1822 for a Bap
tist Society. An Episcopal church
since 1856.
1
No. 14—Home of Daniel R. Sortwell, Gardiner road. Built by
Mose~ Foye shortly after 1844 to
replace house that burned. The
land is one of the original grants
and has never been out of the
family
No. 15—Summer home of Mrs
Rafter, Atlantic Highway. Dates
from the decade of 1830 to 1840.
during a part of which time it was
the home of John H. Shepard, law
yer and literateur. from whose own
ership it passed to that of the late
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac H. Coffin,
grandparents of the present occu
pant.
No. 16—Residence of Mrs, Met
calf, a descendant of Captain Clark
for whom the original part of the
house was built about 1855. Altera
tions and additions were made six
years later. House stands near
sight of old foot used in Indian
wars. Commands fine view of the
harbor. Tea served between 3 and
6.
No. 17—Stone Jail with a capacity
of 40 prisoners, completed In 1811
to replace wooden one built in 1793
The enormous igranlte slabs were
brought across the river from the
Edgecomb quarry. Brick jailor’s
house built in 1830 to replace a
wooden one that was burned. Keys
weighing three pounds were neces
sary for the huge locks.

LUCIEN K. GREEN & SON
ROCKLAND, ME.

16 SCHOOL ST.,

Now Showing a Carefully Selected
Assortment of

FINE FURS
At New Low Price Levels
We advise an early visit to our shop

We will be pleased to show you the line

NEW FALL CLOTH COATS
Arriving Daily

These coats are distinctive and
refreshingly new
94 If

Five New Recruits
Will Be Initiated By Hunt
ley-Hill Post Next Mon
day Night
The comrades of Huntley-Hill
Post, V.F.W., Rockland, have com
pleted arrangements to entertain a
few of the Department officers Mon
day night. The visitors are speak
ers of great ability and the Post is
leaving nothing undone in order to
have a large group of former service
men hear them.
The commander of the Rockland
Post considers himself very fortu
nate in inducing these distinguished
V.F.W leaders to come to Rock
land to initiate five new recruits
into the organization. Commander
Nathan Berliawsky is highly pleased

At The Samoset
By Pauline Ricker
Aug. 11—-Tlie barn dance Tliursday
evening was one of the largest -af
fairs held this season. Prizes were
awarded for costumes Among those
reserving tables for thc dance were
Charles Hawley, Don Lowell, Mrs
Thomas Berry, Mrs. Albert Car
man, Mrs. Stanley Buck. Miss Letitiia Pearson. Miss Anna Logan.
The winners at last evening's
bridge were Mrs. George Montgom
ery, Mrs. Albert Haustetter. Mrs
Victor B. Woolley, J B Throck
morton. W. H. Kingsley, Ted Pierce.
Mrs. W. S. Detwiler. Mrs Herbert
Lawton. Mrs A C. Eglin, Mrs. R.
J. Fletcher. In Uie bowling match.
H. M. Lowell, Don Lowell, Mr. and
Mrs. F. Goddard
Arrivals for August visits include
Miss Anna Bohl, Brooklyn. Mr. anc
Mrs. Henry Lowell, Brooklyn; Dr.
and Mrs. A. C. Eglin. Merion. Penn

with the wonderful backing he is
receiving by the comrades of thc
Post in acquiring new members dur.
ing his membership drive. “The
majority of Overseas men who arc
Andrew Rikila’s
eligible to membership in thc
V.F.W are gradually beginning to New Shoe Repairing Shop
recognize,” he said, "thc vigorous
is at 299 Main St.
labors and continued battles in
Over Lamb's, Cleaners
Capital Washington for Pensions.
13Stf
Compensations. Adequate Hospitali
zation Facilities for all ex-service
men and ail other Veteran Legisla
tion for the benefit of tbe sick and
SUN.-MON.-TUES.
disabled. It is the only ex-military
organization that ignores political
affiliation, in order to win their ob-j
jectives to assist the comrades In [
distress."
America's only Gold Chevron i
fighting organization will presently
have over a million members.
All local members are requested
to attend this meeting and to take
a comrade with them. Due to thc
fact that the visitors come from
long distances Commander Bcrliawsky the meeting will be called
to order at 7.30 sharp. The com
mittees are composed of Vernon O.
Giles, entertainment chairman, as
sisted by Daniel A. Noonan, Law
rence J. Hamlin, Arthur L. Marks,
and John S. Ranlett. Supper chair
man, Andrew W. Boynton, assisted
by John M. Williams, George W.
Leonard, James J Monahan. Frank
J. McDonnell, Oliver R. Hamlin,
John A. Guistin, present Depart
NOW PLAYING
ment chaplain, and Oliver R. Ham
lin, past Department commander,
IIAKOLD LLOYD
ill
will give a brief account of the re
"PROFESSOR BEWARE"
cent Department meeting at Togus.

DANCING TONITE

Rockland

9.00 TO 1.00—D.S.T.

Shows—Mat 2. Evg. 6.45, 8.45.
Continuous Sat. 2.15 to 10.45

Tel. 893

LAKEHURST
DAMARISCOTTA

Every Thurs. and Sat.

MONDAY-TUESDAY

LLOYD RAFNELL and
his GEORGIANS
96*97
THI DRAMA OF THC MOST
DRAMATIC SPOT ON EARTHI

AUG. 18

AUG. 18

‘1

ATTENTION!
LOOK!

WHOOPEE!

Tex Rider
and his

4MECHE fcj
WHELAN ■ 2
w.fh

CHICORY

TEXAS RANGERS

RATOFF
■ INNII

BARNES

at the

CIIMHT

COMMUNITY
BUILDING

ROLAND
RAYMOND

FATEFUL
EllIS ISIANDI
TODAY

WAIBURN

AMATEUR CONTEST
CASH PRIZES
ADMISSION 25c, 35c
TIME, 8.30
Amateurs report to the
Community Building at 7.00

07&99

Geo. O'Brien in “Painted Desert”

PARK t
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The Land Poor Rich

GUARDIANS OF OUR COAST

PERsnnALminniusir

The South Is the Nation’s
No. 1 Economic Problem
In Opinion of Franklin D.

Evfcry-OtKer-Day

An Old Directory
(Continued from Page Onei

Realm or
Music

Gould. Edward K.. register of pro
bate and lawyer. Court House, h
NICK and CHARLES KENNY, A.S.C.A.P.
45 Masonic.
Gould. L. D.. farmer, h 12 High. [
Following President Roosevelt's
------------- The Gold Mine Is Still in the Sky---------------What our lightkeepers and coast guardsmen are doing
Gould. Mrs. Rose J., widow, h 45 '
assertion that the South is the Na
Masonic.
tion's "number one economic prob
to protect coastwise shipping by day and by night.
by Gladys St. Clair Heistad
Goulding. Blanche L.. h 54 Pacific.
lem.” economists are now turning
The day's news from many lonely outposts along
toward the land of cotton, already
Goulding. Clarence E.. contractor
Maine's waterfront.
the happy hunting ground of song
and builder, h 54 Pacific
Ezra Rachlirt, prominent young ten by the most eminent critics ln.
writers, dramatists, and raconteurs
Goulding. Clifford E„ carpenter, h
54 Pacific.
1
American pianist, who is spending the field today,
THE GOOD SHIPS
night. In our opinion they are all of dialect jokes. What will statis
ticians discover ln the deep South's
Graham. Mrs. Eliza T., h upper the month of August ln Rockport's
h v
(For The Courier-Gazette 1
1 have never yet had contact with'
gcod men—the best on the coast.
realm of roses and magnolias, the
Pleasant.
Hither and yon and far away
,
,
. . .
. any artist who did not appreciate
Emile
Annottp,
Eugene
Annotte
native heath of fried chicken and
,
,1
'”>» si pe go ailin'; down the bav:
Graham. Thomas, quarryman, h music colony, speaks most interestthe publicity given him in our local
Some to the east and some to the west and Robert Annotte have been watermelon, the stronghold of yes- '
Old County road.
ingly of his last winter's European papers Tjue thejje yWUng artists!
Steered by a pilot whose course Is best spending the greater part of the terday's courtly traditions and to- j
Grant. Charles O.. restaurant and tour, during which he gave con- ask for u but truJy thpy do nQt
day's sociological problems?
With no thought of evil nor fear of summer at this station.
intelligence office. 3 Limerock.
storm
Southern Quarter Contains
We sincerely hope that Miss
Grant. Ernest C„ quarryman, h 267 certs in 11 of the largest cities, such underrate the papers whlch give
Tlie gallant ships sail swlf ly on
as London. Rome. Milan. Vienna. R j hgye ney€r heard one speak
Half of V. S. Farms
like great white birds so gracefully
Park.
Pauline Ha mor is recovering from
They fly o’er the waves of the deep.
Grant. Frank A.,carpet maker, h 26 j Berlin, etc. Asked what city made Qf this section
„the sticks •• nor
“The South comprises just over
her Jong illness. How's the chicks.
wide sea.
Ct escent
28
percent
of
the
area
of
the
United
the
greatest
appeal
to
him.
the
refer
to
our
papers
as “hick papers."
El Iznbeth O Marsh
Millie?
Rockland.
Grant, Geo., F„ shoe repairer, 716 answer was "Stockholm." "A beau- They rfgard
States and just under 28 percent of
and ,u
Best regards to all our friends
Main.
Its population," says a bulletin from
tiful
city,
with
beautiful
buildings.
papers
wUh
repect
and
„
king
and
along thc coast.
the Washington. D C.. headquarters
Grant. John S, h 13 Cedar.
Squirrel Point
clean streets, and prosperous happy tim? aft<?r tlme has appreclatlon
of the National Geographic Society.
Grant. Lemuel A., painter, h 27
What a relief to have sunshiny
looking people everywhere." was one
expresscd to me for the
1
“It ls ruled by the same sultry sun
Chestnut.
Baker Island
weather after the long spell of fog
of
Mr.
Rachlin's
comments
about
puW
,
clty
granted
them
.
that cooks North Africa in the latiGrant. Mrs. Mary E„ widow, h 73
Keeper and Mrs. Frank Faulk- tudes Qf Morocco Algerla and
and rain, although we do not enjoy
Sweden s largest and most im- They buy many of tbese papers and
Crescent.
Ingham
have
returned
to
the
Light
nlsla
The
heat
that
mans
so much thunder in the air on ac
Grant. Maud I., student, h 267 Park portant city. Mr Rachltn who had
them aU oyer Qf course j
count of the radio programs. It after a 15-day vacation in Portland energy excites the earth to high
Grant. Moses C , h 23 Myrtle.
lived for four years ln Berlin prior canROt speak for a„ the yarious
fertility. With little more than oneseems odd that we have not tuned Petit Manan and Jonesport.
Grant. O K.. commission broker, h to Hitler becoming dictator, 'said
types of artists who come hereAdditional Keeper and Mrs fourth the country's land, the South
34 James.
in on the lighthouse and coast
that today Berlin is tragic-bread Jtage dance ,ec{ure etc but my
Mitchell are at Baker Island
produces 93 percent of the Nation's
Grant.
Ralph
K
.
joiner,
h
34
James.
Guard program a single Tuesday
cards, meat cards, milk cards, prices fontact with y,siting muslelans ha>
Arthur
Aliev is
few cotton
' 90 of
I*the
rcent
of thego tobacco.
Arthur J
J. Alley
is snendlra
spending aa few
w percent
peanuts,
percent
Graves. Angelica S„ school teacher, abnormally high, scarcity of cer- ; been fair,y w,de and j haye yet tQ
night without being annoyed by
h 1 North.
weeks with his aunt to join the of the rlc€ 95 7 percent of the
cracking and snapping noises.
Graves,
Daniel A., laborer, h 27 tain loods. and the people seeming- fjnd one whQ ig nQt a)ways cour.
crowd
In
making
hay
when
the
j
grapefruit
and
100
percent
of
the
Mrs. Seavey was guest of the
ly scared of their own lives, never
fr,end)y and appreciatlve
Gay
weather
man
comes
with
the
sun.
sugarcane.
Phippsburg Center Farm Bureau at
daring
to stop in small groups on | Thu ]ea(E me (<) WQnder „ wg
Graves,
Ephraim
D„
grocer,
279
Daniel Farnsworth was dinner 'This North American empire of
a picnic luncheon held at New
Main, h 1 North
the streets as we do here, to con- ■ fuUy rea]ize the great pr,yilege
guest Thursday of Keeper and Mrs. tbe sun^claims the aUegiance of the
Meadows recently. It was an at
Graves. Thomas J., ship carpenter, verse or gossip a bit. The fear of granted
jn hay,ng
Qf the
block
of
States
roughly
correspond

h School.
tractive setting and still more at Frank Faulklngham
ing to the Confederacy. Much the '
being
watched
is
everywhere.
Mr
.,
mQst
famrus
mus
,cians
Mr. and Mrs Roger Underwood
Graves, Ulysses , hostler, h 12 Rachlln said the contrast between fcme
tractive lunch. Tlie hostess for the
ps dQWn herp jR our smaH
Holmes
of
New
Jersey
have
opened
the
cotpeople
prevail
through
the
five
!
occasion was Mrs. Charles Buker.
Gray. Andrew J., master mariner, Berin of yesterday and Berlin of ,owns and sma„ ciUes and glyp
Keeper Seavey and family recent tages on the Island for the sum- states south of the Potomac on the
today is a sad picture to one who their
grgtls jn
ftnd
By Daniel I. McNamara
n 11 Fulton.
mer.
1
Atlantic
coast;
the
four
States
on
|
ly spent a day at Cape Newagen and
knew the city in previous days concert so that money may be
A partv of 75 visited the Island tbe east side of the Mississippi and [
Gray.
Arthur
L„
master
mariner,
ICK fought in five wars. He was
__________________________________
enjoyed a lobster dinner at Cape
h 21 Linden.
when there was gaiety, the best
Wednesday. The foggv weather Is *>uth of the Ohio; and the four
stroke oarsman on a sailors' j
raised for local charitable purposes.
Cottage Inn,
1
. . , j,
, .
. 1 States west of the Mississippi and
Gray.
Arthur W., longshoreman, h ln music and creative encourage
twelve-oared racing cutter that complete terms In the navy, starting
Just take a look at the array that
Mr. and Mrs W. L. Norton and certainly discouraging to those who; tied {0
through the Arkansas
Bay
View
Square.
MVer was beaten He was star font-! as a coal passer. He became the
ment.
River valleys.
has been heard in concert in this'
Gray. Bessie M„ h 12 Hill.
daughters Virginia. Iola and Helen come to Maine for a short vacation. : and
ball player and all around athlete fastest signal man in the Navy.
Lila
Lucille
Faulklngham
is
"These
13
States
are
alike
in
hav[
Gray.
Charles
R,
mariner,
h
Bay
section in the past few years—The !
In the V S. Navy. Today he is a Three of his brothers were lost in
were overnight guests at this sta
View Square.
spending a long vacation at Petit ing a larger proportion of country powerful, smiling giant—but if you the world war. His second enlistI have been thinking about the Curtis String Quartet, Lea Lubotion recently.
Gray. Edward W.. clerk Thorndike
sing a song of tender sentiment, like ment ended the day of the ArmisManan
with
her
sister
Mrs
William
of
negroes
in
their
population
recent "open letter" to The Cou- shutz. Felix Salmond. Boris GoldMiss Virginia Norton is spending
h 11 Union lane.
as not you'll see a tear well in (he [ tice After two years in the MerLockhart
ithat tbe rest of the Nation. For
Mrs. Eliza J„ h 10 Chestnut. rier-Gazette in the issue of July 12. ovsky. Ezra Rachlin. Trio Classique.
a vacation at this station.
the United States as a whole. 56 per- eye of this soft-hearted swashbuck- chant Marine, he went to work as a Gray.
Gray. Ernest W . master mariner. signed "Justa Hick" and captioned Shura Cherkassky, William Harms,
Kenneth
Sawyer
of
Popham
cept of the
Uw ,R
gnd
ler. for Nick Kenny is himself a cub reporter in Bayonne. N. J., soon
Our deepest sympathy goes to
h 11 Fulton
writer of songs of appealing senti- [ became sports editor, then worked
“Timely Criticism." and am of the Josef and Rosa Lhevinne. Nadia
Keeper and Mrs. Woodward in their Beach Coast Guard Station is cWes; m the South only about 33 mentality.
Gray, George, teamster, h Glen.
He loves to entertain the ! on newspapers in Boston and New
spending
five
days
with
Mrs
Kenpercent
are
city
dwellers,
with
the
recent sorrowGray, Irving J., fireman, h 80 opinion that the writer is not fa- Reisenberg. Jeanne Behrend, Lucile
children on his radio programs.
[ York He was a pioneer in the deMuch rain and then hot sun has neth Sawyer and parents. Mr and • other two-thirds of the inhabitants
Pleasant.
miliar with the position of artists Lawrence. Eudice Sharpio. Georges
A success in New York journal velopment of the radio column as a
Mrs Henry Sawyer in Tremont
[still down on the farm
Gray. John L., lime trimmer, h 14 in the musical Yield. This does not Barrere. Carlos Salzedo—I could
Ism. Kenny insists that he is a song newspaper feature. For more than a
caused garden produce to ripen off
Rankin.
I "The southern accent on agri writer first, newspaper man inci- decade he has been an authority on
before it's time. We have corn and
Gray. Lewis H. kiln tender, h 12 mean that I am unappreciative of go on and on. All great artists who
Drowning Man: "Quick, throw I culture gives half the farms of the dentally. For he started writing news of the radio
oodles of cucumbers. Mrs Seavey me a life belt."
the kind words the writer paid this have given generously and freely
Hill
[Nation to the 13 States of Dixie
sonfes when he was a youngster in
Both Nick and Charles are mem- |
has made pickles and canned beets
Rescuer (tailor): “Yes. sir. What Perish the thought, however, of the navy, and has been writing them bers of the American Society of Com- Gray. Lillian B. dressmaker, h 11 column; on the contrary. I am most of their talent and ability, and per
Fulton.
size round your waist?"—Montreal white-pillared mansions among the for more than 20 years. He ha$ writ- posers. Authors and Publishers and
and beans.
appreciative, as I always am of com mitted us to hear them for a price
songs—
are•-In the
Gray. Livingstone A, landscape
ten more than 50 successes, many their copyrighted
---------------------------Star.
1
magnolias
surrounded
by
endless
We trust Mrs Powers makes an
plimentary expression for my en as low as 50 cents per ticket Not
gardener,
h
96
Main.
Society's repertoire. Active in New
-----------------I acres of plantation, divided into of them among the best sellers.
early and complete recovery from
Graji. Samuel, h Thomaston.
deavor. But through the work I do many years ago we were privileged
Nick, however, has not cornered York newspaper work, they have
NOTICE TO MARINERS
green miles of tobacco and white
Gray. Wm. A., kiln tender, h Bay for this column, I have been brought
talent in the Kenny family, for found music an avocation of great
her accident.
to hear Elsa Alsen, who has won
_____
j miles of cotton fluffy as whipped the
\Tew Square
his accomplished brother. Charles, possibilities. One of their latest ef
Many barges are in the river now.
Seacoast—Old Anthony Lighted cream; such estates are gone with a violinist and composer, frequent forts is "Cathedral in the Pines." Gray. Willis H.. engineer, h Thom in contact with many artists, some world wide fame as a Wagnerian
Parker's flats look like a miniature Whistle Buov 22—Characteristic of tbe Confederacy
of them famous, and have come singer. Not many years ago we
aston.
The average ly shares-with Nick the honors of a song of romantic appeal, and one
Greeley
Anthony
N.,
master
mari

Southern
farm
today
is
106
acres.
city.
creating
new
song
successes.
Nick,
of
the
most
popular
numbers
of
cur

to understand their position more were privileged to hear the world's
light was changed Aug 10 to flash- 1
ner. h 16 Maverick.
in the rest of the United a native of Astoria. L. 1.. served two rent radio programs.
Striped bass are beginning to bite. ing white every 5 seconds, flash 10 Farmers
States have ahnost twlce as much
Greeley Mabel F.. h 16 Maverick keenly, and to realize for the great greatest pianist. Josef Hofmann.
James Seavey. aged three, caught j
Greeley. Mrs. Rebecca A., employed er part that they are delightful men when he played at a Camden Garsecond, eclipse 4.0 seconds
’.and (averaging 206 acres each).
his first fish recently. It weighed ( Saco River-South Jetty Buoy 3A
Mowrj’ & Payson, h 10 (High.
and Oklahoma. The two latter
and women, charming and un den Club awards affair. Ticketschief
o, oi| z|nc
three-fourths of a pound, the small- ] was established Aug. 10 in 9 feet. J
Green. Elijah. L., carpenter, h 309 affected. warm in their friendships
have fewer negroes than the aver
to hear such artists In the big cities
Sulphur, and Aluminum
Broadway
est bass we have ever taken from the )
age for the Nation.
,a black 3rd-class special can. 30;
n
vlro sunA v.cavc...
crescent awa...
swath of the
Green. Mrs N A., h Old County and appreciative of any kind thing run into high prices—and they arq
"Although
agriculture
is
the
river Tliose caught b> • 5s
[ yards. 73 degrees from end of south bathed South forms one of the most
done for them.
read.
worth it. We are. indeed, among
South's biggest business, the sunny
and Miss Norton were twins weigh jetty.
Green. Ralph C.. carpenter, h 33
I thoroughly single-crop areas in land yields wealth other than the j*
ThLs goes for the members of the the fortunate, for many of us would
James.
ing exactly 3% pounds each. We
____________
[agriculture—the Cotton Belt. Here 67 crops of farm, orchard, and I
Greene. Alvah F, master mariner. Curtis String Quartet which is men never hear these great artists un- j
find it lively sport and much to our
-rr-xt AMT’C UADDnD
about three I*r«nt of the world's berry patch.
From fast-growing
tioned specifically in Justa Hick's less the came to us as summer visi
41 Maverick
I LIN AIN 1 □ rlAKDLJK
soil produces an estimated 60 per forest not yet cut over come tur
liking; and the fish are unexcelled
Greene.
Carrie
W
.
employed
John
article. We know them very well, tors. I am wondering here if we
cent of the world's cotton. Half
Maine people continue to show
for frying, boiling or baking
Bird Co., h 18 Frederick
Guests at the home of Mr and ' the farms of the South are dedi- pentine. pulp wood, yellow pine timalso their families. The Quartet aren't the ones lacking in apprecia
ber. The waters' margins of South- tbelr interest jn extension teaching Greene. Charles W.. lime burner, h
Keeper Seavey is busy on small Mrs. J. Reid are Mrs. Slimmons and
cotton; and where cotton em
members to us are Jascha, Charlie. tion, and not they.
States
—
which
have
over
half
18
Frederick.
painting jobs and putting wood pre grandson Thomas. Mrs. Abbott and [ king, not even trees are allowed
Max and Landy Even though we
of the Nation's coastline—are fer- by their continued membership in Greene. Edith A., h 41 Maverick
AU this is not said in disparage
server on the walks This work has daughter Mayna, all of Yonkers, to challenge his supremacy right
tile with fisheries, sponges, shrimp, the 14 county farm bureaus of the Greene. Orace E. student, h 41 know they stand today as one of the ment or criticism of "Justa Hick"—
been long delayed by fog and rain. N Y.
up to the very farmhouse door As crabs, and oysters. The rich oil
Maverick.
_
t
.
great quartets before the public, merely to state the other side from
a result, occupants of the typical field that curves up from Mexico state' The most. recenl report of Greene. Lizzie L„ h 18 Frederick
• ♦ • »
and even though we pay highest one who has had experience in the
James Slevin of Greetown. Scot cabin in the cotton frequently have
Greene.
Lucian
K..
clerk,
h
41
Mav

around the Gulf gives Texas and membership shows 13.575 men and
Portland Head
tribute to their artistry, to us they musical field, both in the art Itself
land. who is visiting in the States to buy vegetables, fruit, milk, and Oklahoma a lead in the country's women enrolled, approximately 450
erick.
Summer is fast slipping away; called on Robert Bald. Sr., and was eggs or develop pellagra for the 1 production of petroleum; with Ar- more than last year at thls time. Greene. Mrs^Mary A. h 43 Mav are charming friendly men whom and in literary endeavor.
erick.
we like a whole lot. I know. too.
we are wishing for a warm fall. overnight guest of John Reid re lack of them. The dominance of kansas and Louisiana, they ac
• • • *
cotton and other factors, however, count for approximately two-thirds The Aroostook is largest, followed Greenhalge. Chas.' B.. restaurant, that they appreciate the publicity
Visitors to the station are more in cently.
Tillson's
wharf,
h
same.
And may I make the comment
result in low cash incomes in the of the total output of the United closely by York and Penobcot.
Greenhalge. Faith W.. h Tillson's the local papers give them, that
Agnes Holgerson is at home for 3outh; eyep W28 hrought the ayer.
number than in July. All hands
• • • •
wharf
they value our commendation and that if we do not read the New
are on deck and enjoying fine three weeks' vacation. Since Feb age Southerner in all walks of life States Texas has virtually a world
monopoly on helium gas and sul
Greenhalge. Hope, h Tillson's wharf
Two
events
of
State-wide
interest
York papers, at least now and then,
weather when it comes our way. ruary she has been in training at only $383 approximately in the phur Arkansas is the foitmost
Greenhalge. Jabez B. club room, h it is used elsewhere as press matter.
Checkers are on the move; all in all the New England Hospital for Wom whole year. Farmer's annual in United States source of aluminum to farm people take place at the
But—whether or not there are we are missing a lot. We love our
27 Park.
we are “making hay while the sun en and Children in Boston. Miss come was much lower than the and Oklahoma of zinc.
University of Maine next week. Greenhalge. Joseph, Jeweler. 403 those who do not like to admit it, own local paper for the friendly in
Main, h 67 Park.
"Already the manufactured prod The eighth annual poultry school
Holgerson has passed her probation average, with the minimum in
New York stands as the authority terest it maintains in the doings
shines."
South Carolina. $129. Inhabitants
Gregory. Alvra W., (J. F. Gregorj’
One chief activitiy is swatting the period with honors and is enthusi of New York and Delaware had an ucts of Texas have begun to ex
& Son. clothiers. 458-460 Maim h in the field of music criticism With around us—it is the only way we
ceed in value the farm products, , opens Aug. 15. continuing througn
flies They are plentiful and we astic about her work. She will con average income of about $1,300 each
52 Cedar.
men like Lawrence Oilman. Olin have of keeping in touch with our
and the Southern trend toward in- i the next day with more sessions for
also have one mosquito picker in tinue her studies on return to during the same period. With so dustry grows more pronounced [ practical poultrymen. The annual Gregory. Cora E, h 87 North Main. Downes. Pitts Sanborn and Deems friends and acquaintances; we take
Gregory, Frank, teamster, h 67
much of the Nation's earthy wealth, yearly. Cotton mills in the South
our midst—she's a "natural." Our Boston.
Taylor in this field, quotations from pride in our paper, we are proud
Camden.
I state 4-H club camp gets under way
evenings are spent with two eyes
Miss Elizabeth Wenners of Ros- the South nevertheless harvests an operate three times as many spintheir press reviews carry immense of this one and that one writing
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